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Abstract

IN the autonomic computing context, we perceive the system as an en-
semble of autonomous elements capable of self-managing, where end-
users define high-level goals and the system shall adapt to achieve the

desired behaviour. This runtime adaptation creates several optimisation op-
portunities, especially if we consider approximate computing applications,
where it is possible to trade off the result accuracy and the performance.
Given the power consumption limit on modern systems, autonomic com-
puting is an appealing approach to increase the computation efficiency.

I divided this PhD thesis into three main sections. The first section fo-
cuses on a dynamic autotuning framework, named mARGOt, which aims
at enhancing the target application with an adaptation layer to provide self-
optimisation capabilities at the production phase. In this context, the end-
user might specify complex high-level requirements, and the proposed ap-
proach automatically tunes the application accordingly.

The second section evaluates the mARGOt framework, by leveraging
its features in two different scenarios. On the one hand, we evaluated the
orthogonality between resource managers and application autotuning. On
the other hand, we proposed an approach to enhance the application with a
kernel-level compiler autotuning and adaptation layer in a seamless way for
application developers. The third section focuses on two application case
studies, showing how it is possible to significantly improve computation
efficiency, by applying approximate computing techniques and by using
mARGOt to manage them.
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

With the end of Dennard scaling [1], power consumption limits the per-
formance of modern systems. For this reason, there is a trend to shift the
optimisation focus toward energy efficiency in a wide range of scenarios,
not only related to embedded systems but also related to high-performance
computing (HPC) [2].

Among all the possible directions that promise to improve the compu-
tation efficiency of a system, this thesis focuses on two approaches at the
software layer. On the one hand, when application developers write the
source code, the best practice is to expose implementation parameters that
alter the extra-functional properties of the application, such as execution
time or power consumption. We have algorithm-agnostic parameters, such
as the number of software threads, the dimension of communication buffers
or the tile size in a loop; but we also have algorithm-specific parameters that
alter the procedure to obtain the result, such as the compression factor in an
image converter application. In literature, these parameters are also named
software-knobs, since a change on their value leads to a change in the extra-
functional properties as well. If it is possible to change their configuration
at runtime, they are named dynamic knobs [3].

On the other hand, several approaches aim at finding good enough re-
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Chapter 1. Introduction

sults for the end-user, thus saving the unnecessary computation effort, im-
proving efficiency. In literature, this approach is named approximate com-
puting. A large class of applications implicitly expose software-knobs at
algorithm-level to find accuracy-throughput tradeoffs. They might found
especially in multimedia [4] and whenever it is possible to use approxima-
tion techniques such as loop perforation [5] or task skipping [6]. Since ap-
proximate computing can significantly increase the application throughput
by decreasing the result accuracy [7], several works in literature investigate
the possibility to use also approximate hardware accelerators [8, 9].

Among the implications of this trend, the application requirements are
increasing in complexity. Due to the tradeoffs created by using software-
knobs and approximate computing, the end-user might have complex re-
quirements which involve extra-functional properties (EFPs) in conflict with
each other, such as power consumption, throughput, and accuracy. More-
over, these extra-functional properties might depend on the actual inputs of
the application, on the available resources, and on the configurations of the
underlying architecture (such as the core frequencies).

In this context, the autonomic computing field investigates how to en-
hance the target system with a set of self-* properties [10], such as self-
healing, self-optimization or self-protection. In this thesis, we focus on
the self-optimization property, where the target system shall automatically
identify and seize optimisation opportunities according to the system evo-
lution.

1.1 Thesis Motivations

Given the vast difference in performance between software-knobs config-
urations, researchers have investigated several approaches for finding the
ones that lead to optimal tradeoffs between EFPs of interest for end-user
[11–13]. However, finding a one-fits-all software-knobs configuration is
complex if we consider the system evolution. The application requirements
may change according to external events. For example, end-user might
have different requirements according to whether the target platform is rely-
ing on batteries or not. Moreover, there might be changes in the underlying
architecture. For example, a power capper might lower the core frequen-
cies due to thermal reasons, or the available resources might change due
to workload fluctuations. Furthermore, the EFPs might have heavy input
dependency. Therefore, a one-fits-all software-knobs configuration might
lead to sub-optimal performance.

For these reasons, the self-optimization capability requires an adaptation
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1.2. Thesis Contributions

layer that tunes the software-knobs configuration at runtime. However, how
to provide to a target application the optimal software-knob configuration,
according to end-user requirements and system evolution, is still an open
question. This is a known problem investigated in the literature using dif-
ferent approaches. The work carried out in this thesis aims at advancing the
state-of-the-art toward this direction.

1.2 Thesis Contributions

The main outcome of this thesis is a methodology to enhance a target appli-
cation with an adaptation layer that exposes mechanisms to adapt reactively
and proactively. Moreover, additional contributions of this thesis are the
methodology evaluation in different contexts and the analysis carried out
in real-world applications, to show how it is possible to improve computa-
tion efficiency. Furthermore, the proposed framework is a key component
of the ANTAREX approach, developed in the context of the Horizon 2020
European Project “AutoTuning and Adaptivity appRoach for Energy effi-
cient eXascale HPC systems”. In particular, the thesis contributions are the
followings:

1. The methodology implementation, named mARGOt, is a C++ library
that is linked to the target application and works at the function level.
mARGOt employs separation of concerns between functional and extra-
functional requirement. End-user might define or change require-
ments at runtime, according to application phases. Moreover, by using
feedback information from runtime monitors, it is possible to react to
changes in the execution environment, providing to the application the
most suitable software-knobs configuration. Furthermore, it leverages
input features to identify and seize optimisation opportunities accord-
ing to the current input. We publicly released the framework source
code [14], along with user manuals, with the hope that application de-
velopers can use mARGOt for improving the computation efficiency.

2. A framework has been implemented for learning the application knowl-
edge online, using a distributed approach. It uses models ensemble to
increase the predictive capabilities of base models that perform out-of-
sample predictions. Moreover, it uses an iterative procedure to obtain
the application knowledge using as few samples as possible.

3. An experimental evaluation of mARGOt has been performed in a wide
range of scenarios, from embedded to High-Performance Computing,
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Chapter 1. Introduction

to assess the benefits of each feature of the proposed approach in real-
world applications and case studies. In particular, we target a Stereo-
matching application targeting an embedded platform, a Probabilistic
Time-Dependent Routing application targeting an HPC node, and a
Geometric Docking application targeting an HPC platform.

4. In the context of resource consolidation, we evaluated the orthogo-
nality between application autotuning and resource management. In
particular, we compared different policies for sharing computational
resources between co-running applications. Moreover, we proposed
a light-weight technique for run-time resource management based on
platform sensing at the application level, leveraging mARGOt.

5. A framework has been proposed to automatically tune compilation
flags and OpenMP parameters at the function level, in a seamless way
for the application developer. Beside mARGOt, it leverages the com-
piler autotuning framework COBAYN [15] for extracting the most
promising compilation fags, while it uses the LARA [16] aspect-oriented
language to enhance the original source code automatically.

6. In the context of smart cities, this thesis focused on a Probabilistic
Time-Dependent Routing application to show how it is possible to in-
crease the computation efficiency, by using mARGOt. In particular,
we analysed the effect of roads characteristic to the quality of the out-
put, to identify and seize optimisation opportunities at runtime.

7. In the context of a drug discovery process, a geometrical docking ap-
plication has been analysed for identifying software-knobs that expose
accuracy-throughput tradeoffs. mARGOt leverage these tradeoffs, to-
gether with features of the actual input, to tune the application for
respecting a requirement on given a time-to-solution for the HPC job.

In the remainder of this thesis, I will write using the first-person plural
to acknowledge the support from advisor and colleagues. However, I take
responsibility for all the decisions and choices described in this thesis, since
I was the main investigator. The only exceptions are the works described in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 7, that are a joint effort with other colleagues.

1.3 Thesis Outline

I divided this thesis into three main sections. The first section describes the
proposed framework, and it represents the main outcome of the thesis since
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1.3. Thesis Outline

it has been continuously developed during the doctoral studies (Chapter
2-4). In particular, to introduce the reader to the field of autonomic com-
puting, Chapter 2 describes the background and defines the main concepts
used in this thesis. Moreover, it provides an overview of the state-of-the-
art, highlighting the contribution of this thesis. Then, Chapter 3 describes
in details the proposed approach, defining the methodology and the mAR-
GOt implementation. To better clarify the required integration effort and
to show the framework workflow, it also provides an example of how to
leverage mARGOt features in a toy example. Chapter 4 evaluates the bene-
fits and limitations of the proposed approach, by measuring the introduced
overheads and by evaluating each feature exposed by the adaptation layer,
highlighting the required changes in the application source code. This first
section relates to contributions 1-3.

The second section (Chapters 5,6) describes the exploitation of the frame-
work in two scenarios outside application autotuning. On the one hand,
Chapter 5 evaluates the orthogonality between resource managers and ap-
plication autotuners, and it shows the benefits and limitations of using mAR-
GOt as a lightweight resource manager (contribution 4). On the other hand,
Chapter 6 proposes a structured approach for the runtime selection of the
most suitable application configuration concerning compiler flags and par-
allelism parameters of the OpenMP runtime, in a transparent way for appli-
cation developers (contribution 5).

The third section (Chapters 7,8) shows how it is possible to use mAR-
GOt for leveraging the tradeoff between the EFPs of interest in two inter-
esting application case studies. Chapter 7 focuses on tuning a server-side
car navigation system, in the context of smart cities (contribution 6). While
Chapter 8 describes how we applied approximate computing techniques in a
geometrical molecular docking application, in the context of a drug discov-
ery process, for improving computation efficiency, managed by mARGOt
(contribution 7).

Finally, Chapter 9 concludes the thesis, by summarising the findings and
limitations of the proposed approach and by stating recommendations for
future works.
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The proposed framework
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CHAPTER2
Previous work

The main focus of this thesis is an approach to dynamically autotune an ap-
plication, implemented as the mARGOt autotuning framework. This chap-
ter provides at first an introduction to the related research field, and it de-
fines a common terminology used to compare mARGOt with the state-of-
the-art. Then, it describes in more details the most similar works, and it
identifies the differences with mARGOt. The summary of this chapter high-
lights the contributions of this thesis.

2.1 Background and definitions

The research carried out in this thesis belongs to the autonomic comput-
ing field [10]. In this context, we perceive a computing system as an en-
semble of autonomic elements that are able of self-management, without
a human-in-the-loop. According to the proposed vision, an autonomic el-
ement must have the self-configuration, self-optimization, self-healing and
self-protection abilities. Self-configuration is the ability to incorporate in
the system new components whenever they become available, as in the
Rainbow framework [17]. Self-healing is the ability to recover from a hard-
ware or software failure, as proposed in [18]. Self-protection is the ability
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to defend itself against malicious attack or failures not corrected by any
self-healing mechanism, as proposed in [19]. Eventually, self-optimization
is the ability to identify and seize opportunities to improve the application
performance or efficiency. How to provide any of the self-* abilities within
a single framework and without losing in generality is still an open ques-
tion. Since the goal of mARGOt is to enhance an existing application with
an adaptation layer that provides the ability of self-optimization, we focus
on works related to the latter property. Previous surveys [20, 21] provide a
more detailed overview of the field, regarding the other self-* abilities.

The definition of a system in the context of autonomic computing in-
volves both, hardware and software. Therefore, several works in literature
aimed at optimising the system performance or efficiency. In this thesis
context, we might divide them into two main categories: resource managers
and application autotuners. Resource managers address system adaptabil-
ity through resource management and allocation. For example in data cen-
tre context [22, 23], in the grid computing context [24], in multi/many core
node contexts [25–27] or for embedded platforms [28, 29].

Application autotuners work at the software level, leveraging the as-
signed resources to reach end-user requirements. Therefore, they take or-
thogonal decisions. Before discussing the related work in literature, it is
important to clearly define the key concepts behind the methodology pre-
sented in this thesis. With the term application, we may refer to any soft-
ware that is possible to execute on the target architecture. However, we
consider only applications that perform an elaboration and that do not re-
quire human interaction, such as a video encoder, a navigation system or
scientific applications. Moreover, end-users or system administrators may
have preferences or requirements on the application extra-functional prop-
erties (EFPs), such as execution time, energy consumption or quality of the
results. For example, the user of a video encoder application would like to
convert a video streaming with the highest quality, provided a throughput
of at least 25fps; or the administrators of a navigation system would like to
minimize the energy consumption while respecting a Service Level Agree-
ment on the response time and quality of the results. We refer to the set of
EFPs relevant for the end-user or system administrator as metrics, defining
the application performance as a vector of values.

A large class of applications expose tunable parameters that alter the ap-
plication performance, named software-knobs. We may have application-
specific software-knobs and application-agnostic software-knobs such as
tile size or the number of Monte Carlo simulation. The main idea is that a
change in the software-knobs configuration leads to a change in the appli-
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2.2. Application autotuning

cation performance as well.
The main goal of an application autotuner is to automatically tune the

software-knobs according to end-users or system administrator preferences
or requirements. The main challenge is that the relation between a software-
knobs configuration and application performance is unknown and usually
depends also on the underlying architecture and on the current input. For
this reason, it is possible to use the characteristics of the current input, such
as its size or autocorrelation, to better describe the relationship with appli-
cation performance. This set of values is named input features. The rep-
resentation used by application autotuner to describe the relation between
software-knobs configurations, input features and the application perfor-
mance is named application knowledge.

2.2 Application autotuning

In synergy with resource managers, application autotuning frameworks aim
at selecting the most suitable configuration of the software-knobs to lever-
age the assigned resources. Among these approaches, we have static au-
totuners which select the most suitable configuration before the production
phase, and we have dynamic autotuners which select the most suitable con-
figuration during the production phase. The following sections describe the
most related work in literature.

2.2.1 Static autotuning frameworks

Static autotuners target software-knobs that tailor the application for the
underlying architecture, such as tiling size, loop unrolling factor, compiler
options and algorithm selection. This tailoring process implies that static
autotuners have to consider a fair amount of knobs with a large, possibly un-
bounded, domain of possible values. The Design Space (DS) of an applica-
tion grows exponentially, making a full-factorial Design Space Exploration
(DSE) in this context unfeasible. Therefore, static autotuning frameworks
are typically designed to find the configuration that maximises/minimise a
utility function in a reasonable amount of time. Even if a fraction of static
autotuners perform such exploration at runtime, once they settle with an
optimal configuration they are not willing to change it anymore.

As examples of static autotuning frameworks, we may consider the fol-
lowing works. ATune-IL [30] focuses on pruning the Design Space before
of the tuning step. On the main hand, it prunes the space by handling de-
pendencies between software-knobs. On the other hand, it analyses the
code structure to split the set of software-knobs into independent regions
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Chapter 2. Previous work

that might be tuned separately. This approach focuses on minimising the
execution time. AutoTune [31] targets multi-node applications, and it lever-
ages the Periscope framework [32] to measure the execution time. In their
work, they tune pipeline parameters such as buffer sizes, OpenHMPP [33]
related parameters and MPI related parameters. However, it is possible
to expand the framework using plugins to consider an arbitrary class of
software-knobs. QuickStep [34] and Paraprox [35] targets parallel regions
of an application and they perform code transformation without preserv-
ing the code semantics. The rationale behind this choice is to expose
and leverage the accuracy-throughput trade-off automatically. In particu-
lar, they minimise the execution time given a threshold on the minimum
accuracy. OpenTuner [36] explicitly addresses the problem of exponential
growth in the complexity for exploring the DS, by using an ensemble of
search algorithms. Since each algorithm shines for a particular class of ap-
plications, OpenTuner uses a multi-armed bandit solver to find and exploit
the best search algorithm for the given application. Moreover, it is possible
to define the extra-functional requirements as a constrained multi-objective
optimisation problem. PowerGAUGE [37] manipulates the assembly code
of an application, using a genetic algorithm, to expose and optimise the ac-
curacy/performance trade-off. ATF framework [38] is a language agnostic
autotuning framework that enables a user to tune the application according
to a constrained multi-objective optimisation problem. Moreover, it enables
the user to specify complex dependencies between software knobs values.
Recent work [39] investigates the effect of tuning independent regions of
code which share common software-knobs, e.g. the number of threads. In
particular, they show how a global tuning can further optimise the applica-
tion with respect to a local tuning of independent regions of code.

Moreover, in the context of High-Performance Computing, there are
several autotuning frameworks targeted at specific tasks. ATLAS [40] for
matrix multiplication routine, FTTW [41] for FFTs operations, OSKI [42]
for sparse matrix kernels, SPIRAL [43] for digital signal processing, CLTune
[44] for OpenCL applications, Patus [45] and Sepya [46] for stencil com-
putations, are some examples in this area.

These works are typically employed in a predictable execution environ-
ment, and they usually target a different class of software-knobs with re-
spect to dynamic autotuners. Indeed, by choosing a configuration at design
time, it is not possible to react to changes in either the application require-
ments or of the observed performance. Moreover, the decision algorithm is
not able to leverage input features.
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2.2.2 Dynamic autotuning frameworks

The defining characteristic of dynamic autotuning frameworks is that they
can continuously tune the software-knobs configuration at runtime. The
main idea is to leverage information about the actual execution context,
rather than the average behaviour when they decide which is the most suit-
able software-knobs configuration to apply. Usually, they rely on applica-
tion knowledge to predict the behaviour of a configuration and to drive the
decision process. In this section, we describe the most relevant work for
the methodology proposed in this thesis.

Configuring an application at runtime has been an appealing idea in-
vestigated in literature for a long time. For example, the ADAPT frame-
work [47] aims at decoupling run-time code generation from the selection
of the best variant. It monitors execution time for evaluating variants and
for identifying hot-spots in the code. It uses a remote optimiser to generate
versions of a variant, applying different optimisation techniques. Locally it
uses rules to flag specific transformations as stale and therefore avoids their
usage. For example, if the number of available cores is not greater than one,
parallelisation is not used.

Moreover, the work that proposes the ABLE framework [48] shows how
it is possible to derive an autotuner. This example targets the Lotus Notes
servers, and it tunes two software-knobs to maintain the CPU and mem-
ory utilisation below the desired level. At first, it generates a synthetic
workload to build application knowledge and then it leverages control the-
ory [49] to drive the selection of the configuration. Although the example
framework adapts the application at run-time, it focuses more on providing
self-protection abilities rather than self-optimization. Since the employed
autotuner is tailored for a specific application, later work [50] formalise
a blueprint for a generic auto-tuner based on control theory, highlighting
limitations and challenges.

Control theory is not the only scheme for adaptation investigated in the
literature. Indeed, a previous work [51] proposes a more proactive approach
based on machine learning. It leverages features of the actual input to select
the most suitable algorithm version. At first, it uses domain knowledge to
identify the features of an input which are related to the application execu-
tion time. Then, starting from a real-world problem, it proposes to generate
synthetic inputs to train and validate a Bayesian network to select the most
promising version. On the production phase, the approach leverage appli-
cation knowledge to adapt at run-time according to the actual input. Since
the focus of this pioneering work was to learn the effects of actual inputs
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Figure 2.1: The GREEN framework overview. Image from [55].

at design time, it addresses only one metric, and it targets a predictable
execution environment.

More recent works evaluate the possibility of relaxing the constraint on
functional correctness to improve efficiency. The rationale is that we may
tolerate a lower accuracy of the results as long as the output of the com-
putation is useful for the end-user. A large class of applications implicitly
define application-specific software-knobs that relate with the output qual-
ity [52], for example in the context of multimedia. It might be a complex
task to identify such software-knobs, therefore works in literature describes
techniques to expose such tradeoffs by failing task on purpose [6] or by
skipping iterations of a loop [5]. A later work [7] investigates the effect of
loop perforation using a large set of applications from the PARSEC bench-
mark [53], showing how a small loss in accuracy may lead to a significant
increment in performance.

Following this trend, the Sage framework [54] investigates three source
transformations that expose accuracy-throughput tradeoffs, targeting CUDA
kernels. It takes as input the original CUDA kernel and a metric that rep-
resents elaboration quality. In the first step, Sage analyses the kernel code
and find opportunities to apply the proposed transformations, generating
different tunable versions of the code. In a second step, it uses a greedy
approach to select the kernel version and to tune its parameter to minimise
the execution time given a lower bound on the quality. At runtime, it pe-
riodically monitors the execution time and quality. If it detects a violation
of the target output quality, then it selects a more accurate configuration.
Since it focuses on a specific class of software-knobs, the integration effort
is negligible.

One of the pioneering framework designed to harness the throughput-
accuracy tradeoff for a generic application is the Green framework [55].
Figure 2.1 provides an overview of the approach. After an integration step,
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the Green compiler performs at first a DSE to generate QoS Data, and an
external program in MATLAB performs curve fitting and interpolation. In
the second step, the Green compiler generates the adaptive executable tak-
ing into account the desired QoS requirements. At run-time it periodically
measures QoS, triggering a re-calibration if the observed value differs with
respect to the expected one. The Green default re-calibration increases
or decreases the QoS requirements, however, the user may define its re-
calibration function.

Another interesting example of a framework that manages the accuracy-
throughput trade-off is PowerDial [3]. It takes as input the source code of
the application, the command lines options, a representative input set, and
an output abstraction to measure the accuracy. In the first phase, it lever-
ages llvm to identify, from the command lines options, the actual variables
in the source code that alters the extra-functional properties of the appli-
cation. In the second phase, it performs a DSE to sort the software-knobs
configuration according to a speed-up with respect to the baseline through-
put, i.e. the default configuration. In the third phase, it generates a binary
with a manager based on control theory, that selects the speedup required
to reach the target throughput. It uses the Heartbeats framework [56] to
measure the actual throughput, and it uses the application knowledge to
convert the control signal to a software-knobs configuration. PowerDial
defines the throughput goal at compile time, and it targets application with
homogeneous inputs or with few abrupt changes. Moreover, the designed
controller manages a tradeoff between the two metrics. To overcome this
limitation, later work [57] investigate an approach to extend the controller
to handle a trade-off between several metrics, by introducing limitations
and assumption on the software-knobs.

SmartConf [58] uses a similar adaptation scheme. However, it focuses
on Java server application, such as Cassandra or Hadoop, which expose a
large number of command line options that affect the system performance.
Indeed, a wrong configuration of those command line options may lead to
poor performance or crash due to memory usage. In a first phase, they
use an experimental campaign to model the relationship between a com-
mand line option and the related metric. SmartConf leverages control the-
ory to stabilise the metrics to a target value, with some assumptions re-
garding their interaction with the command line options. Although Smart-
Conf adapts the application at run-time, it focuses more on providing self-
protection abilities rather than self-optimization.

Among previous work that manages the throughput-accuracy trade-off,
the IRA framework [59] proposes an interesting approach to adapt an ap-
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Figure 2.2: The IRA framework overview. Image from [59].

plication at run-time. Figure 2.2 provides an overview of the framework.
It investigates several features of the input, such as the mean value or its
autocorrelation, to generate a canary input. The latter is the smallest sub-
sampling of the actual input which has the same property as the original
input. It uses a statistical hypothesis test to perform such an evaluation.
However, the related paper investigates techniques for sub-sampling only
images or matrix-like inputs. IRA uses the canary input to perform a DSE
for each input, selecting as the most suitable software-knobs configuration
the fastest one within a given bound on the minimum accuracy. Then it uses
the best configuration with the actual input to produce the desired output.

A fascinating work that leverage input features is Capri [60], which in-
spired us in the mARGOt development. At design time it uses a set of
representative inputs to model a cost metric (e.g. execution time or energy)
and an error metric as a function of software-knobs configuration and in-
put features. The controller that selects the most suitable configuration is
based in Valiant’s probably approximately correct (PAC) theory [61]. In
particular, it aims at finding at runtime, the software-knobs configuration
that minimises the cost function given an error bound and a probability that
the bound is satisfied according to the representative inputs. Since Capri
does not address stream applications, the work is not investigating any re-
action mechanism to adapt the application knowledge according to system
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evolution. Due to the chosen formulation of the problem, the feasible re-
gion given by the error function does not depend on the actual input. This
assumption might miss optimisation opportunities when input features are
related to the error, for example in Monte Carlo algorithms.

A rather different approach with respect to the previous ones is Anytime
Automaton [62]. It suggests source code transformations to re-write the
application using a pipeline design pattern. The idea is that the longer the
given input executes in the pipeline, the more accurate the output becomes.
The work targets hard constraint on the execution time, interrupting the
algorithm when it depletes the time budget. In this way, it is possible to
have guarantees on the feasible maximum accuracy.

Beside frameworks that provide an adaptation layer to the target appli-
cation, Petabricks [63] is a language to expose algorithmic choices. The
Petabricks framework (compiler and autotuner) analyses the code and gen-
erates a configuration file that selects the fastest algorithm and software-
knob configuration according to the input size. The Petabricks run-time can
dynamically manage the application parallelism, taking into account the in-
put size. Since Petabricks is a language, the strategy to select the algorithm
version and software-knobs are hard-coded in the generated executable. In
later works, the framework has been enhanced to leverage the accuracy-
throughput trade-offs at the tuning phase and to check the quality level at
run-time [64]. In particular, the Petabricks compiler emits code to check
the accuracy of the output and if it is below the threshold, it will re-execute
the algorithm with next higher level of accuracy or execute user code. In
a more recent work [65], Petabrick has been further enhanced by taking
into consideration also input features, besides its size, in the tuning process
at design time. At runtime, Petabricks classify an input based on known
clusters features, and it selects the most suitable algorithm and configura-
tion accordingly. The proposed framework is interesting indeed, however,
it generates the adaption strategy at design-time without preserving the ap-
plication knowledge. Thus, it is not flexible to changes on requirements,
and they assume a predictable execution environment.

On the opposite side, Siblingrivarly [66] uses the Petabricks framework,
but it targets a very unpredictable execution environment. In particular, it
partitions the available cores in two identical groups. The first group exper-
iments new algorithms and configurations, using Petabricks and a genetic
algorithm for exploring the Design Space. The second group always choose
the safest configuration that minimises the execution time given a bound on
the minimum accuracy. In this way, it is possible to react to changes in the
execution environment.
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Table 2.1: Classification of related work according to the considered metrics of interest

Category Previous Work

One metric Voss [47], Guo [51], Ansel [63]

Two metrics
Samadi [54], Baek [55], Hoffmann [3], Laurenzano [59],
Miguel [62], Ansel [64], Ding [65], Ansel [66], Sui [60]

Arbitrary metrics Filieri [57]

2.3 Comparison with the state-of-the-art

The previous section provided a review of the literature related to auto-
nomic computing, focusing on application autotuners. In our opinion, all
the work that we described earlier are indeed interesting, and they have pro-
vided contributions to the field, due to their unique point of view on how
to provide the self-optimization ability to a target application. This section
aims at highlighting the contribution of this thesis, by comparing the more
related approaches known in the literature, according to research questions
that define our point of view and drove the mARGOt development.

2.3.1 What are the metrics of interest?

The main goal of this thesis is to enhance an application with an adapta-
tion layer that provides self-optimization capabilities. Therefore, the first
question aims at classifying related work in literature according to the met-
rics involved in the optimisation process. Usually, the term performance
is synonymous with throughput or execution time since these are typi-
cally the most critical metrics for end-users. However, if we would like
to leverage the benefits of approximate computing and given that the used
or dissipated power limits the performance of a system [2], the through-
put is seldom enough for describing the application performance. Indeed,
by addressing additional metrics (such as result accuracy, energy consump-
tion and resource usage), we can define several trade-offs that might be
of interest for end-user, considering the recent shift toward efficiency in a
wide range of contexts, not only related to embedded platforms, but also on
High-Performance Computing.

Table 2.1 shows the literature classification according to three main cat-
egories. The first category represents works that aim at decreasing the exe-
cution time, or in general at minimising/maximising a single metric. Typi-
cally, in this category belong pioneering work that assesses the benefits of
adapting at runtime. The second category represents works that consider a
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tradeoff between two metrics, typically a cost and an error metric. Usually,
these works define the application requirements as a minimisation (max-
imisation) problem of one metric, given a constraint on the other metric.
In particular, Sage [54], Green [55], IRA [59], Petabricks [64, 65], Siblin-
grivarly [66] and Capri [60] maximise the throughput given a lower bound
on accuracy. On the contrary, PowerDial [3] and Anytime Automaton [62]
maximise the accuracy given a lower bound on the throughput. The third
category represents works that consider several tradeoffs between an ar-
bitrary number of metrics. The only work that considers more than two
metrics is the blueprint framework analysed by Filieri et al. [57]. However,
it introduces limitations on the number of metrics according to the number
of software-knobs. Moreover, it relies on assumptions about the relations
between software-knobs and metrics.

Relation with the proposed methodology

The autotuning framework proposed in this thesis belongs to the third cat-
egory. Indeed, one of the key design goals of mARGOt is flexibility, en-
abling end-user to define application requirements as a constrained multi-
objective optimisation problem, with an arbitrary number of metrics of in-
terest. Moreover, we provide the possibility to consider software-knobs in
the objective function and in the constraints definition. For example, to
limit the number of software threads according to the assigned resources.
Using its flexibility, we applied mARGOt in a wider range of scenarios, and
it makes room for a broader range of adaptation requirements. For example,
by taking into account accuracy, execution time, resource usage and energy
consumption. On the other hand, defining the application requirements as
a predefined optimisation problem limits the applicability of the approach.
For example, the applicability of a significant fraction of the related works
that belong to the second category depends on whether the target applica-
tion has a constraint on the throughput or on the accuracy.

2.3.2 How does it react to changes during the application evolution?

One of the main benefits of delaying the choice of most suitable software-
knobs configuration at the production phase is that it provides the opportu-
nity of reacting to changes in the application knowledge or requirements.
Given that the application performance typically depends on the underlying
architecture configuration, such as the frequency of the cores, it is possible
that during the production phase that configuration changes. For exam-
ple, if a power capper throttles the core frequency due to thermal reasons.
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Table 2.2: Classification of related work according to adaptive reaction scheme

Category Previous Work

None Guo [51], Ansel [63], Sui [60]
Accuracy Samadi [54], Baek [55], Ansel [64], Ding [65]
Knowledge Voss [47], Hoffmann [3], Filieri [57], Laurenzano [59]
Knowledge and Requirements Miguel [62], Ansel [66]

In this case, the application knowledge is no more accurate, and it might
lead the autotuner to select a software-knob configuration that is no more
able to deliver the requested performance. Moreover, given that application
performance might be input-dependent, each abrupt changes in the input
might lead to a violation of the application requirements. For example, if
we consider a video streaming application, the quality metric is typically
related to the video evolution. If we can monitor the error metric, we might
react to abrupt changes in the video, instead of relying on a conservative
sub-optimal configuration.

Furthermore, application requirements may change according to phases
of the application. For example, suppose that we are considering a video
surveillance application deployed either on a drone or a battery powered
surveillance system. In this context, the end-user would like to execute
the application with low power requirements if nothing is interesting in the
scene, while switch to a more accuracy oriented requirements otherwise.

Table 2.2 shows the literature classification according to four main cat-
egories. Even if some approaches could in principle react to changes in the
application requirements or knowledge, our classification considers only
the reaction mechanisms explicitly addressed or investigated in the related
article. The first category represents works that rely on a predictable execu-
tion environment, and therefore they do not provide any adaptive reaction
scheme. In this category falls pioneering works or frameworks that do not
focus on streaming application. The second category represents works that
check at runtime if the accuracy differs from the expected value. In this
case, the adaptation policy is to select a more accurate configuration or to
run a user-defined code, relying on a trial and error approach or offloading
the task to application developers. In the third category we have works that
provide mechanisms for reacting to changes in the expected behaviour us-
ing a more structured approach: ADAPT [47] uses a rule-based system to
flag configurations as “stale” and therefore not eligible; PowerDial [3] and
its enhancement [57] uses control theory to adapt; while the IRA frame-
work [59] performs a DSE using a “smaller” input. The last category rep-
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Table 2.3: Classification of related work according to proactive adaptation scheme

Category Previous Work

Proactive Guo [51], Laurenzano [59], Ansel [63], Ansel [64], Sui [60], Ding [65]

Non-proactive
Voss [47], Samadi [54], Baek [55], Hoffmann [3], Filieri [57],

Ansel [66], Miguel [62]

resents works that also reacts to changes in the application knowledge.

Relation with the proposed methodology

Due to the application knowledge representation, mARGOt provides a re-
action mechanism to adapt according to changes in application knowledge
or requirements. Both of them might be defined or changed at runtime ac-
cording to application phases. Moreover, mARGOt uses telemetry informa-
tion from monitors, to adjust application knowledge if the observed metrics
value differs from the expected ones. Therefore, the framework presented
in this thesis belongs to the fourth category.

2.3.3 Is it able to leverage input features?

Given our definition of application, its performance usually depends on fea-
tures of the input, such as its size. Unless the autotuner provides a mecha-
nism to adapt proactively, it must select a configuration considering the av-
erage behaviour or selecting a more conservative one. This approach may
lead to sub-optimal behaviours. If we focus on streaming applications with
few abrupt changes in the input features, such as a multimedia application,
adapting using a reaction scheme may suffice. However, if we consider ap-
plications that elaborate a set of input without any clear relation between
them, such as a High-Performance Computing application, we need to take
proactive decisions.

Table 2.3 shows the literature classification according to two main cat-
egories: whether the proposed approach provides a mechanism to adapt
proactively, leveraging input features, or not. From this classification, we
may notice how autotuning frameworks that leverage proactive adaptation
have limited reaction mechanisms and vice-versa, due to their different ap-
proach for providing self-optimization capabilities. The only exception is
the IRA framework [59] since it performs a DSE using the canary input as
a proxy for the actual input. However, it is not trivial to build canary inputs
for heterogeneous data structures that are not matrix-like, limiting its appli-
cability. For example, in the case study of a molecular docking application
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Table 2.4: Classification of related work according to the integration effort

Category Previous Work

Low Voss [47], Samadi [54], Hoffmann [3]
Mild Guo [51], Laurenzano [59], Sui [60], Baek [55], Filieri [57]
High Ansel [63], Ansel [64], Ansel [66], Miguel [62], Ding [65]

considered in Chapter 8, it is complicated to define a sub-sampled input due
to relations between the input data.

Relation with the proposed methodology

The framework proposed in this thesis can leverage input features to adapt
proactively. Therefore mARGOt belongs to the first category.

2.3.4 What is the integration effort?

From the application developer point of view, the effort required to inte-
grate a dynamic autotuning framework in the target application matters.
Even if application developers are the ones who are in charge of writing the
source code, this activity is often performed in cooperation with domain
experts or end-users, especially in the High-Performance Computing con-
text. Given that the main goal of the approach proposed in this thesis is to
enhance an existing application, the integration effort was a crucial point
during the mARGOt development. Table 2.4 shows the literature classifi-
cation according to three different categories. On the one hand, the first
category represents all the works that provide mechanisms to automatically
apply the approach, requiring a minimal integration effort from the appli-
cation developers. On the other hand, the third category represents all the
approaches that require a massive refactor of the source code or a porting
of the application in a new language. Due to the diversity of the approaches
and due to the fact the integration effort is often deemed as an implementa-
tion detail and thus omitted from the related paper, it is complicated to de-
fine objective criteria for a more fine-grained classification of the remaining
category. Therefore, we consider the other frameworks in an intermediate
category, requiring a mild integration effort.

Relation with the proposed methodology

From the methodology point of view, to minimise the intrusiveness of the
proposed approach, we designed mARGOt as a wrapper for the managed
regions of code. Moreover, to enforce the separation of concerns between
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functional and extra-functional requirements we provide a tool that auto-
matically generates the required glue code, starting from an XML configu-
ration file of extra-functional concerns. In particular, the glue code defines
a high-level interface composed of few functions that hide as much as pos-
sible implementation details of the autotuning framework. Although we
minimised the effort required to use mARGOt, the proposed framework be-
longs to the second category.

In Chapter 6 we present a possible workaround to eliminate the mAR-
GOt integration effort from the application developer. However, it targets
a particular set of software-knobs, and an extension to a generic class of
software-knobs is not possible, due to design choices.

2.4 Summary

Given the limitations emerged in the literature analysis done in this chapter,
the approach proposed in this thesis tries to overcome them by introducing
the following contributions:

• Flexibility to express application requirements has been one of the
critical points on the methodology. In mARGOt application require-
ments are expressed as a constrained multi-objective optimisation prob-
lem, with an arbitrary number of constraints, and it might address an
arbitrary number of EFPs as well.

• The main benefits of dynamic autotuners are due to the possibility to
leverage the actual information rather than relying on the expected av-
erage case. For this reason, mARGOt provides mechanisms to react to
changes in the application performance and requirements. Moreover,
it also provides a mechanism to adapt proactively according to input
features.

• From the implementation point of view, the effort to integrate mAR-
GOt in the target application is a key factor for the application devel-
opers. For this reason, we tried to minimise as much as possible the
number of lines to change, and we designed the interface as a wrapper
around the managed region of code; therefore limiting the intrusive-
ness.
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CHAPTER3
Dynamic Autotuning Framework

This chapter describes the methodology proposed in this thesis and its im-
plementation. At first, we provide an overview of the framework, and we
define the optimisation problem that mARGOt aims to solve. Then we de-
scribe in details the framework components, highlighting design choices.
The integration workflow is then discussed along with a summary of the
framework main features.

3.1 Framework overview and problem definition

Figure 3.1 shows an overview of mARGOt and how it interacts with an ap-
plication. To simplify the description of the autotuning methodology, we
consider an application that is composed of a single phase. However, mAR-
GOt is designed to manage different phases, or blocks of code, indepen-
dently. Each phase is composed of a single kernel g that elaborates an input
i to generate the desired output o. Moreover, we assume that the kernel
algorithm exposes software-knobs that alter its EFPs, such as the number
of Monte Carlo simulations or the parallelism level. Let x = [x1, . . . , xn]
the vector of software-knobs, then we might define a kernel as o = g(x, i).
In this chapter, we assume for simplicity that the application is composed
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Figure 3.1: Global architecture of the proposed framework. Purple elements represent
application code, while orange elements represent mARGOt high-level components.
The black box represents the executable boundary.

of only one kernel. However, we might extend the latter definition to the
whole application, as a composition of several independent phases.

Within this abstraction, we define the end-user requirements as follows.
We denote the metrics of interest (i.e. EFPs) as the vectorm = [m1, . . . ,mn].
Suppose that the application developers can extract features of the current
inputs, for example, the ones analysed in IRA [59]. We denote such proper-
ties as the vector f = [f1, . . . , fn]. The end-user can define the application
requirements as in Equation 3.1:

max(min) r(x;m | f)

s.t. C1 : ω1(x;m | f) ∝ k1 with α1 confidence

C2 : ω2(x;m | f) ∝ k2

. . .

Cn : ωn(x;m | f) ∝ kn

(3.1)

where r denotes the objective function (named rank in mARGOt context),
defined as a composition of any of the variables defined in x or m, using
their mean values. Let C be the set of constraints, where each Ci is a con-
straint expressed as the function ωi, defined over the software-knobs or the
EFPs, that must satisfy the relationship ∝∈ {<,≤, >,≥} with a thresh-
old value ki and with a confidence αi (if ωi targets a statistical variable).
Since we are agnostic about the distribution of the target parameter, the
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1 <?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
2 <points version="1.3" block="example">
3 <point>
4 <parameters>
5 <parameter name="knob1" value="3.4"/>
6 <parameter name="knob2" value="100"/>
7 </parameters>
8 <system_metrics>
9 <system_metric name="metric1" value="212.862" standard_dev="6.49"

/>
10 <system_metric name="metric2" value="27.6" standard_dev="0.9"/>
11 </system_metrics>
12 <features>
13 <feature name="feature1" value="100"/>
14 <feature name="feature2" value="10" />
15 </features>
16 </point>
17 </points>

Figure 3.2: Example of an XML configuration file which defines the application knowledge
as an Operating Point list. This example shows a list with a single Operating Point.

confidence is expressed as the number of times to consider its standard de-
viation. If the application is input-dependent, the value of the rank function
r and the constraint functions ωi also depend on the features of the input f .

In this formulation, the main goal of mARGOt is to solve the optimiza-
tion problem: finding the configuration x̂ that satisfies all the constraints
C and maximizes (minimizes) the objective function r, given the current
input i. The application must have a configuration to use even if it is not
feasible to satisfy all the constraints. For this reason, mARGOt might relax
constraints until a feasible solution is found, starting by relaxing the lowest
priority constraint. Therefore, the end-user must sort the set of constraints
by their priority. As shown in Figure 3.1, the mARGOt framework is com-
posed of the application manager, the monitors’ module, and the applica-
tion knowledge. The following sections explain in details each component.

3.2 Application knowledge

For a generic application, the relation between software-knobs, EFPs of
interest and input features is complex and unknown a priori. Therefore,
we need a model of the application extra-functional behavior to solve the
optimization problem stated in Eq. 3.1. mARGOt uses a list of Operat-
ing Points (OPs) as application knowledge, where each Operating Point θ
states the target software-knob configuration and the achieved EFPs with
the given input features; i.e. θ = {x1, . . . , xn, f1, . . . , fn,m1, . . . ,mn}. We
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choose this solution mainly for three reasons: (i) we are able to solve the
optimisation problem by inspection efficiently, (ii) it guarantees that mAR-
GOt will not choose an illegal configuration for the application, and (iii) it
provides great management flexibility.

Figure 3.2 shows an example of application knowledge configuration
file in XML, with a single Operating Point (lines 3-16). Let us suppose
that the target application exposes two software-knobs (knob1 and knob2),
it is interested on two metrics (metric1 and metric2) and it is able to ex-
tract two features from the current input (feature1 and feature2). In this
example, three sections compose the OP: the target software-knobs config-
uration (lines 4-7), the reached performance distribution (lines 8-11) and
the related feature cluster (lines 12-15).

The OPs list is considered a required input. Therefore, mARGOt is
agnostic on the methodology used to obtain the application knowledge.
Even if the latter is considered an input, it is of paramount importance to
mARGOt for solving the optimisation problem. Moreover, since the De-
sign Space grows exponentially with the number of software-knobs, how
to find set of software-knobs configurations that are Pareto-optimal, is a
well-known problem in the literature, where several approaches are inves-
tigated [11–13]. In particular, the XML configuration file that describes
the OPs list is compatible with the output generated by the Multicube Ex-
plorer [67]. Usually, this is a design time task since it requires the evalu-
ation of several configurations, before obtaining the model. As alternative
options, we provide to the application developer the possibility of learning
the application knowledge at runtime, using a distributed approach. The
latter will be described in details in Section 3.5.

3.3 Monitors module

This module provides to mARGOt the ability to observe the actual be-
haviour of either the application or the execution environment. This feature
is critical for an autonomic manager because it provides feedback infor-
mation, enabling the self-awareness ability [68]. The application knowl-
edge defines the expected behaviour of the application. However, it might
change according to the evolution of the system. For example, a power cap-
per might reduce the frequency of the processor due to thermal reasons. In
this case, we would expect that the application notices a degradation in its
performance and it reacts, by using a different configuration to compensate.
This adaptation is possible only if we have feedback information.

From the implementation point of view, mARGOt provides a suite of
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predefined monitors with broad applicability both at high- and low-level.
Some examples of monitors implemented in mARGOt are:

Time Monitor. This monitor reads the time elapsed between a start
point and a stopping point. It uses the std::chrono interface and might be
configured to use different time units (e.g. nsec, usec, msec, sec).

Throughput Monitor. This monitor computes the throughput as the
amount of elaborated data over the observed time interval. The metric is
data/second. The time interval is measured as a difference between a start
point and a stopping point as the time monitor while also reporting the
throughput.

Memory Monitor. This monitor observes the resident set size of the
virtual memory that the process is using. To gather the data, it parses the
“/proc/self/statm” metafile. The unit of measure is the kilobytes, thus the
monitor stores integer values.

System CPU Usage Monitor. This monitor computes the average util-
isation of the processors at the system-level. The unit of measure is a per-
centage, and it is computed as the system busy time (both on the user and
system level), over the considered time interval. To collect these data, the
monitor parses the “/proc/stat” metafile. The OS updates the metafile val-
ues with a granularity of msec, but to get a significant measure, the interval
of time should be greater than 50msec.

Process CPU Usage Monitor. This monitor is similar to the System
CPU Usage Monitor, but it computes the average utilisation of the processor
by the application, defined as the time the application spent executing on
the processors over the elapsed time. The std::chrono interface is used to
compute the latter, while the getrusage function at OS level is used for the
former. Even in this case, to get a significant measure the interval of time
should be greater than 50msec.

PAPI Monitor. It is used to observe low-level metrics by wrapping the
widely adopted PAPI [69] framework. It enables an application to observe
platform-related metrics, such as cache misses or instruction per cycles,
transparently. The maximum number and type of observed metrics depend
on the platform.

As stated in Chapter 2, approximate computing is a promising path to
further improve computation efficiency, as shown in several works of lit-
erature. However, this approach requires to observe a metric related to
the output quality, which typically is application-specific. For this reason,
we implemented the monitors using a modular approach. In this way, ap-
plication developers might implement a custom monitor for observing an
application-specific metric easily. Since measuring quality metrics might
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the Application Manager implemented in mARGOt, based on a
hierarchical approach.

be expensive, mARGOt does not require a continuous observation of a met-
ric. The application developers choose if monitoring an EFP on each iter-
ation, periodically or sporadically. Obviously, by decreasing the observa-
tions frequency, it delays the reactions of mARGOt. If it is not possible to
monitor an EFP at runtime, mARGOt relies only on the expected behaviour,
operating in an open-loop.

3.4 Application Manager

This component is the core of the mARGOt dynamic autotuner, which pro-
vides the self-optimization capability using a lightweight framework. From
the methodology point of view, this component is in charge of solving the
optimisation problem stated in Eq. 3.1: to find the software-knobs con-
figuration x̂, while reacting to changes in the execution environment and
adapting proactively according to input features.

From the implementation point of view, the application manager has a
hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 3.3, where each sub-component
solves a specific problem. The Data-Aware Application-Specific Run-Time
Manager (DA AS-RTM) provides a unified interface to application devel-
opers to set or change the application requirements, to set or change ap-
plication knowledge and to retrieve the most suitable configuration x̂. In-
ternally, the DA AS_RTM clusters the application knowledge according
to input features f , creating an Application-Specific Run-Time Manager
(AS-RTM) for each cluster of Operating Points with the same input fea-
tures. Therefore, the application knowledge implicitly defines the clusters
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Algorithm 1: How the State component builds the internal representation of the opti-
mization problem.

Data: Application knowledge OPlist, optimization function r, list of constraints C
Result: list of valid OPs L_valid, lists of invalid OPs Lci

Lvalid = OPlist ;
for ci ∈ C (ascending priority order) do

Lci = ∅;
for OPj ∈ Lvalid do

if OPj does not satisfy ci then
Lci = Lci ∪OPj ;

end
end
Lvalid = Lvalid \ Lci ;
Lci = sort(Lci , dist(OPj , ci));

end
Lvalid = sort(Lvalid, r);

Algorithm 2: How the State element solves the optimization problem.

Data: list of valid OPs L_valid, list of invalid OPs Lci , list of constraints C
Result: most suitable Operating Point OP
if Lvalid! = ∅ then

return Lvalid[0];
else

for ci ∈ C (descending priority order) do
if Lci ! = ∅ then

return Lci [0];
end

end
end

of Operating Points. Given the input features of the current input, the DA
AS-RTM selects the cluster with features closer to the ones of the current
input. It is possible to use a Euclidean distance between the two vectors, or
a normalised one in case an element of the vector f is numerically different
with respect to the others. Moreover, it is possible to express constraints on
the selection of the cluster. For example, it is possible to enforce that the
feature f clusteri of the selected cluster must be lower (greater) or equal than
the feature f inpti of current input, i.e. f clusteri ∝ f inpti . Once the cluster for
the current input is selected, the corresponding Application-Specific Run-
Time Manager (AS-RTM) solves the optimisation problem relying on the
following components.

The State element is in charge of solving the optimisation problem by
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using a differential approach. The initial optimisation problem does not
have any constraints (i.e. C = ∅), and the objective function minimises
the value of the first software-knob. From this initial state, the application
might dynamically add constraints, define a different objective function or
change the application knowledge. The solver can find the new optimal
configuration efficiently, evaluating only the involved ones, by building an
internal representation of the optimisation problem. Algorithm 1 shows the
pseudo code for its initialisation. At first, it assumes that the application
knowledge satisfies all the constraints. Therefore Lvalid contains all the
OPs. Then, for each constraint ci, mARGOt iterates over the set of OPs in
Lvalid and it performs three operations. (1) It creates the list Lci which con-
tains all the Operating Points invalidated by the constraint ci. (2) Then it
removes the OPs contained in the set Lci from the set Lvalid, i.e. it removes
from the set of valid OPs the ones that do not satisfy ci. (3) Eventually, it
sorts all the OPs in Lci according to their distance from satisfying the con-
straint ci. After iterating over the constraints, mARGOt sort the list of valid
OPs Lvalid according to the objective function r. Using this representation,
each time that mARGOt is invoked to solve the optimisation problem, it
updates the internal structure and then it follows Algorithm 2. In particu-
lar, if the list Lvalid is not empty, mARGOt returns the one that maximizes
the rank function, i.e. Lvalid[0]. Otherwise, mARGOt iterates over the con-
straints according to their priority, in reverse order, until it finds a constraint
ci with a non-empty Lci . Then the best OP is the closest to satisfy the con-
straint ci, i.e. Lci [0]. If there is more than one OP at the same distance
from ci, mARGOt will narrow this set of the possible solutions using the
constraints at the lower priority than ci and the objective function r.

Given that the end-user might have different requirements according to
different phases of the application, it is possible to define different states
and switch among them at runtime. For example, in a video surveillance ap-
plication, the end-user would like to perform a more accurate computation
or a more energy-efficient one, according to the presence of an interesting
scenario to analyse.

The Runtime Information Provider correlates an EFP of the application
knowledge with an application monitor. In particular, it compares the ob-
served behaviour with the expected one, and it computes a coefficient error
defined as emi = expectedi

observedi
, where emi is the error coefficient for the i-th

EFP. To avoid the zero trap, we add 1 to the numerator and denominator
when observedi is equal to zero. Since it is impossible to observe the er-
ror coefficient also for other configurations (the application uses only one
configuration each time), we assume that their error coefficients are equal
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to the observed one. This assumption implies that if we observe a perfor-
mance degradation of 10% for the current configuration, we assume that
also the other configurations will have a performance degradation of 10%.
Therefore we scale the constraint value accordingly to react. For example,
suppose that the end-user would like a throughput of at least 25fps and
that we are using a configuration that has an expected throughput of 30fps,
but we observe a throughput of 15fps. Then, the Runtime Information
Provider will double the constraint value to compensate. The linear error
propagation assumption might hold in several cases, providing a reaction
mechanism in a seamless way for the developer. However, it does not ap-
ply to all cases. Typically, this happens when co-running applications share
computational units. In this case, it is required to employ a more complex
reaction mechanism, as described in details in Chapter 5.

3.5 On-line Design Space Exploration

The mARGOt implementation let application developers define the applica-
tion knowledge at runtime, enabling the possibility to learn it online, during
the production phase. To achieve this goal, we propose an additional com-
ponent that distributes the Design Space Exploration (DSE) among all the
instances of an unknown application, integrated with mARGOt, at runtime.
The benefits of this approach are the following: 1) it is possible to leverage
all the available nodes to reduce the time-to-knowledge; 2) the application
knowledge is tailored for the current input, and 3) we measure the EFPs
with the production environment. From the methodology point of view, we
employ two strategies to minimise the time required to obtain the applica-
tion knowledge. On the one hand, we use design of experiment techniques
(DoE) [70] to efficiently sample the design space and state-of-the-art mod-
elling techniques to perform out-of-sample predictions. On the other hand,
we employ an iterative exploration strategy to reduce as much as possible
the required number of samples. In particular, the framework starts to ex-
plore a fraction of the design space and a learning plugin tries to obtain the
application knowledge. If the derived EFPs models are not able to reach a
target quality in the validation phase, the framework will resume the Design
Space Exploration (DSE).

From the implementation point of view, Figure 3.4a shows the overall
picture of the component, highlighting the two main actors: the Remote
Application Handler and the running application instances. Each instance
of the application has an Application Local Handler (client), as shown in
Figure 3.4b, which interacts with the Remote Application Handler (server)
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(a) Global structure of the distributed DSE framework (b) Structure of an application instance

Figure 3.4: The proposed approach to perform a distributed on-line Design Space Ex-
ploration, using a dedicated server outside of the computation node. We use MQTT
protocol to perform extra-node communication.

through MQTT or MQTTs protocols. The Application Local Handler is an
asynchronous utility thread, that sends to the Remote Application Handler
telemetry information and it manipulates the client application knowledge.
In particular, during the learning phase, it will force the autotuner to select
the software-knobs configuration to evaluate, while it sets the application
knowledge once available. The Remote Application Handler is a worker
thread-pool that interacts with clients to obtain the application knowledge,
and it runs in a dedicated out-of-band node. The server stores information
in a Cassandra database or CSV files, according to the execution context
scale. Moreover, it uses a plugin system to model and to interpolate the
relations between the EFPs, the software-knob configurations and the input
features clusters, including also a wrapper interface for R and Spark.

Although the implementation of a plugin to derive a metric is straightfor-
ward, in the current implementation mARGOt provides three default plug-
ins. The first one is rather simple, and it computes the mean value and
standard deviation for each observed software-knob configuration. It can be
used for a full-factorial Design Space Exploration, observing the whole De-
sign Space, including the possible input features. The second plugin lever-
ages a well-known approach [71] to interpolate application performance,
implemented by the state-of-the-art R package [72]. The third plugin is a
more complex learning module and it leverages model ensembles to boost
the predictive capabilities of several base models. Section 3.5.2 provides
more details of the plugin, while Section 3.5.3 describes the selection and
validation algorithms.

The typical workflow of the framework when it interacts with an un-
known application is as follows:
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1. The clients notify themselves to the server.

2. The server asks one client information about the application, such as
the number of software-knobs and their domain, the DoE technique or
the number of observation for each software-knobs configuration.

3. Once the server has collected the information, it will call a model
plugin to generate a set of configurations to explore.

4. The server dispatches to the available clients the configurations to
evaluate in a round robin fashion.

5. Once the clients have explored all the configurations, the model plugin
generates the application knowledge.

6. If the quality of the derived model is above the acceptance criteria, the
server broadcasts the model to clients. Otherwise, it restarts from step
3, appending the new observations to the previous ones.

The framework implementation is resilient to crash of the server and the
clients. Moreover, whenever a new client becomes available, it can join the
design space exploration or receive the model directly. If application devel-
opers use a CASSANDRA database as back-end storage, it is also possible
to use standard tools to visualise the extra-functional values (e.g. the ex-
ecution traces of all the application instances running on the platform), or
for query the application knowledge.

3.5.1 Design of Experiment

The approach proposed in this section aims at obtaining the application
knowledge at the production phase. Therefore we want to reduce the de-
sign space exploration as much as possible. To reach this goal is essential to
sample the design space to maximise the retrieved information. This prob-
lem is well-known in literature, where the different design of experiments
(DoE) techniques are investigated [70], such as latin hypercube sampling
or full-factorial. On top of them, the application developer might choose to
leverage the Dmax algorithm [73] which maximises the determinant of the
correlation ρij defined as in Eq. 3.2,

ρij =
1− γ if hij ≤ ε,

0 if hij > ε,
(3.2)

where h is the distance between points xi and xj , ε is the threshold distance
of the correlation between two points, and γ is a variogram.
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This DoE technique exposes two free parameters: the total number of
points to explore n and the threshold distance ε. We set n as d·m, where d is
the number of dimensions of the design space (i.e. the number of software-
knobs) and m is the number of points to explore for each dimension. We
provide to end-user the possibility to change the parameters m and ε from
their default values (10 and 0.2 respectively). Moreover, the end-user might
specify how many times explore each point in the DoE.

3.5.2 The learning module

This section describes in more details the modelling techniques used to
learn the relation between EFPs and software-knobs by the learning mod-
ule. In mARGOt context, the learning plugins model each EFP indepen-
dently. Therefore, in our notation ŷ represents the expected value of the
target EFP, while x represents the vector of software-knobs and input fea-
tures.

Linear models

The linear regression with n dependent variables and p explanatory vari-
ables is defined in Eq. 3.3,

ŷ = αXβ + ε, (3.3)

where α is a constant, β is a vector of n parameters, X is a n× p matrix of
explanatory terms, and ε is the vector of residuals or errors.

We use two flavours of linear models: in one case we consider only the
model with a constant and the explanatory variables; in the second case we
also consider two-way interactions of explanatory variables. The latter is
created as the multiplication of pairs of explanatory variables.

MARS models

The second family of models used in the learning module is multivariate
adaptive regression splines (MARS) [74]. This model iteratively adds basis
functions to create the best possible representation of the variables interac-
tions (nonparametric model). The MARS representation is defined in Eq.
3.4,

ŷ = c+
k∑
i=1

wiBi(x), (3.4)

where c is a constant, k is number of basis functions, wi is the constant
coefficient of the basis function i, Bi(x) is the basis function i. The basis
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function is of the form max(0, di−x), max(0, x−di) or the multiplication
of multiple basis functions. The parameter di is a constant estimated by
the model. In the learning module we also use a variation of this model,
named POLYMARS, which enables a maximum of two-way interactions
in the model [75].

Kriging model

The learning module uses an extension of the original Kriging model, named
Universal Kriging (UK) [76], which assumes that observed values y comes
from a deterministic process Y given by Eq. 3.5,

Y (x) = µ(x) + Z(x) (3.5)

where µ is trend defined by the number of basis functions, and Z is a known
covariance kernel.

In the context of mARGOt, the generating process is seldom determinis-
tic; therefore we need to relax this assumption. In particular, we forced the
determinism by averaging the observed values for each observed software-
knobs configuration.

Ensemble models

Model ensembling is a well-known approach to increase the predictive ca-
pabilities of base models by combining them, using different techniques.
The learning module leverages two techniques based on cross-validation
models: bagging [77] and stacking [78].

The bagging approach aims at decreasing the variance of the prediction.
It focuses on a single base modelling technique, and it combines instances
of the model trained with different data sub-samples. To perform predic-
tion, it uses the mean of the predictions generated by the model instances.
Given that we use average values for training the kriging model, the learn-
ing module is not allowed to leverage bagging ensembles, since the gener-
ated model will lead to an extremely biased validation.

The stacking approach aims at increasing the robustness of the predic-
tion by combining base models. A stacked model should be able to decrease
the weaknesses of the individual models and leverage their strengths. The
learning module uses a weighted mean to combine the base models, finding
the weights that lead the stacked model to best fit the observations vector.
Moreover, the weights must be positive and sum up to one. We use the R
package [79] to solve this problem of quadratic optimisation. As stated in
previous work [78], this definition of the stacking significantly reduces the
exploration space and makes the weights estimation robust.
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3.5.3 Model validation and selection

This section describes how the learning module, described in Section 3.5.2,
validates the available models and how it selects the best one. The typical
approach for testing how the models fare in the prediction is to divide input
data in a training and in a validation set. Given that we aim at reducing the
number of observations to explore, we are not willing to holdout samples
for the validation. Therefore, the learning module uses a k-fold validation
scheme: the whole observations are divided into k-parts of equal size. We
always use one part as a holdout set, and we use the rest of the observations
to train the model. This data partitioning scheme implies that the learning
module trains k models and each of them will have out-of-sample predic-
tions on a different part of data. We will call these models cross-validation
models.

To quantify the prediction quality of a model, we consider two metrics.
A variant of the coefficient of determination (R2) [80], and the mean ab-
solute error, normalised by the observed values range (MAE_adj). In our
case R2 is computed as the square of the correlation between observed and
predicted data. We choose this variant [80] because it can be used on the
cross-validation and out of sample predictions to compare the results con-
sistently. For evaluating these metrics for each base model, we consider
the median of R2 and MAE_adj across the cross-validation models. For
model ensembles, we compute them considering the whole set of observa-
tions.

Once we evaluate all the models, we deem as eligible the ones that
have R2 higher than εr and MAE_adj less than εm, to enforce a mini-
mum quality. Among the eligible models, we select the one that minimises
the MAE_adj. If no model is eligible, the proposed approach will restart
the design space exploration, up to a maximum number of iterations. When
the learning module reaches the maximum number of iterations (maxIt),
it concludes the exploration phase and does not perform out-of-sample pre-
dictions. The parameters εr, εm and maxIt are exposed to end-user and by
default, they are set to 0.5, 0.1 and −1 respectively.

3.6 Integration in the target application

In this section, we describe the effort required from end-users and applica-
tion developers to integrate mARGOt in their application. In this context,
end-users are the final users of the application, and therefore they are in
charge of defining the application requirements and identifying input fea-
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tures (if any). Application developers are the ones that write the application
source code; therefore they are in charge of identifying software-knobs and
extracting features from the input (if any). From the implementation point
of view, we designed the framework: (i) to apply the separation of concern
approach between functional and extra-functional properties; (ii) to limit
the code intrusiveness in terms of the number of lines of code to be changed
and (iii) to propose an easy-to-use instrumentation of the code. Indeed, to
ease the integration process in the target application, mARGOt provides a
utility tool that starting from an XML description of the extra-functional
concerns, it generates a high-level-interface tailored for the target applica-
tion. The main configuration file describes the adaptation layer by stating:

1. the monitors of interest for the application;

2. the geometry of the problem, i.e. the EFPs of interest, the application
software-knobs, and data features of the input;

3. the application requirements, i.e. the optimisation problem stated in
Eq. 3.1. Optionally, the online DSE information.

If the application developers derive the application knowledge at design-
time, the second configuration file states the list of Operating Points as
shown in Figure 3.2.

Starting from this high-level description of the layer, the utility tool gen-
erates a library with the required glue code that aims at hiding, as much as
possible, the mARGOt implementation details. In particular, the high-level
interface exposes five functions to the developers:

• init. The global function that initializes the data structures.

• update. The block-level function that updates the application software-
knobs with the most suitable configuration found.

• start_monitor. The block-level function that starts all the monitors
of interest.

• stop_monitor The block-level function that stops all the monitors of
interest.

• log The block-level function that logs the application behavior.

These functions hide the initialisation of the framework and its basic usage.
For example, the update function takes as output parameters the software-
knobs of the application and as input parameters the features of the current
input. It uses the features to select the most suitable cluster, and then it
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sets software-knobs parameters according to the most suitable configura-
tion found by mARGOt. However, if application developers need a more
advanced adaptation strategy, for example, to change the application re-
quirement at runtime, they need to use the mARGOt interface on top of the
high-level one.

To show the integration effort, in the following example we focus on a
toy application with two software-knobs (knob1 and knob2) and two input
features (feature1 and feature2). The application algorithm is rather simple:
it is composed of a loop that continuously elaborates new inputs. In this
example, we suppose that the end-user is concerned about execution time
and the computation error. In particular, he/she would like to minimise the
computation error, provided an upper bound on the execution time.

In the context of this example, Figure 3.5 shows the main XML configu-
ration file that states the extra-functional concerns. This file is composed of
three sections: the monitor section (lines 4− 21), the application geometry
section (lines 23− 31) and the adaptation section (lines 33− 41).

The monitor section lists all the monitors of interest for the user. In
this example, we have an execution time monitor (lines 5−7) and a custom
monitor for observing the error (lines 8−21). All the monitors might expose
to application developers a statistical property over the observations, such
as the average value in this example (line 6 and 20). If the end-user is not
interested in observing the behaviour of the application, he/she might omit
this section.

The application geometry section lists the application software-knobs
(lines 24, 25), the metrics of interest (lines 26, 27) and the features of the
input (lines 28− 31). In particular, it is possible to specify how to compute
the distance between feature vectors (line 28) and to specify constraints on
their selection, as described in Section 3.4. For example, if we consider
feature2 (line 30), we state that a cluster is eligible to be selected only if its
feature2 value is lower or equal than the feature2 value of the current input.
If we consider feature1 (line 29) instead, we state that we do not impose
any requirement on a cluster to be eligible. This mechanism provides to
mARGOt a way to adapt proactively by sizing optimisation opportunities
according to the actual input.

While the application geometry describes the boundaries of the problem,
the adaptation section states the application requirements of the end-user.
In particular, it states the application goals (line 34), the feedback infor-
mation from the monitor (line 35) and the constrained multi-optimization
problem (lines 36 − 41). In the definition of a constraint (line 40), it is
possible to specify a confidence interval and a priority. The confidence
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1 <margot application="toy_app" version="v1">
2 <block name="foo">
3
4 <!-- MONITOR SECTION -->
5 <monitor name="exec_time_monitor" type="Time">
6 <expose var_name="avg_exec_time" what="average"/>
7 </monitor>
8 <monitor name="error_monitor" type="Custom">
9 <spec>

10 <header reference="margot/monitor.hpp"/>
11 <class name="margot::Monitor&lt;float&gt;"/>
12 <type name="float"/>
13 <stop_method name="push"/>
14 </spec>
15 <stop>
16 <param>
17 <local_var name="error" type="float"/>
18 </param>
19 </stop>
20 <expose var_name="avg_error" what="average"/>
21 </monitor>
22
23 <!-- APPLICATION GEOMETRY -->
24 <knob name="k1" var_name="knob1" var_type="int"/>
25 <knob name="k1" var_name="knob1" var_type="int"/>
26 <metric name="exec_time" type="float" distribution="yes"/>
27 <metric name="error" type="float" distribution="yes"/>
28 <features distance="euclidean">
29 <feature name="feature1" type="double" comparison="-"/>
30 <feature name="feature2" type="double" comparison="LE"/>
31 </features>
32
33 <!-- ADAPTATION SECTION -->
34 <goal name="exec_time_goal" metric_name="exec_time" cFun="LE"

value="2"/>
35 <adapt metric_name="exec_time" using="exec_time_monitor" inertia="

3"/>
36 <state name="normal" starting="yes">
37 <minimize combination="simple">
38 <metric name="error" coef="1.0"/>
39 </minimize>
40 <subject to="exec_time_goal" confidence="1" priority="10"/>
41 </state>
42
43 </block>
44 </margot>

Figure 3.5: The main XML configuration file for the toy application, stating extra-
functional concerns. In this example, we highlighted each section of the file.

specifies how many times mARGOt shall take into account the standard de-
viation, to improve the resilience against noise with respect to the average
behaviour. The priority is used to sort the constraints by their importance
for the end-user. Application goals and feedback information provide to
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1 #include <margot.hpp>
2
3 int main()
4 {
5 margot::init();
6
7 int knob1 = 4;
8 int knob2 = 2;
9 float error = 0.0f;

10
11 while (work_to_do())
12 {
13 new_input = get_input();
14 const double feature1 = extract_feature1(new_input);
15 const double feature2 = extract_feature2(new_input);
16
17 MARGOT_MANAGED_BLOCK_FOO
18 {
19 do_job(new_input, knob1, knob2);
20 error = compute_error(new_input);
21 }
22 }
23 }

Figure 3.6: Stripped C++ code of the target toy application, after the mARGOt integra-
tion. The omitted code is application logic and required include files.

mARGOt the possibility to adapt reactively. Indeed, a violation of a goal
in the optimisation problem or a discrepancy between the observed and ex-
pected behaviour of the application, triggers an adaptation form mARGOt,
reacting to the event.

Starting from this configuration file, mARGOt automatically generates
the glue code accordingly, exposing to application developers a high-level
interface tailored for the specific problem. For a complete description of the
XML syntax and semantics, please refer to the user manual in the mARGOt
repository [14].

Figure 3.6 shows the source code of the application after the integration
with mARGOt. To highlight the required effort, we hide the application
algorithm in three functions: work_to_do (line 11) tests whether input data
are available, get_input (line 13) retrieves the last input to elaborate and
do_job (line 19) performs the elaboration. The integration effort requires
application developers to include the mARGOt header (line 1), to initialize
the framework (line 5) and to wrap the block of code managed by mARGOt
(lines 17, 18, 21). Due to the structure of the code, it is possible to use a
pre-processor macro to hide the five functions described earlier.

Even if we minimised the framework integration effort, we still need
application developers to identify and to write the code that extracts mean-
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ingful features from an input (lines 14, 15); and a function that computes the
elaboration error (line 20). Although these metrics are heavily application-
dependent, a large percentage of works in literature analyse generic error
metrics [3], and generic input features [59]. Application developers might
consider these works as starting points to identify more customised metrics
for their application. Moreover, the next chapters of this thesis evaluate the
benefits of using the proposed framework in a wide range of scenarios and
presenting examples of error metrics and input features as well.

3.7 Summary

The mARGOt framework provides a runtime self-optimization layer for
adapting applications reactively and proactively. Differently, from static
autotuner frameworks, mARGOt focuses on application-specific software
knobs, whose optimal value depends on the system workload, on changes
in the application requirements or on features of the actual input. In particu-
lar, mARGOt may change the software-knobs configuration if: 1) the appli-
cation requirements changes, 2) the application knowledge changes, 3) the
expected performance differs from the observed one, and 4) according to
features of the current input. mARGOt has been designed to be lightweight
and flexible to enable its deployment in a wide range of scenarios.

A key feature of mARGOt is how to derive the application knowledge.
We offer to application developers two possibilities. First, they may lever-
age well-known techniques to run a DSE at design time. Second, we pro-
vide a software architecture to run the DSE directly at runtime, leveraging
the mARGOt ability to change application knowledge.

From the implementation point of view, mARGOt minimises the integra-
tion effort by generating the required glue code automatically, starting from
an XML description of extra-functional concerns, that hides implementa-
tion details. Moreover, the generated code exposes an easy-to-use interface
for wrapping the managed region of code. Advanced adaptation rule might
be expressed on top of this interface.

Furthermore, the mARGOt source code has been publicly released [14],
along with user guides on the framework itself and on the tool that gener-
ates the high-level interface. Moreover, it is possible to derive a Doxygen
documentation of the internal mARGOt implementation details to offer the
possibility to customise or extend the framework.
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CHAPTER4
Experimental evaluation

This chapter aims at providing a brief experimental evaluation of the pro-
posed framework, highlighting the benefits of each feature exposed by the
adaptation layer. At first, we evaluate the overheads introduced by mAR-
GOt. Then, we show the benefits of the reaction mechanisms and how con-
sidering input features might lead to identify and seize optimisation oppor-
tunities. Moreover, we show how learning at runtime the relation between
software-knobs, extra-functional properties of interest and input features
might be beneficial for the target application. Furthermore, for each feature
we show a snippet of the target application source code, to better identify
the required integration effort for the evaluated feature. Later chapters of
this thesis provide a more detailed description of the framework exploita-
tion in different scenarios and application case studies.

Given the flexibility of mARGOt, we deployed it on different platforms
ranging from embedded to HPC. As a representative embedded platform,
we used a Raspberry Pi (R) 3 model B. The board has a quad-core ARMv7
(R) (@ 1.2 Ghz) CPU with 1 GB of memory. To represent a typical HPC
node, we used a platform composed of two Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630
v3 (@ 2.40GHz) with 128 GB of memory with dual channel configuration
(@1866 MHz). All the experiments described in this chapter make use of
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Chapter 4. Experimental evaluation

the Intel platform, except the ones that evaluate the reaction mechanisms
(Section 4.2) which uses the ARM platform. Moreover, for the experi-
ments that aim at evaluating the online learning component, we use a plat-
form with eight CPUs Intel(R) Xeon(R) X5482 @3.20GHz with 8 GB of
memory.

4.1 Evaluating the framework overheads

The proposed framework enables to instrument the code to introduce the
adaptation layer as a standard C++ library that executes synchronously with
the application. Therefore, we should consider the time spent by the mAR-
GOt library to select a new configuration, to change the knowledge base, or
to update the internal structures that represent application requirements as
an overhead introduced to the target application.

This experiment aims at evaluating the overheads introduced by mAR-
GOt in the most significant operations exposed to application developers.
Instead of providing a single value, in this experiment, we increase the
problem complexity to show the trend of the overheads. Before discussing
the results, it is important to remember that the mARGOt implementation
follows a differential approach to solve the optimisation problem efficiently.
It starts with a default base optimisation problem, where the application
knowledge is empty, there are no constraints, and the optimisation function
maximises the value of the first software-knob. From this initial state, ev-
ery change issued from the application, such as adding Operating Points
or defining a new objective function, affects only the Operating Points in-
volved in the change. Even if the worst-case complexity of the algorithm is
the same, it reduces the complexity of the average- and best-case scenarios.

To measure the overheads of the framework, we rely on a benchmark
application that stresses the most demanding operations. Given that the ex-
ecution time depends on the underlying architecture, this utility is included
in the mARGOt repository. Therefore it is possible to measure the over-
heads on the target platform.

Figure 4.1 shows the introduced overheads by varying the size of the
application knowledge or input feature clusters across the evaluated opera-
tions. In particular, Figure 4.1a shows the overhead for introducing Oper-
ating Points in the application knowledge by varying their number. Given
that each constraint uses a dedicated “view” over the OPs, the introduced
overhead also depends on their number. Figure 4.1b shows the overhead
for introducing a new constraint in the optimisation problem. The overhead
of this operation depends on how many OPs are admissible for the new
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Figure 4.1: Evaluation of the overheads introduced by mARGOt at runtime.

constraint. Even when no OPs are admissible, the introduced overhead is
due to the building of a dedicated “view”, which involves all the OPs in
the knowledge base. Figure 4.1c shows the overhead of defining a new ob-
jective function for the problem. In this case, the overhead depends on the
number of OPs that satisfy all the constraints of the optimisation problem.
Figure 4.1d and 4.1e show the overhead of solving the optimisation prob-
lem by inspection. While we might consider the previous operations as an
initialization cost, we pay this overhead each time the application enters
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in the managed region of code. As shown in Figure 4.1d, the introduced
overheads depend only on the number of OPs involved in the change with
respect to the previous time that the optimisation problem was solved. Fig-
ure 4.1e shows the introduced overhead in the worst case scenario, which
is not only because all the Operating Points are involved in the change, but
it takes into consideration also the solver algorithm, by using a knowledge
base to stress the implementation. Where all the OPs have the same value
for the metrics related to the constraints and with the objective function.
Figure 4.1f shows the overhead of selecting the closest feature cluster of
the current input, where the feature vector is composed of three values. We
pay this overhead each time the application enters in the managed region
of code, and we shall add it to the overhead of solving the optimisation
problem.

4.2 Evaluating the reaction mechanisms

To demonstrate the benefits of reacting to changes in the application re-
quirements or on the execution context, we target the Stereomatching ap-
plication. It takes as input a pair of images from a stereo camera, and it
computes a disparity map of the captured scene. The output of this applica-
tion is required for estimating the depth of the objects in the scene. In this
section, we consider a scenario where a smart camera is deployed either on
a drone or a battery powered surveillance system.

The algorithm derived by [81] builds adaptive-shape support regions for
each pixel of an image, based on colour similarity, and then it tries to match
them on the other image, computing its disparity value. The algorithm
implementation [4] exposes five application-specific knobs to modify the
effort spent on building the support regions and on matching them in the
second image to trade off the accuracy of the disparity image (the Stere-
omatching output) and the execution time (and thus the reachable appli-
cation throughput). The accuracy metric is the disparity error, defined as
the average intensity difference per pixel, in percentage, between the com-
puted output and the reference output. The application has been parallelised
by using OpenMP, making available as sixth software-knob the number of
threads used for the computation.

The end-user does not require the application to sustain the throughput
of the input video stream, but he requires that the application must reach a
minimum throughput for detecting the position and depth of the objects in
the scene. In this scenario, we set this high priority constraint to 3fps. On
top of this constraint, we envisioned two different application requirements
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Figure 4.2: Execution trace of Stereomatching running in an embedded platform. The
x-axis shows the timestamp of the experiment, while the y-axes show extra-functional
properties of the system or the value of target software-knob.

according to the scene observed from the stereo camera. First, if in the
previous scene there is no object close to the camera, the objective function
minimises the disparity error with an additional low-priority constraint for
executing the application by using a single software thread. Second, if
there are objects close to the camera, the objective function minimises the
geometric mean between the disparity error and the number of software
threads, without any other constraint except the one on the throughput. The
philosophy behind these two states is that in the first one we try to execute
in a “low-power” mode because nothing is interesting in the scene, while in
the second state we focus on the output quality without forgetting that the
smart camera is placed on a battery-powered device.

To demonstrate the adaptivity added to the Stereomatching application,
we focused on two different use cases as shown in Figure 4.2a and 4.2b.
The first use case (Figure 4.2a) shows how the feedback information from
the monitors trigger the adaptation, reacting to a change in the application
performance. The second use case (Figure 4.2b) shows the benefits of re-
acting to changes in the application requirements (such as switching from
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Figure 4.3: Application knowledge of the Stereomatching application. Each circle repre-
sents an Operating Point. The x-axis represents the expected average throughput, the
y-axis the expected average error, and the color range the parallelism level.

one state to the other) according to the system evolution. Figure 4.2 shows
the results of these experiments, while Figure 4.3 reports the application
knowledge (i.e. the Pareto-optimal Operating Points). For clarity reasons,
in Figure 4.2 we omitted the software-knobs that are not relevant to the
experiment.

In the first use case (Figure 4.2a), we execute Stereomatching for 60s.
After 20s, we reduce the frequencies of the platform cores by using the
CPUfreq framework, for example, to simulate the effect of a power capping
due to thermal reasons, and then we restore the original frequency of the
cores after 20s. We executed the entire experiment under the assumption
that there is an object close to the camera. Figure 4.2a shows the execution
trace of this experiment in terms of CPU frequency, number of threads,
computation error and throughput.

At the beginning of the experiment, mARGOt selects among the con-
figurations that satisfy the constraint on the throughput, the one that min-
imises the error and resource usage. When we reduce the frequency of the
cores, the throughput monitor observes a degradation on the performance
with respect to the expected one, triggering the adaptation. In particular,
mARGOt chooses among the valid configurations, the one that minimises
the objective function, while providing the requested throughput adjusted
by the measured degradation. When we restore the original frequency, the
throughput monitor observes a performance improvement and triggers the
second adaptation. Given that we restored the original condition, the se-
lected configuration is the same as the initial one.

In the second use case (Figure 4.2b), we processed a video stream cap-
tured from the stereo camera while it slowly moves from one close object
(from 0s to around 20s) to another one (around 40s to 60s). During the
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4.2. Evaluating the reaction mechanisms

transition between the two objects, there is a period (around 20s to 40s)
where there is no object close to the camera. Figure 4.2b shows the execu-
tion trace of this experiment in terms of measured object distance, number
of threads, computation error and throughput.

At the beginning and at the end of the experiment, when there is an ob-
ject close to the camera, the configuration selected by mARGOt is the same
used to start the previous experiment (the conditions are the same). How-
ever, when at time 22s there are no more objects close to the camera, mAR-
GOt switches to a more power safe state, which introduces the constraint
on a single thread execution. From the knowledge base (see Figure 4.3), we
notice that on this platform there is no configuration reaching a throughput
of 3fps by using a single thread. For this reason, mARGOt automatically
relaxes the lower priority constraint, selecting the configuration which is
closest to satisfy it, i.e. using two threads. Among the software-knob con-
figurations that use two threads, mARGOt selects the one that minimises
the objective function.

4.2.1 Integration effort

While the previous section demonstrated the benefits of the reaction mecha-
nisms provided by the adaptation layer, this section aims at showing the in-
tegration effort in the target application to achieve the evaluated behaviour.
Figure 4.4 reports the source code of the Stereomatching application. To
highlight the integration effort, we omitted application-specific code, but
we kept source code structure. The application is composed by the main
loop that continuously elaborates incoming images, for the requested stream
duration (lines 19-51). The mARGOt integration is similar to the one de-
scribed in Chapter 3.6: we include the required header (line 2), we ini-
tialize the framework (line 14), and we wrap the managed region of code
(lines 21-30 and lines 34-43). For this application, the error measurement
involves a computation of the output image using a reference configura-
tion (lines 40-42), besides the actual computation (line 32). Therefore,
observing this metric at the production phase will kill the benefits of the
accuracy-throughput tradeoffs, because for evaluating the error it requires
the computation of the output using the reference software-knobs config-
uration. For this reason, the start_monitor and stop_monitor functions do
not handle the error monitor, but we manage it manually. The idea is to
measure the error metric only to obtain the application knowledge at design
time; i.e. only when the application knowledge is not empty (line 38). The
reaction to changes in the execution environment, as in the first use case,
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1 // omitted application includes
2 #include <margot.hpp>
3
4 // default software-knobs configuration
5 int max_hypo_value = 100;
6 int hypo_step = 1;
7 int max_arm_length = 18;
8 int color_threshold = 26;
9 int matchcost_limit = 60;

10 int num_threads = 4;
11
12 int main()
13 {
14 margot::init();
15
16 // omitted initialization code
17
18 // main loop of the application
19 while(std::chrono::steady_clock::now() < stop_time)
20 {
21 // update the parameters
22 if (margot::disparity::update( max_hypo_value, hypo_step,
23 max_arm_length, color_threshold,
24 matchcost_limit, num_threads ))
25 {
26 margot::disparity::manager.configuration_applied();
27 }
28
29 // start the monitors
30 margot::disparity::start_monitor();
31
32 // omitted application code
33
34 // stop the monitors
35 margot::disparity::stop_monitor();
36
37 // stop the monitors (cpu and throughput) and compute error
38 if (margot::disparity::manager.is_application_knowledge_empty())
39 {
40 cv::Mat ref_img = do_job(left_image, right_image, ref_conf);
41 const auto error = compute_error(output_img, ref_img);
42 margot::disparity::monitor::error_monitor.push(error);
43 }
44
45 // rule to change the state
46 const float proximity = compute_closeness(output_img);
47 if ( proximity <= 10.0f + epsilon )
48 margot::disparity::manager.change_active_state("close");
49 else
50 margot::disparity::manager.change_active_state("far");
51 }
52 }

Figure 4.4: Stripped C++ code of the Stereomatching application, highlighting the inte-
gration effort required to achieve the desired behavior.
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4.3. Evaluating the proactive adaptation

does not require additional integration effort. However, we need to add an
“if-then-else” rule (lines 47-50) to change the mARGOt state according to
the observed scene from the camera (line 46).

4.3 Evaluating the proactive adaptation

To demonstrate how the adaptation layer provided by mARGOt can identify
and seize optimisation opportunities at production phase by using features
of the current input, we target an application that uses Monte Carlo simu-
lations to estimate the travel time distribution in a processing pipeline for
a car navigation system. In particular, the Probabilistic Time-Dependent
Routing (PTDR) algorithm [82] is a crucial component of a cooperative
routing task computing the estimated travel time distribution. Then, later
stages of the navigation system leverage this information to select the best
solution among different routes.

To generate this output, PTDR must first estimate the travel time dis-
tribution and then extract statistical properties to be forwarded to the later
stages of the navigation system. Each trial of the Monte Carlo simulates
an independent route traversal over an annotated graph in terms of speed
profiles. Given a sufficient number of trials, the sampled distribution of
travel times will asymptotically converge towards the real distribution. The
application derives the statistical property of interest using this distribution
(such as the average or the 3rd quantile), which represents the actual output
of the application.

The application is designed and already optimised to leverage the re-
sources of the target HPC platform [83] and exposes as software-knob, the
number of Monte Carlo samples to be used to compute the output. We
defined the error metric as the difference between the value extracted with
a limited number of samples and the one extracted with a very large (the-
oretically infinite) number of samples (we used 1M samples). Moreover,
as defined in [83], we can differentiate among paths with a broad or nar-
row distribution of speed profiles, resulting respectively less or more pre-
dictable regarding travel time estimation. We call this feature, that we can
extract easily before running the PTDR, unpredictability. We provide this
data-feature to mARGOt for selecting the most suitable software-knob con-
figuration for each simulation. Chapter 7 describes in more details the ap-
plication and the effects of the unpredictability on the results quality.

Concerning application requirements, the end-user would like to min-
imise the number of samples used to compute the output, with a limit on
the error upper bound. In this use case, we want to demonstrate how it
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Figure 4.5: Number of samples used by the adaptive PTDR application by changing the
starting time of the request.

is possible to use mARGOt to further increase the application efficiency,
by adapting the number of trials proactively according to the road and in
particular to its unpredictability. Without dynamic adaptation, the end-user
should find the minimum number of samples that leads to a satisfying com-
putation error for the worst case scenario. Moreover, the end-user would
like to differentiate the threshold on the computation error constraint, ac-
cording to whether a premium user (error< 3%) or a free user (error< 6%)
generates the request.

Before running the application, we performed an experimental cam-
paign by using random requests from 300 paths in the Czech Republic
[82], in different moments of the week, to build the application knowledge.
Moreover, we limited the software-knob values to [100, 300, 1000, 3000]
according to the previous analysis of the application [82]. Furthermore, to
increase the robustness of the approach, we consider three times the stan-
dard deviation of a software-knob configuration for the constraint on the
computation error.

Figure 4.5 shows the selected number of samples in an experiment that
generates four types of requests every 15min on two days of the week,
Monday and Sunday. In particular, for each type of user, we consider two
different paths. Figures 4.5c and 4.5a shows the results for the premium
user, while Figures 4.5d and 4.5b shows the results for the free user. On
the one hand, this experiment shows how changing the application require-
ments (premium and free users) decreases the number of samples used to
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1 float ptdr(const Routing::MCSimulation& route)
2 {
3 // default software-knobs value
4 int num_samples = 10000;
5 float unpredictability = 0;
6
7 // declare the minimum amount of samples
8 int min_samples = 100;
9

10 // run with lowest number of samples
11 std::vector<float> travel_times = route.Simulate(min_samples);
12
13 // extract input feature
14 const float f = extract_feature(travel_times);
15
16 // update the application knobs, if neeeded
17 if (margot::travel::update(num_samples, unpredictability))
18 {
19 margot::travel::manager.configuration_applied();
20 }
21
22 // check if we need to perform
23 // additional simulations
24 if (num_samples > min_samples)
25 {
26 route.Simulate(travel_times, num_samples - min_samples);
27 }
28
29 // return the results
30 return compute_output(travel_times);
31 }

Figure 4.6: Stripped C++ code of the PTDR application, highlighting the integration
effort required to adapt in a proactive fashion.

satisfy the request, considering both static and dynamic approaches. On the
other hand, this experiment shows how input features (dynamic approach)
decreases the number of samples with respect to using a single conserva-
tive configuration (static approach). This approach is feasible since differ-
ent paths have different characteristics, defined by their unpredictability.
For example, countryside requests are more predictable than those coming
from an urban area. In this experiment, the proposed approach easily im-
plemented by using mARGOt uses approximately the 30% of the number
of samples with respect to a static approach, with an overhead comparable
to compute 2 samples only. As previously mentioned, Chapter 7 describes
in more details the relationship between the input features and the qual-
ity of the results. In particular, it will demonstrate through an extensive
experimental campaign the validity of the approach.
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4.3.1 Integration effort

From the integration point of view, leveraging input features to adapt proac-
tively implies providing additional parameters to the generated update func-
tion. Figure 4.6 shows the computation kernel of the PTDR application,
used at production phase. In particular, it takes as an input parameter the
Monte Carlo simulator for the given route (line 1), and it provides as output
the desired statistical property (line 30). In the first phase of the execu-
tion, it performs the route traversal simulations with the lowest number of
samples (line 11). With this initial population, the application computes
the input feature (line 14). Then mARGOt selects the most suitable number
of samples according to the input feature (lines 17-20). Given that in this
application we tuned a single software-knob and given the high-level poli-
cies from end-user, we are not interested in observing the actual behaviour
of the application. If the selected number of samples is greater than the
minimum number, mARGOt simulates further route traversals to satisfy the
constraint on the accuracy (lines 24-27).

4.4 Evaluating the online learning module

This section aims at experimentally assessing the ability of mARGOt to
learn the application knowledge at runtime. In particular, Section 4.4.1
evaluates the learning module, using synthetic applications with a known
relation between EFPs and software-knobs. Section 4.4.2 focuses on a ge-
ometrical docking application to evaluate the benefits provided by the pro-
posed framework for the end-user in a real-world case study.

4.4.1 Model validation

This experiment aims at evaluating the ability of the learning module to
perform out-of-sample predictions, while we trained it with a fraction of
the design space. In particular, we created two synthetic applications, with
a known relation between the software-knobs and the EFPs.

The first application is based on a test function derived from the work of
Binh [84], and the problem is defined in Eq. 4.1:

f1(x, y) = x2 − y
f2(x, y) = −0.5x− y − 1

where −7 ≤ x, y ≤ 4.

(4.1)
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Figure 4.7: R2 and MAE_adj for the Binh and Kursawe synthetic applications, using
different models, by changing the number of points per dimension.

The second application is based on the test function introduced in Kur-
sawe [85], and it is defined in Eq. 4.2:

f1(x) =
∑2

i=1

[
−10 exp

(
−0.2

√
(x2i + x2i+1

)]
f2(x) =

∑3
i=1 [|xi|0.8 + 5 sin(x3i )]

where −5 ≤ xi ≤ 5.

(4.2)

These functions were chosen to test the whole range of different func-
tion types such as linear, nonlinear and exponential. The Binh functions
have two different variables and therefore two software-knobs, while the
Kursawe functions have three different variables.

Figure 4.7 shows the results of this experiment. In particular, Figure 4.7a
and 4.7b refer to the Binh application, while Figure 4.7c and 4.7d refer
to the Kursawe application. For each function, we show the reached R2

and MAE_adj for nonlinear models, for training and test, by varying the
number of explored points per dimension. While they usually are included
in the model selection phase, we excluded the linear models from the plot
for graphical reasons. Indeed, 3 out of 4 studied functions are nonlinear,
and linear models had poor results in comparison to other models. On the
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other hand, for the Bihn f2 linear models had a perfect fit for all the tested
points per dimension configurations.

From experimental results, we might notice a trend for the number of
points per dimension. In cases of a low number of explored points per
dimension, the R2 and MAE_adj values of the models are spread over a
considerable interval, where the learning module deems as best different
model families. On the opposite, while increasing the number of points per
dimension, it is possible to notice that the learning module converges to
accurate models when considering the Binh functions (f1 and f2) and the
Kursawe f1. After 10 points per dimension, it is possible to notice how the
R2 and MAE_adj stabilises and how the training values are comparable
to the test values. If we focus on the f2 of the Kursawe application, we
might notice how the learning module is not able to generate a good model
to be used in prediction. This result is due to the complexity of the relation
between f2 and software-knobs in the synthetic application. If we consider
the model selection, there are three models which are dominant: Kriging,
MARS bagged and stacked models. We can see this trend in both synthetic
applications. The actual model selected strongly depends on the predicted
function and on the values of the model selection parameters (i.e. εr and
εm).

4.4.2 Molecular docking case study

Among the tasks that are involved in a drug discovery process, molecular
docking is one of the earliest, and it is performed in silico. Usually, it is
used to virtual screen a huge library of molecules, named ligands, to find
the ones with the strongest interaction with the binding site of a second
molecule, named pocket, to forward to later stages of the drug discovery
process [86]. The complexity of this task is not only due to the considerable
number of ligands to evaluate but also to the number of degree of freedom
involved in the evaluation of a ligand-pocket interaction. In particular, it
is possible to alter the shape of the molecule, without altering its chemical
properties, by rotating a subset of bonds between the atoms of a ligand,
named rotamers.

In this experiment, we focus on a geometric docking kernel, part of the
LiGen Dock application [87], named GeoDock. Due to the complexity
of evaluating the chemical interaction of a pocket-ligand pair, this kernel
considers only geometrical information, and it is used to filter out the lig-
ands that are unable to fit in the target pocket. The application exposes
two software-knobs that generate quality-throughput tradeoffs by reducing
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Figure 4.8: Execution trace of the docking application learning phase, using three slaves.
For each pocket, we show the execution time to compute the current ligand and the
reached quality. We omitted the master trace because it does not perform any compu-
tation.

the number of alternative poses evaluated for each rotamer of the ligand.
The end-users are typically pharmaceutical companies that rent resources
of an HPC platform, to evaluate a chemical library in a typical batch job.
Therefore, they are interested in time-to-solution and on the quality of the
elaboration, defined as the number of evaluated poses. Chapter 8 describes
in details the application domain, stating the identified software-knobs and
providing more insight into the application behaviour.

Given that the later stages of the drug discovery process include a mon-
etary effort to perform tests in-vitro and in-vivo, the reproducibility of the
experiment is a domain requirement. Therefore, once we have obtained the
application knowledge, we restart to evaluate the chemical library with the
configuration that maximises the quality, given a constraint on the time-to-
solution that includes the time spent on the learning phase. In the following
experiments, we used a library of 113k ligands, where each ligand has a
number of atoms between 28 and 153 and a number of rotamers between 2
and 53. Moreover, we use six pockets (1b9v, 1c1b, 1cvu, 1cx2, 1dh3 and
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Figure 4.9: Distribution of the prediction error in percentage, grouped by different target
pockets. Negative values indicate an underestimation of time-to-solution.

1fm9) from the RCSB Protein Databank (PDB).

Figure 4.8 shows an execution trace of the docking application using a
“small” (Figure 4.8b) and a “big” pocket (Figure 4.8a), in terms of execu-
tion time for evaluating the pocket-ligand pair and quality of the results.
The length of the learning phases in the two cases depends on the different
model convergence time and on the input characteristic. After the learn-
ing phase, the application set the goal value as the average time required
to elaborate a ligand multiplied by the number of ligands to elaborate. It is
possible to notice how after the initial exploration of the design space, the
application settles with a software-knobs configuration that leads to similar
execution time, but with different quality according to the current input.

To validate the approach, we performed an experimental campaign using
a library of 4k ligands, randomly sampled from the 113k ligands, targeting
six different pockets. In particular, for each pocket we repeated the exper-
iment ten times, reporting the normalised difference between the expected
time-to-solution and the observed one (see Figure 4.9). For the learning
phase, we observed each software-knobs configuration in the DoE with
200 different ligands. Figure 4.9 shows that a large fraction of the time-
to-solution errors are within 5%. In this case, the proposed approach can
accurately estimate the time-to-solution for the current inputs, maximising
the quality of the results given the time budget. In this experiment, we
found that Kriging, MARS bagged, and stacked models are the top three
models according to MAE_adj, the actual selected model varied across
the experiments.
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4.4. Evaluating the online learning module

4.4.3 Integration effort

1 void geodock_kernel( /* omitted parameters */ )
2 {
3 // parse the received ligand and build data structures
4
5 // set the goal as received from master
6 margot::docking::goal::exec_time_limit.set(target_exec_time);
7
8 // update step for retrieving the new configuration
9 if (margot::docking::update(high_precision_step,

number_of_repetitions))
10 {
11 margot::docking::manager.configuration_applied();
12 }
13
14 // start the monitors
15 margot::docking::start_monitor( );
16
17 // omitted kernel code
18
19 // stop the monitors
20 margot::docking::stop_monitor( quality );
21 }
22
23 void master_task( /* omitted parameters */ )
24 {
25 bool i_was_in_dse = true;
26 float min_exec_time = -1.0f;
27
28 while( /* there are ligands in db*/ )
29 {
30 // check if we need to restart the elaboration
31 if ((!margot::docking::manager.in_design_space_exploration()) &&

(i_was_in_dse))
32 {
33 // compute execution time goal value
34
35 // reset the database
36
37 i_was_in_dse = false;
38 }
39
40 // send ligand and goal value
41 }
42 }

Figure 4.10: Stripped C++ code of the GeoDock application, highlighting the integration
effort required to learn at runtime the application knowledge.

From the integration point of view, the generated high-level interface
handle the online Design Space Exploration automatically. Given the em-
barrassingly parallel nature of the GeoDock application, the implementa-
tion follows a master/slave pattern using the MPI framework, where a mas-
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ter task dispatch work to any available slave. Figure 4.10 shows the source
code of the GeoDock application kernel (lines 1-21) and of the master task
(lines 23-42). The adaptation layer is defined inside the kernel using the
high-level interface: the update step retrieves the software-knobs configura-
tion (lines 9-12) and the start/stop methods instrument the execution (lines
15 and 20). Due to the determinism requirement, the observed values are
not used to react to changes in the execution environment, but to evaluate
the software-knobs configurations for learning the application knowledge.
Moreover, before the update step, the application kernel set the value on the
execution time goal (line 6) according to a value sent by the master task.

The master task purpose is to dispatch the next ligand in the chemical li-
brary to the first available slave. Due to the determinism requirement, once
we have collected the application knowledge and computed the goal value
(lines 31-38), the master task must restart to evaluate the database. More-
over, to have a unique constraint value for all the slaves without introducing
a global synchronisation point, each time the master sends the next ligand
to be evaluated, it shall also send the goal value.

4.5 Summary

This chapter assessed the proposed dynamic autotuning framework by eval-
uating the benefits of the features exposed by the adaptation layer and by
evaluating the introduced overheads. From the experiment results, it is pos-
sible to notice how the enhanced application can leverage the tradeoffs be-
tween the extra-functional properties of interest to reach high-level goals.
Moreover, the enhanced application might be able to identify and seize op-
timisation opportunities at runtime by using input features or by learning
the application knowledge at runtime for the actual input.

For each feature of the adaptation layer, this chapter described the inte-
gration effort by focusing on the related snipped of source code and high-
lighting the introduced changes. In the considered application, we may
notice how the intrusiveness of the approach is limited. Although the high-
level interface hides the mARGOt internal implementation details, appli-
cation developers are still in charge of computing the most suitable error
metric and of extracting the input features (if available).
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CHAPTER5
Evaluating Orthogonality between

Application Autotuning and Resource
Management

This chapter describes a scenario where we use the mARGOt autotuning
framework in the context of co-running applications that share computa-
tion resources. Using a video processing application, we compare dif-
ferent techniques of Run-Time Resource Management (RTRM) to evaluate
how much the interaction between RTRM and application autotuning can
become synergistic yet orthogonal. Moreover, we propose a light-weight
RTRM technique, based on mARGOt and its ability to sense the execution
environment.

5.1 Introduction

A new trend in programming data-parallel computationally intensive ap-
plications is using OpenCL not only for programming heterogeneous plat-
forms (by exploiting GPU or FPGA accelerators) but also for homogeneous
platforms. OpenCL follows an "offload" programming model, where an
accelerator is accessed via the host system and is programmed as a co-
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processor, to speed up the execution of computationally intensive kernels.
OpenCL API [88] is designed to make efficient use of the massive computa-
tional parallelism provided by modern accelerators. On the contrary, there
is not yet support for efficient deployment of multiple OpenCL applications
on the same platform. However, the increasing number of processing units
integrated on the same chip delivers computational capabilities that can ex-
ceed the performance requirements of a single application. Thus, server
consolidation is a common approach to reduce the number of machines
(and therefore the power consumption) needed to provide some services.
In this area, runtime adaptability represents a key technique for computing
systems to adjust their behaviour with respect to operating environments,
usage contexts, resource availability and even to faults, thus enabling close-
to-optimal operation in the face of changing conditions.

In this chapter, we address the problem of resource sharing in server
consolidation for adaptive and computationally intensive OpenCL appli-
cations. We characterise our target application scenario by unpredictable,
variable workloads, where applications have to serve concurrent requests
and provide a best-effort service to the users. In this context, we are in-
terested in evaluating the combination of i) application autotuning and ii)
Run-Time Resource Management (RTRM) techniques to improve resource
sharing among computationally intensive workloads. The lack of auto-
tuning and runtime adaptation capabilities at the application-level leads to
sub-optimal power/performance trade-offs at the system level given by the
underutilization of system resources. On one side, the autotuning mecha-
nism allows to trade off performance and Quality-of-Result metrics directly
acting on application-level knobs; on the other side, runtime system man-
agement needs to optimise the computing capabilities concerning dynamic
variations of the environmental conditions, computational demands, and
resource availability.

In this context, mARGOt tunes the application behaviour according to
available resources and given end-user requirements. Among the appli-
cation knobs, we have included a parameter which controls, on a multi-
core platform, the CPU quota used by the application. To this end, we
exploit the device fission OpenCL API [88] to deploy OpenCL kernels on
selected processing units of a multi-core CPU. The drawback of this API
is that OpenCL dynamic compilation is required each time we reconfigure
the computing device. Thus, our analysis also takes into account the ben-
efits of asynchronous compilation to reduce the reconfiguration overhead.
Additionally, this chapter introduces an innovative light-weight technique –
called resource-aware Application-Specific Run-Time Manager (AS-RTM)
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– where mARGOt is enabled to take autonomous decisions on resource uti-
lization. The resource-aware AS-RTM considers the information of system
workload gathered by platform sensing for taking reconfiguration decisions
while minimising the impact on other applications that share the same re-
sources. Therefore, the main difference from previous approaches (e.g.
"invade and retreat" [89]) is that applications act as autonomous agents,
without coordination among them. On the one hand, this solution has the
advantage of being non-intrusive from a design point of view, since it does
not require a communication infrastructure; on the other hand, it does not
provide any guarantee of fairness nor optimality in resource allocation. To
achieve system-level objectives such as fairness, we include in the exper-
imental setup a configuration (called Adaptive-RTRM) which exploits a
two-level run-time management: resource allocation delegated to a cen-
tralized resource manager and application-specific parameters controlled
by mARGOt. To summarise, the main contributions of this chapter can be
summarised as follows:

• The problem of resource allocation for computationally intensive OpenCL
applications on multi-core OpenCL platforms has been analysed.

• Different solutions for run-time management based on mARGOt has
been evaluated, to exploit the orthogonality between application-specific
knobs and resource allocation.

• A light-weight technique for run-time resource management based on
platform sensing at the application level has been proposed.

5.2 Background

In [90], the OpenCL standard is extended to support computation offloading
in the automotive industry, by exploiting IP-based in-car networks. How-
ever, computation offloading introduces the problem of resource sharing in
server consolidation [91]; thus it requires Run-Time Management (RTM)
techniques.

The adaptive control technique proposed in [92], called on-line archi-
tecture tailoring, is based on control theory and provides for continuous
self-adaptation of the application. However, this technique is demonstrated
for a single application while we target more complex workloads that would
require continuous adaptation at the system level.

A distributed RTM approach for homogeneous many-core systems based
on game theory is presented in [89]. While distributed approaches suf-
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fer from communication overhead and convergence time, centralised solu-
tions [93] require heuristics for optimal resource allocation within a short
decision time. In [94], the authors combine design-time and run-time tech-
niques in order to train a global resource manager. A step forward made
on top of the previous approach has been done in [95] with a runtime man-
agement framework, called ARTE, supported by DSE. Even in this case,
the run-time manager is a single one (system-wide) and, at the application
level, it provides only the possibility to change the parallelization of the
application.

5.3 Methodology

The basic idea of the methodology proposed in this chapter consists of ex-
ploiting the orthogonality between application auto-tuning and runtime re-
source management for compute-intensive OpenCL applications. To this
purpose, we have envisioned a twofold approach. On one side, mARGOt
uses software-knobs at the application level to trade off the performance
with Quality-of-Result metrics. On the other side, system resources are
partitioned and assigned to the running applications by the resource man-
agement layer.

In a plain OpenCL application, the platform resources are managed by
the OpenCL runtime at application-level, so an application is enabled to
use all devices available on an OpenCL platform and, by default, the entire
quota of each device. On a multi-core CPU, for example, the OpenCL run-
time binds each application to all the compute units by default and relies on
the OS scheduler to assign CPU time to all applications (seen as different
processes by the scheduler). The drawback of this approach is that applica-
tion performance is not predictable, as the number of deployed applications
(processes) changes over time. Moreover, it is not possible to control the
amount of resource quota for each application: while the OS scheduler is
fair in allocating user time to processes, this is unfair for the application, be-
cause applications might have different resource requirements, constraints
or priority.

The methodology proposed in this chapter aims at extending the domain
of application knobs, to manage resource-related parameters without the
need of interacting with other actors. In this way, it is possible to avoid any
synchronization/communication delay and increase the portability of the
application to a new platform, without any additional effort, but generating
the application knowledge specific for that platform.

In this chapter, we rely on the ability of mARGOt to define application
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requirements on any metric of interest or software-knob to act as a resource
management layer. In this case study, we obtain at design time the perfor-
mance metrics in the application knowledge by profiling the application in
isolation on the target platform. Thus, for computationally intensive appli-
cations, the performance metrics – such as throughput – are likely to ben-
efit from increased computational parallelism, thus higher resource usage.
On the contrary, our target scenario consists of multiple applications, with
different performance and resource requirements, deployed on the same
platform.

It is possible to treat any resource-related parameter (such as the compu-
tational parallelism) as a generic application-specific parameter. However,
plain management of such parameters could lead to system configurations
where the total amount of computational parallelism required by the run-
ning applications exceeds the system resources. In turns, this would result
in a degradation of application performance since the OS scheduler limits
the process CPU usage.

To overcome this problem, we propose a resource-aware adaptive layer,
which takes into account the CPU usage (as we target multi-core CPU plat-
forms), for self-limiting the application parallelism (e.g. the number of
working threads). According to the decision policy stated in Chapter 3,
we add a constraint on the process CPU usage, on top of the application-
specific ones. We initialise the value of this constraint to the maximum
system CPU quota (Γ). At runtime, by monitoring the system CPU us-
age (γ) and the process CPU usage (πmeasured), the application updates this
constraint value according to the system evolution. In particular, mAR-
GOt selects the most suitable software-knobs configurations among the
ones where their expected CPU usage (πexpected) satisfies the following con-
straint:

πexpected ≤ Γ− γ + πmeasured (5.1)

If only one application is running, γ and πmeasured are equal; thus the
application is allowed to use the entire CPU resource. Otherwise, if the
platform is congested, Γ and γ have the same value, which forces mARGOt
to select the most suitable configuration among the ones whose expected
CPU usage fits the quota assigned by the OS scheduler.

In the experimental results, our solution is compared to a centralised ap-
proach, where resource allocation is delegated and coordinated by a system-
wide runtime resource manager (SW-RTRM), while mARGOt takes local
decisions only on application-specific parameters. We will show that it
is possible to reach the same average performance predictability with our
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framework, at the expenses of no guarantee on fairness nor optimal re-
source allocation.

5.4 Experimental Setup

We consider a case study based on the Stereo-Matching application [96],
implemented with OpenCL APIs [88] and designed to export a set of pa-
rameters which impact on both application-specific and platform metrics.
Stereo-Matching belongs to a class of applications that exposes throughput-
accuracy tradeoffs using application-specific software-knobs [4].

5.4.1 Definition of metrics

The Stereo-Matching application has two metrics of interest, namely the
frame-rate (measured as [frames/s]) and the disparity error, which repre-
sents a measure of the average error associated to the application result (the
pixel disparity [96]). However, in our tests, we consider only normalised
metrics that abstract from the specific application, defined as follows.

Normalized Actual Penalty (NAP)

This metric measures the degree of user satisfaction, with respect to a
frame-rate goal set at the application start. The frame-rate goal is a soft
real-time constraint, which should be met independently from the machine
workload and resource availability.

NAP =
GOALmeasured −GOALdemanded
GOALmeasured +GOALdemanded

(5.2)

Normalized Error

This is a measure of the output quality normalised on the range of valid
values so that ERR = 1 when the application runs with the configuration
that provides the lowest – but still acceptable, according to design require-
ments – output quality; while ERR = 0 when the quality is highest. It was
obtained for Stereo-Matching from the disparity error (DErr) as follows:

ERR =
DErrOP −DErrMIN

DErrMAX −DErrMIN
(5.3)

Difference w.r.t. to off-line profiling

Another metric of interest is the deviation (DEV) of the metrics (e.g. cycle
period) observed at run-time with respect to the expected values, i.e. the
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ones profiled at design-time.

DEV =

∣∣∣∣TcyclemeasuredTcycleexpected
− 1

∣∣∣∣ (5.4)

Since our tests consider dynamic scenarios, for the NAP and ERR met-
rics we compute a synthetic value that takes into account the temporal di-
mension:

NAPAVG =

∫
NAP (t) dt

∆t
, ERRAVG =

∫
ERR(t) dt

∆t
(5.5)

5.4.2 Definition of dynamic workload

A dynamic workload, in this chapter, consists of a set of applications with
different schedules (start time), amount of data to process (number of frames
in Stereo-Matching) and performance requirements (frame-rate). This use-
case aims at mimicking the workload expected in server consolidation,
which offloads computationally intensive OpenCL applications [90]. Al-
though we use only one type of application (Stereo-Matching), we mimic a
dynamic workload by exposing the following parameters:

• Start delay: each application instance is started upon user request;
thus we use different start times.

• Amount of input data: each Stereo-Matching instance is required to
process a different number of frames.

• Frame-rate goal: soft real-time constraint to guarantee a certain re-
sponse time, as demanded by the user.

The above parameters are randomly chosen for each Stereo-Matching run,
within a range of values shown in Table 5.1.

5.4.3 Platform description

We ran our experiments on two multi-core platforms:
1) AMD platform: NUMA machine with four nodes, each a Quad-Core

AMD Opteron Processor 8378 at 2.4 GHz, with 8 GB of RAM per node,

Table 5.1: Range of values for the random parameters of dynamic workload tests.

Parameter AMD Intel
Number of frames 10-840

Frame-rate goal [frames/s] 1-7
Start delay [s] 0-90

Num. instances 1-6 1-4
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running a Linux distribution based on kernel 3.9. OpenCL 1.2 run-time
provided by AMD OpenCL SDK v2.8.1.

2) Intel platform: Workstation with Intel Xeon Quad-Core CPU E5-
1607 at 3.0 GHz and 8 GB RAM, running a Linux distribution based on
kernel 3.5. OpenCL 1.2 run-time provided by Intel OpenCL SDK 2013.

We use the device fission API to partition a multi-core CPU device
into sub-devices. The API defines several partition schemes. We use a
partitioning by count [88] to create one sub-device of a specific size, in
this way controlling the CPU resource usage. However, the OpenCL pro-
gram is bound to a context, so every time a new sub-device is selected it is
necessary to create a new context and rebuild the OpenCL program. The
OpenCL program build introduces overhead at run-time, which might limit
the benefits of application auto-tuning if the reconfiguration rate is high.
To reduce this reconfiguration overhead, we used asynchronous dynamic
compilation, a feature of the clProgramBuild OpenCL API [88] sup-
ported by some OpenCL run-time implementations (e.g. Intel). By passing
to clProgramBuild a function pointer to a notification routine, the ap-
plication can continue running in the previous configuration. When the
OpenCL runtime finishes building the program, it will call the related rou-
tine to notify the application. Our measurements with Intel OpenCL SDK
show that synchronous dynamic build of the Stereo-Matching kernels takes
624ms on average, while the reconfiguration overhead of asynchronous
build is only 58ms (10x less).

5.4.4 Run-Time Management description

We consider five Run-Time Management configurations in the experimen-
tal campaign:

Plain-Linux

Baseline implementation without SW-RTRM and mARGOt. In this config-
uration, we deploy each application instance as a plain OpenCL application;
thus it is bound by default to all processing elements available on the CPU.
On the one hand, since there is no SW-RTRM, this configuration relies on
the OS to schedule tasks from different applications. On the other hand, the
application runs a fixed configuration, with 50% QoS.

Plain-RTRM

For this test we use an open source resource manager, the BarbequeRTRM
[93], to allocate resources to the running applications. In BarbequeRTRM,
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we define application requirements by a set of Application Working Modes
(AWMs), identified at design time, each one corresponding to a given amount
of required resources. However, if the resource requirement gets higher at
run-time, an application can also request to the manager a higher AWM,
through a specialised API. Any change in the application resource require-
ments or in the system resource availability generates an event that triggers
a system reconfiguration. The SW-RTRM has complete knowledge of the
system state, including dynamic resource requirements of individual ap-
plications, which ensures optimal resource allocation w.r.t. system-level
objectives – such as fairness, execution priority, reconfiguration overhead
and congestion. Even in this case mARGOt is not used; thus the application
runs with QoS fixed to 50%.

AS-Linux

No SW-RTRM but mARGOt is enabled; therefore the adaptation layer can
leverage the trade-off between performance and QoS. Although mARGOt
can control the computational parallelism through a software-knob, the ef-
fective resource usage depends on the allocation of CPU user time by the
OS scheduler.

RA-AS-Linux

This configuration implements the approach presented in this chapter. Dif-
ferently from the previous configuration, here the computational parallelism
is used orthogonally with respect to the application-specific knobs. It im-
plements the technique presented in Section 5.3, based on monitoring of
the system CPU usage for smart adaptation of the resource requirement.

AS-RTRM

Two-level run-time management, which uses both the centralised resource
manager and mARGOt. On the one hand, this configuration delegates re-
source allocation to the BarbequeRTRM, which enforces a fair allocation
of platform resources among the running applications. On the other hand,
mARGOt controls at application-level the trade-off between performance
and accuracy metrics, by tuning the parameters orthogonal w.r.t. resource-
related parameters.
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5.5 Experimental Results

The experiments described in this section have been carried out to assess
the benefits of the proposed methodology. In Section 5.5.1, a single stereo-
matching application, with some constraints on resource usage, has been
used to assess the capability of mARGOt to exploit the available trade-offs
between performance metrics. In Section 5.5.3, we evaluate the orthogonal-
ity between the decision space of mARGOt, analysed before, and different
RTRM techniques. We consider first an approach that manages resource
utilisation as an application parameter in a flat configuration (AS-Linux);
then, we present the two-level approach based on a centralised resource
manager (AS-RTRM); finally, we present the proposed technique for ef-
ficient resource sharing based on platform sensing (Resource-Aware AS-
Linux). We conclude this section with a campaign of experiments (Section
5.5.2) with random workloads to compare the different techniques analysed
individually in the previous experiments.

5.5.1 Application Auto-Tuning Results

This experiment aims at assessing the benefits of application adaptivity.
It consists of a single Stereo-Matching application deployed on the Intel
platform, with 200 frames to process. We repeated the test for each possible
number of cores (4 in total on the Intel platform), with the frame-rate goal
incremented at each run from 3 to 21 frames/s.

The results are shown in the three plots of Figure 5.1, where the x-
axis is the goal value and y-axis represents, in order, the average measured
frame-rate (5.1a), the average normalized error (5.1b), and the average NAP
(5.1c). With the highest resource availability (4-cores) mARGOt can pro-
vide 3 frames/s without quality loss (ERR'0%). On the contrary, config-
urations with lower resource availability, show a quality loss which ranges
from 20% to 50%, depending on the number of cores. This means that there
is a range of goal values, different for each amount of available resources,
where mARGOt can trade off performance and computation error to meet
the goal.

Figure 5.1 shows a similar behaviour but with different thresholds for
the maximum frame-rate that they can reach: the test with 1-core pro-
vides up to 4.3 frames/s, with 2-cores up to 8.1 frames/s, with 3-cores up to
11.5 frames/s and with 4-cores up to 16.4 frames/s. After these frame-rate
thresholds, mARGOt is unable to find any suitable software-knobs configu-
ration that satisfies the constraint; thus the NAP value starts growing.

In conclusion, this test demonstrates that for the selected case study,
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Figure 5.1: Observed frame-rate, normalized error and NAP by varying the frame-rate
goal and the number of cores.

mARGOt can satisfy higher throughput demands by exploiting the possible
trade-offs in the objective space in terms of performance versus computa-
tion error. The dynamic workloads presented in the next section will bene-
fit from this feature, since in a multi-application deployment configuration,
each instance cannot use the full platform, but is constrained to a subset of
resources.

5.5.2 Dynamic Workload Results

In this section, we compare in terms of predictability and fairness, the three
RTM strategies that use mARGOt. The experiment analyses application
adaptivity in a sequential scenario. In such a scenario, we executed four
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Figure 5.2: Behavior of the Run-Time Management strategies, in terms of throughput and
normalized error.

Stereo-Matching instances on the Intel platform, with a fixed delay between
the start times. The number of frames to be processed by each instance has
been chosen to let all the applications run together for approximately 30s;
then they complete their execution at different times. All instances have
the same throughput goal (4 frames/s) and mARGOt minimises the dis-
parity error. We can logically partition the experiment in two phases. In
the first phase new applications are launched, so we can observe how al-
ready running applications react when the new applications steal resources.
The second phase begins when the oldest instance has completed its execu-
tion. In this phase, one by one, all applications leave the execution context,
so it is possible to see how the remaining instances exploit the resources
that are released. Figure 5.2 represents the three evaluated RTM strategies:
AS-Linux (5.2a), the proposed Resource-Aware AS-Linux (5.2b) and AS-
RTRM (5.2c). For each configuration, the plots show the expected through-
put and disparity error profiled at run-time, in a time window of 300 sec.

AS-Linux

When only one application is running, the throughput is stable, and the
disparity error is constant. As soon as the second application is started
(t = 20s), the throughput of both instances starts oscillating, but the error
remains constant. The reason for this is that mARGOt does not change the
OP (the throughput is above the goal) but, since the total amount of re-
sources demanded doubles the number of cores, the throughput is strongly
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related to the scheduler policies. The third application executes after 60s,
demanding even more resources, which strengthens the relationship be-
tween the OS scheduling and the throughput oscillation. In this case, the
measured throughput can go below the goal value, forcing mARGOt to se-
lect a faster OP, which in turns boosts the oscillation. In conclusion, this
configuration is not fair neither predictable.

Proposed Resource-Aware AS-Linux

Here the behaviour is quite different: after an initial transitory period, the
constraint on the CPU utilisation forces mARGOt to use only software-
knobs configurations that match the available resources, preventing the
throughput oscillations. Whenever a new application starts or ends, mAR-
GOt waits until the CPU usage, of both the system and the application,
becomes stable before updating the CPU usage constraint. During these
periods, the number of threads might be higher than the number of cores for
short periods (e.g. t = 20s, t = 70s), creating oscillations in the applica-
tion performance. When the applications partition the available resources
among them, the undesired oscillations end. The CPU monitor allows to
gain predictability, however – as the disparity error plot shows – this strat-
egy is not fair because there is no coordination in the resource allocation.

AS-RTRM

Thanks to the centralised coordination, the transitory periods – whenever
an application starts or ends – are drastically reduced. This configuration
provides the best performance predictability and allocation fairness. How-
ever, except for the transitory periods, the performance achieved by the
proposed Resource-Aware AS-Linux and the AS-RTRM are similar (see the
throughput plots).

5.5.3 Evaluating RTM Strategies

This section describes the results obtained by deploying a multi-application
configuration on both reference platforms. Table 5.1 shows the maximum
number of instances and the maximum frame-rate goal for this experiment.

Figure 5.3 reports the results for the test on the AMD platform, while
Figure 5.4 for the Intel one. As shown in Figure 5.3a and Figure 5.4a, Plain-
Linux has the worst NAP metric: although the single application can reach
all throughput demands, concurrent execution of applications with different
resource demands introduces high penalties on the performance metrics. In
this configuration, all applications use by default the entire CPU (device
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Figure 5.3: Dynamic workload analysis on
the AMD platform.
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Figure 5.4: Dynamic workload analysis on
the Intel platform.

fission is disabled), introducing a high rate of context-switches, which de-
grades the measured frame-rate. As a consequence of this configuration,
the difference between design-time and run-time profiling is the highest.
Moreover, this deviation continues to increase when we deploy more con-
current applications. This is an expected result since the OpenCL library
relies on the OS scheduler to allocate user time to different applications.

In Plain-RTRM the system-wide coordination of resource allocation has
the most significant impact on predictability of application performance:
indeed, the metric of performance deviation is the lowest for this configu-
ration. The NAP benefits from the execution in a controlled environment
since the allocation of CPU cores has the effect of reducing the number
of context switches. However, this configuration still fixes the QoS of the
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application output; thus the reconfiguration options are limited to the com-
putational parallelism.

This is not the case of AS-Linux, where the QoS metric (Figure 5.3c and
Figure 5.4c) is tuned at run-time to react to variations in the system work-
load. The error associated with the application output is below Plain-RTRM
in scenarios with 1-3 instances, above for scenarios with 4-6 instances. The
NAP benefits from the wider range of trade-offs, which is lower than in
Plain-RTRM; however, the predictability of performance metrics is low, as
shown by the performance deviation bar (Figure 5.3b and Figure 5.4b).

The proposed Resource-Aware AS-Linux overtake this limitation by al-
lowing an application to use computational resources only when they are
available. RA-AS-Linux performance is better than Plain-RTRM in our
tests, because mARGOt is more reactive than a centralised resource man-
ager; on the other hand, the performance predictability is slightly worse in
high contention scenarios. We must notice how the RA-AS-Linux approach
cannot provide any guarantees on fairness in the resource allocation, nor
can support applications with different priority levels whereas the Barbe-
queRTRM can do.

Finally, the configuration that performs best in all scenarios is the AS-
RTRM. By combining the benefits of system-wide resource management
and application-level autotuning, it is possible to achieve the best perfor-
mance. However, this configuration requires a more complex software
framework, which best-effort applications might not need.

The average Normalized Actual Penalty (NAP) (Figure 5.3a and Figure
5.4a) is the metric that better summarises this analysis. We can observe,
as expected, an increasing NAP for all configurations when the workload
increases as well. Nevertheless, the adaptive configurations (supported by
mARGOt) always reduce the NAP with respect to the plain configuration,
which in turns enable the application to meet the frame-rate goal much
more frequently. However, the NAP metric considers only the processing
time and not the run-time management overhead, e.g. the time spent in
reconfiguration. Thus Figure 5.3d and Figure 5.4d show also the reconfigu-
ration overhead, with respect to the total execution time of each experiment.
The average overhead in the configurations with BarbequeRTRM is 0.4%
on the AMD platform and 2% on the Intel platform. In both platforms,
we use synchronous OpenCL program build (see Section 5.4.3), because
the application execution context is not aware of the system state; thus it
cannot control the rescheduling events. Therefore, the difference in recon-
figuration overhead depends on the OpenCL run-time libraries: the build of
Stereo-Matching kernels takes 154ms on AMD and 624ms on Intel plat-
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form, respectively. On the other hand, the overhead of AS-Linux and RA-
AS-Linux is different between the two platforms for another reason: the
Intel platform supports asynchronous OpenCL program build, while AMD
does not. This feature can be exploited in the configurations with decen-
tralised resource management because reconfiguration is completely man-
aged by mARGOt. On our Intel platform, this results in a 10x reduction of
the reconfiguration overhead.

5.6 Summary

In this chapter, we addressed the problem of managing multiple OpenCL
applications for server consolidation on multi-core platforms, using the
monitors’ module of mARGOt, as described in Chapter 3. The applica-
tion we targeted in our tests, Stereo-Matching, can achieve different per-
formance (frame-rate) depending on the computational capabilities of the
platform, however more fine-grained control of the resource usage is done
through the OpenCL device fission API.

We have evaluated different Run-Time Management strategies, in terms
of adaptability and predictability in the OpenCL context, reproducing some
approaches proposed in the literature [3], [93]. Moreover, we have intro-
duced a light-weight Run-Time Management technique, based on mAR-
GOt, which extends the trade-off space of a dynamic application autotuner
to resource-usage control. This technique, targeted to compute-intensive
applications, allows taking a local decision on resource utilisation at the
application level, for efficient resource sharing. Moreover, it enables ap-
plications to act as autonomous agents, without coordination among them,
differently from known distributed approaches.

Our tests show that the average performance of the proposed approach
is very close to the performance achieved with a combined approach based
on a centralised resource manager; at the same time, our approach is more
portable and less intrusive from an application design point of view.
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CHAPTER6
A Seamless Online Compiler and System

Runtime Autotuning Framework

In this chapter, we address the problem of performance portability, concern-
ing options and OpenMP parameters. In particular, we propose a structured
approach, named SOCRATES, which uses mARGOt to automatically tune
the application and an aspect-oriented language to remove the integration
effort in the target source code. On the one hand, this chapter aims at mit-
igating the performance portability problem. On the other hand, it aims at
lowering the integration effort of mARGOt, as described in Chapter 2, since
it targets a well-defined set of software-knobs.

6.1 Introduction

Performance portability across different computing platforms is a challeng-
ing problem for application developers working on different computing
fields from embedded to HPC systems. The problem is that application
performance is strongly dependent on the underlying target platform, sys-
tem runtime, and input data. Ideally, the solution can be expressed as a mor-
phable code capable of adapting to the environmental conditions. However,
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this approach faces several challenging problems not yet solved. Among
them, we can mention that writing such a kind of code would require a
flexible high-level language capable of expressing functional aspects, that
can be easily manipulated and customised for later compilation and code
generation phases.

In the past, customising applications without a complete rewriting of the
code, in terms of parallelism and compiler transformations, has been envi-
sioned as a promising path [97, 98]. These approaches are typically based
on the tuning of the application, compiler and system runtime knobs before
the actual code deployment, thus finding a one-fits-all configuration for the
target platform. However, selecting the most suitable configuration can
be a hard task, if we consider that the application workload and resource
partitioning change dynamically and the energy/power budget can evolve
depending on external events. Only a few recent efforts (see, e.g., [3, 60])
are applying strategies once the application has been deployed on the tar-
get system. The main problem of runtime solutions for application tuning
is that they require a high-level of intrusiveness in the source code. In-
deed, the original source code implementing the functional aspects should
be enhanced with glue code needed to profile, monitor and configure the
application according to extra-functional aspects.

This chapter introduces a structured approach, called SOCRATES, for
the runtime selection of the most suitable application configuration in terms
of compiler flags and parallelism parameters of the OpenMP runtime. The
main contribution of SOCRATES is to offer runtime autotuning features
while avoiding any manual intervention by the application developer. The
proposed approach uses an aspect-oriented language, LARA [16], to imple-
ment the separation of concerns between the functional and extra-functional
parts of the application, while an application-level autotuner, mARGOt, is
integrated for the optimal configuration selection. LARA automatically
performs all changes to the application code required by SOCRATES. Fur-
thermore, SOCRATES supports an energy efficient execution by introduc-
ing energy consumption as a key variable to be considered at runtime.

6.2 Background

Aspect-Oriented Programming [99] (AOP) provides mechanisms to express
and deal with cross-cutting concerns, promoting more modular and less
polluted code than alternatives (such as pragmas). One example of such an
AOP approach is LARA [16]. LARA differs substantially from annotation-
based approaches [97,100,101], as code transformations and compiler map-
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ping strategies are described in a separate file, allowing a high-level of
reuse. Moreover, LARA offers finer-grained manipulation over the trans-
formations, giving developers a very precise control of the application at the
expression and statement levels. Previous approaches exist for the specifi-
cation of code transformation and optimisation strategies [102,103]. These
enable the user to write recipes, separated from the original application,
specifying a sequence of transformations, but without offering any possi-
bility to select among them at runtime.

Concerning the autotuning of OpenMP parameters, several offline ap-
proaches have been presented in literature [104–106] and implemented in
commercial tools1. While the approaches proposed by Mustafa and Eigen-
mann [104] and Wang et al. [105] analysed the effect of code transforma-
tions and OpenMP parallelization on performance and energy consumption
for tuning purposes, Tiwari et al. [106] propose an entire framework for
offline autotuning based on Active Harmony [107] and CHiLL [108]. The
main limitation of these works is that their effectiveness is strongly depen-
dent on the tuning decisions are taken at profile time to find the one-fits-all
solution.

Overall, the presented frameworks focus on transformations for scien-
tific computing and mainly on tuning performance portability. SOCRATES
provides such features with a more general approach thanks to the signifi-
cant flexibility offered by the two key components (LARA DSL and mAR-
GOt). The proposed approach enables programmers to customise, in a non-
intrusive way, the source code to be then runtime tuned according to the
dynamicity of the environmental conditions and application requirements.

6.3 Proposed Methodology

The main goal of the SOCRATES framework is to provide to the applica-
tion developer an energy-aware framework to enhance the application with
a kernel-level compiler autotuning and adaptation layer in a seamless way.
In particular, the starting point of the approach is a generic source code that
describes the functional behaviour of the application, i.e. o = f(i) where
a generic function f computes the desired output o from the given input i.
The framework performs two major actions on the original application to
reach the adaptivity goal. The first action consists of transforming the appli-
cation into a tunable version, enhancing its structure to take as input a set of
knobs (k1, k2, . . . , kn) that affect its behavior, i.e. o = f(i, k1, k2, . . . , kn).
The idea is that a change in the configuration of the knobs results in a

1https://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/intel-software-autotuning-tool
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change of the extra-functional property (EFP) of the application f and its
output o. Examples of EFPs of the function f might be execution time
and power consumption, while EFPs of the output o might be solution ac-
curacy and output file size. The second action consists of enhancing the
tunable version of the application with the intelligence needed to configure
its knobs dynamically, according to application requirements and environ-
mental conditions. Thus, it enhances the application with an adaptation
layer that provides the ability to monitor its behaviour and select the most
suitable configuration.

Even if the overall approach is suitable for different contexts, we de-
signed SOCRATES to address the following autotuning space:

Compiler Options (CO) : This knob represents a combination of compiler
flags. We used four standard optimization levels from gcc: Os, O1,
O2, O3, in addition to specific transformations such as: -funsafe-
math-optimizations, -fno-guess-branch-probability, -fno-ivopts, -fno-
tree-loop-optimize, -fno-inline-functions, -funroll-all-loops derived from
[109];

Number of threads (TN) : This knob sets the number of OpenMP threads
between 1 and the number of logical cores;

Binding Policy (BP) :This knob sets the OpenMP binding policy: spread
or close. We set the environmental variable OMP_PLACES to cores.

Figure 6.1 shows the SOCRATES toolchain. The proposed methodol-
ogy targets applications with one or more kernels representing different
phases of the computation. For reducing the compiler space, the toolchain
uses GCC-Milepost [110] to analyse every kernel of the original code and to
extract code features. Then, the compiler autotuning framework COBAYN
[15] is used to infer and extract the most promising compiler flags for ev-
ery kernel. We generated several versions of the kernel, according to the
autotuning space by using a LARA-controllable toolbox, while mARGOt
enhances the code with runtime autotuning capability. The enhanced code
is then profiled for all the alternatives to create the application knowledge
required by the final adaptive application binary.

6.3.1 Reducing the compiler space complexity

The first step of SOCRATES consists of pruning the compiler optimisa-
tion space. An appropriate methodology is to select efficiently the most
promising compiler options given a target application. To this end, we
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Figure 6.1: Tool flow of the SOCRATES approach from the original application source
code to the generation of the application adaptive binary.

adopted the COBAYN framework to select the best optimisation passes.
COBAYN is an autotuning framework that identifies the most suitable com-
piler optimisations by using Bayesian Networks (BN). It uses application
characterization to induce a prediction distribution by an iterative compila-
tion methodology. This technique identifies a suitable set of compiler op-
timisations to be applied to the target kernel, thus reducing the cost of the
compiler optimisation phase. We used GCC standard optimisation levels
and COBAYN predictions as reduced design space for the compiler flags.
Application characterization is done by extracting static code features by
GCC-Milepost, while COBAYN has been adapted to work at kernel func-
tion granularity. In SOCRATES, we used the compiler space adopted in
the original COBAYN paper (128 flags combination) by reducing it to four
alternatives.
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Figure 6.2: Example of the automatic application code transformation from the original
code (a) to the final adaptive code (c).

6.3.2 Integration issues

LARA strategies are used to enhance automatically the original source code
for making the application tunable and to integrate the mARGOt frame-
work. In particular, we use code transformation and code insertion strate-
gies specified in LARA aspects to interact with the application source code.
MANET [111] is used as a source-to-source compiler to weave the cross-
cutting concerns described in the aspects in C applications.

There are two main strategies: Multiversioning and Autotuner. Figure
6.2 shows an example of how the application code evolves during the en-
tire process: from pure functional code to adaptive code, ready to be de-
ployed. The first strategy, Multiversioning, generates different versions
of the target kernel and a mechanism to choose which version to call at
runtime. The autotuning space is composed of GCC compiler flags, bind-
ing policy and the number of OpenMP threads. The first two parameters
must be statically defined, while the number of OpenMP threads can be
controlled dynamically. The first action of the Multiversioning strategy
clones the kernel several times. Each function clone represents a differ-
ent version of the kernel in terms of compiler options and binding strat-
egy. No cloned versions have been generated to manage the number of
threads variable because it does not require to be known at compile time.
For each function clone, the strategy inserts GCC pragmas to set compi-
lation flags (e.g., #pragma GCC optimize ("O2,no-inline"))
and OpenMP pragmas (e.g., #pragma omp for num_threads(NT)
proc_bind(close)) to configure the parallelization of the kernels. The
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strategy also generates a wrapper, which selects the target version of the
kernel, according to control variables. Afterwards, the strategy replaces
each call of the kernel from application source files, with a call to the wrap-
per (see Figure 6.2b). The entire process is fully automated.

The second strategy, Autotuner, is responsible for integrating mARGOt
into the application. First, the connection between the generated kernel
versions and the autotuner is made by exposing variables containing the
current configuration. Then, the strategy inserts the required headers and
the initialisation function call at the main function. Finally, as shown in
Figure 6.2c, the strategy surrounds the call to the wrapper with the mARGOt
API code to monitor EFPs and to update the most suitable configuration.

6.4 Experimental Results

The platform used for the experiment is a NUMA machine with two Intel
Xeon E5-2630 V3 CPUs for a total of 16 cores with hyperthreading enabled
and 128 GB of DDR4 memory (@1866 MHz). The experimental campaign
is based on 12 apps from the Polybench/C benchmark suite [112]. We
used the SOCRATES framework to automatically generate the additional
code without any manual intervention on the target applications. In the
experimental campaign, we considered the autotuning space presented in
Section 6.3. We used mARGOt to perform two tasks. The first one profiles
the application to perform a Design Space Exploration (DSE) and build the
knowledge required by the autotuner. The second task tunes the application
at runtime according to application requirements given by the experiment.
To evaluate this approach, we used a full-factorial analysis over the design
space; however, our approach is agnostic with respect to the used DSE
strategy.

Table 6.1 presents some metrics regarding the developed strategy and its
application to each benchmark code. Att is the number of attributes checked
in the LARA strategy about the source code of the application, including
function signature information and OpenMP pragma information. Act is
the number of actions performed on the code, including code insertions,
cloning and pragma insertion. The LOC columns represent, in order, the
number of logical lines of code of the original (O-) benchmark, the weaved
(W-) benchmark and their difference (D-). The number of logical lines of
source code in the complete LARA strategy is 265. This is used to calculate
the Bloat metric [113], that roughly estimates how much code is weaved in
the original application per line of code in the aspect files.

These data present an overview of how complicated, time-consuming
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Table 6.1: Metrics collected from the application of LARA strategies.

Benchmark Att Act O-LOC W-LOC D-LOC Bloat

2mm 698 378 136 2068 1932 7.29
3mm 708 378 125 1801 1676 6.32
atax 684 250 81 1071 990 3.74
correlation 1347 410 138 2366 2228 8.41
doitgen 561 218 72 1018 946 3.57
gemver 631 218 94 1008 914 3.45
jacobi-2d 4429 154 145 2918 2773 10.46
mvt 339 154 64 571 507 1.91
nussinov 551 154 78 1356 1278 4.82
seidel-2d 445 154 47 565 518 1.95
syr2k 376 186 66 749 683 2.58
syrk 370 186 62 743 681 2.57

Average 928 237 92 1353 1261 4.10

and error-prone it would be to execute these tasks manually. For instance,
take the case of 2mm, in the first row. The weaver automatically inspects
multiple points in the program code, checking the value of 698 attributes
and performs transformations (or insertions) on 378 of the inspected points.
The resulting code has a number of logical lines of code that is an order of
magnitude larger than the original one. From the Bloat value for 2mm,
we can see that, on average, we insert 7.29 lines of C code per line of
LARA aspect code. The large differences from benchmark to benchmark
are explained because their kernels may be very different in size and have
different numbers of loops, which are closely related to the number of lines
of code and actions performed, respectively.

Figure 6.3 shows the experiment that analyses the trade-off space be-
tween power consumption and throughput of the target kernels by using a
full-factorial DSE. In particular, it shows the distribution (as boxplot) be-
tween the throughput and the average power consumption. The values on
the y-axis represent the distribution of the target metrics, for each evaluated
application, considering only the Pareto-optimal configurations. Given the
large power/performance swing, there is no one-fits-all configuration, thus
confirming the importance of the proposed approach.

This experiment aims at assessing the benefits of the proposed approach
when autotuning is done statically (compile-time) according to a given
power budget. Figure 6.4 shows the results in terms of execution time and
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ration, leading to an optimal trade-off according to user requirements.
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Figure 6.5: Execution trace of the 2mm application by varying application requirements
at runtime each 100 seconds.

the selected configuration (y-axis) while changing the available power bud-
get, for the target application (2mm). The plot shows the power-performance
trade-off available in the Pareto curve and also highlight that there is not a
clear trend on the selected software-knobs. For this experiment, the custom
flag combinations suggested by COBAYN (CF1-CF4) are: CF1) O3, no-
guess-branch-probability, no-ivopts, no-tree-loop-optimize, no-inline; CF2)
O2, no-inline,unroll-all-loops; CF3) O2, unsafe-math-optimizations, no-
ivopts, no-tree-loop-optimize, unroll-all-loops; CF4) O2, no-inline.

The last experiment shows the runtime effectiveness of SOCRATES.
Figure 6.5 reports an execution trace of the target application (2mm), when
the requirement changes from an energy-efficient policy optimizing Through-
put per Watt2 (Thr/W 2) – in the 0s-100s interval – to a performance-
oriented policy optimizing the Throughput – 100s-200s interval – and back
to optimizing Thr/W 2 – 200s-300s interval. When changing from an
energy-aware to a performance-oriented policy (and vice-versa), we can no-
tice how the parameter sets change dynamically to meet the requirements.

6.5 Summary

The contributions of this chapter are twofold. On the one hand, it ad-
dressed the performance portability problem, in terms of compiler options
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and OpenMP runtime parameters. On the other hand, this chapter aimed at
lowering the integration effort from application developers, as mentioned in
Chapter 2. The main outcome is an autotuning framework, named SOCRATES.
It leverages mARGOt for selecting the most suitable software-knobs con-
figuration automatically. While it uses the LARA aspect-oriented language
to significantly lower the integration effort from the application developers
point of view. SOCRATES has been applied to the OpenMP Polybench
suite by varying application requirements. Experimental results show how
SOCRATES can reach significant benefits in terms of exploiting runtime
energy-performance trade-offs in a dynamic environment.
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CHAPTER7
Tuning a Server-Side Car Navigation

System

In this chapter, we focus on an application domain to show how it is possi-
ble to significantly improve the computation efficiency by using mARGOt.
The analysed application falls in the context of a navigation system, and it is
the one used in Section 4.3. However, this chapter describes in more details
the relationship between input features and the quality of results. More-
over, we use the LARA aspect-oriented language also in this case study, for
hiding the extra-functional concerns from the application source code.

7.1 Introduction

In smart cities, the trend is to combine and automate several common tasks
to ease the life of citizens. Among these tasks, traffic estimation and pre-
diction plays a central role: it is used not only to avoid traffic congestion,
which allows having predictable travel times but also to reduce car emis-
sions. Considering the rising wave of self-driving cars, the amount of car
navigation requests will increase rapidly together with the need for real-
time updates and processing on large graphs representing the urban net-
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work. This trend imposes larger and more powerful computing infrastruc-
tures composed of HPC resources.

Concerning the algorithmic problem, car navigation is one of the main
problems of applied theoretical research. The Dijsktra’s shortest path al-
gorithm is used for finding the optimal path between two vertices in a
weighted graph representing a road network. Apart from single naviga-
tion between two points, navigation algorithms are used in various systems
for solving larger optimisation problems, like route planning for a fleet of
package delivery vehicles, waste collection management or traffic optimi-
sation in a smart city [114]. Definition of the optimal path is based on the
type of used weights of the graph edges. The shortest path is based on the
geographical distance between two adjacent vertices of a graph. The fastest
path is based on the time needed to cross a particular edge. There might be
more complex criteria; however, their description is out of the scope of this
chapter. Time needed to cross a particular stretch of road can be affected
by various elements, such as accidents, traffic congestion, road work and
so on. At the basic level, the upper legal limit of speed is used, based on
the assumption that each vehicle travels at the same speed. This approach
can be vastly inaccurate due to the natural behaviour of traffic.

With the increasing availability of historical traffic monitoring data, there
are several research efforts to determine the average speed on road networks
by using statistical analysis and various models. However, a single speed
value is still not very useful as it does not reflect the stochastic behaviour
of the traffic. The probability distribution of the speed at a certain time
enables to incorporate low probability real world events that can cause ma-
jor delays and affect traffic over vast areas. By incorporating probability
distribution to the computation, the system can compute the probability of
arrival time within a certain time-frame which can be useful for more pre-
cise route planning. This problem is called Probabilistic Time-Dependent
Routing (PTDR).

A scalable algorithm for solving the PTDR problem based on Monte
Carlo simulations has been presented in [82] [83] and represents the base
for our work. In particular, the algorithm uses probability distributions of
travel time for the individual graph edges to estimate the distribution of the
total travel time and it is integrated into an experimental server-side routing
service. This service is deployed on an HPC infrastructure to offer optimal
performance for a large number of requests as needed by the smart city con-
text. The PTDR algorithm employed in this work simulates a large number
of vehicles driving along a determined path in a graph at a particular time
of departure. The speed of vehicles on individual roads is sampled from the
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speed probability distribution (also called speed profile) associated to the
graph edge. The number of samples is a parameter that directly affects the
informational value of the output as well as its computational requirements.
Given a large number of requests to be served, even small changes in the
workload can affect the overall HPC system efficiency. While the original
version was based on a worst-case tuning of the number of samples [82],
and given that a reactive approach [115] is not a viable solution due to the
overheads, in this chapter we present a proactive method for dynamically
adapting the number of samples for the Monte Carlo (MC) based PTDR
algorithm.

In particular, the main contributions of this chapter can be summarised
as follows:

• A methodology has been proposed for self-adapting the PTDR algo-
rithm presented in [82] [83] to the input data in a proactive manner,
maximising its performance while respecting the output quality level;

• A probabilistic error model has been proposed to correlate the input
data characteristics with the number of samples used by the Monte
Carlo algorithm;

• An aspect-oriented programming language has been adopted to keep
separated the functional version of the application from the code needed
to introduce the adaptivity layer.

7.2 Background

Determining the optimal path in a stochastic time-dependent graph is a
well-studied problem which has many formulations [116]. Our approach is
closest to the Shortest-path problem with on-time arrival reliability (SPOTAR)
formulation. It can be seen as a variant of the Stochastic on-time arrival
(SOTA) problem, for which a practical solution exists as shown in [117].
These algorithms have the objective of maximising the probability of ar-
riving within a time budget and are related to optimal routing in stochastic
networks. However, there are not many solutions for the time-dependent
variant of both of the problems. In [116] authors show practical results for
the time-dependent variant of SOTA, simultaneously in [118] authors elab-
orate on the complexity of existing theoretical solutions of the SPOTAR
problem and show how it can be extended with time dependency. There are
many other papers which show various theoretical approaches for the SOTA
problem, including some practical applications [117] [119] [120] [121]. So-
lution to the SPOTAR problem based on policy-based SOTA as a heuristic
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is presented [120]. However, the authors assume that the network is time-
invariant, which is not true in real cases if considering long paths. The
solution is also unusable in on-line systems as its scalability to graphs rep-
resenting real-world routes is not sufficient.

Our approach follows the same philosophy presented in [82, 83] where
the authors provide an approximate solution of the time-dependent variant
of the SPOTAR problem based on Monte Carlo simulations. As shown in
Section 7.3, our approach uses the k-shortest paths algorithm [122] [123]
[124] to determine the paths for which the travel time distribution is es-
timated. This separation allows us to implement the approach in an on-
line system which provides adaptive routing in real-time. Given the Monte
Carlo nature of the algorithm, to improve the efficiency of the PTDR cal-
culation, we have two main alternatives [125]. The first is the sampling
efficiency, while the second is the sampling convergence. In both cases,
the algorithm optimisation is reached by exploiting the iterative nature of
the Monte Carlo simulation. Several techniques have been proposed to de-
termine what is the next sample to be evaluated to maximise the gathered
knowledge [125, 126] and to improve the sampling efficiency. However,
in the implementation under analysis this has been discarded because our
goal is to exploit the parallelism of the underlying HPC architecture [83]
that excludes any iterative approach to the Monte Carlo. For the same rea-
son also the approaches that require a statistical property evaluation after
every iteration [115], checking if the error is acceptable, cannot be consid-
ered acceptable. Both approaches would be too time-consuming and, how
it has been already analysed in [82], for the specific problem the number
of samples has to be chosen a priori in a proactive rather than in a reactive
manner.

A two-step approach for solving the Monte Carlo problem has been en-
visioned in [127]. Similar to our work, the authors suggest to have a first
shot of a reduced number of samples to provide an initial approximate solu-
tion as fast as possible, and then to refine the output to the required accuracy
in successive iterations. In the proposed context, this idea suffers from two
main problems. First, it is suitable for scientific work-flows where an inter-
mediate solution is used to trigger next computations, and it is not our case.
Second, in the iterative phase, it suggests a reactive approach rather than
a proactive one, that we already discussed to be necessary for the specific
PTDR problem.
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Figure 7.1: The complete navigation infrastructure for serving a single request.

7.3 Monte Carlo Approach for Probabilistic Time-Dependent
Routing

So far, many theoretical formulations and several algorithms have been
developed for solving the problem of computing the travel time distribu-
tion [116]. In this chapter we consider a path-based approach (SPOTAR)
where the paths are known a-priori and travel-time distributions are deter-
mined subsequently for each one of the paths [128].

In the context of the complete traffic navigator application illustrated
in Figure 7.1, our focus is on the efficient estimation of the arrival time
distribution (PTDR - Probabilistic Time-Dependent Routing phase). More
in detail, the three main steps of the application can be described as fol-
lows: (i) The first step consists of determining K alternative paths to be
passed to the next steps. In the navigation scenario, the identification of the
shortest path is not enough to determine a good solution, if no traffic infor-
mation has been considered. Thus alternative routes derived by algorithms
for determining k-Short Paths with limited overlap have to be adopted in
this step [123] [124] [122]. This first phase is out of the scope of this chap-
ter; (ii) For every path selected by the previous step (K-alternative paths),
the computation of the travel time is done using the Probabilistic Time-
Dependent Routing module. While the exact solution to the travel-time
estimation (PTDR) has exponential complexity, in this work we efficiently
approximate the solution of the SPOTAR problem by adopting a Monte
Carlo sampling approach [82]; (iii) The final step gathers the timing infor-
mation provided by the k instances of the PTDR module for every single
request and selects the best path to be given back to the user. This phase
does not provide a single route but reorders the list of k paths determined by
the first step according to the timing distributions determined in the second
phase and user preference [129].

This three-step approach of the whole navigation application allows us
to implement an approximate solution to the SPOTAR problem, which can
be used online in a system to serve a large volume of routing requests.

Our definition of a probabilistic road network is similar to the defi-
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nition of the stochastic time-dependent network as described by Miller-
Hooks [128], except for the segment travel times, which has been substi-
tuted by the speed probability distribution (speed profile) for a given time
of departure within a week. Formally, it can be defined as follows. Let
G = (V,E) be a well connected, directed and weighted graph, where V
is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges. Each vertex represents a
junction or some important point corresponding to geospatial properties of
the road, while edges represent the individual road segments between the
junctions. Each path selected by the first phase of the application (i.e. K-
Alternative paths) can be formally represented as a vector of graph edges
S = (s1, s2, . . . , sn), while Sp ⊆ E and n is the number of road segments
in the path.

Using a travel time estimation function, we are interested in estimating
the travel time θ as θ̂S,t,PS where S is the given path, t is the departure
times and PS are the probabilistic speed profiles for the segments in S.
More in detail, t ∈ T is a departure time within a set of possible departure
times which divide a certain timeframe to a set of intervals T = {t : t =
n · φ, n ∈ N} [130], where the length of the interval φ is determined by
input data. P is the set of probabilistic speed profiles for the entire graph
edges E, where PS ⊆ P . Each speed profile p ∈ P is represented by a set
of discrete speed values and assigned probabilities. The number of speed
values depends on the method used for deriving the profiles from historical
traffic monitoring data, while the minimum and maximum values represent
the congestion speed and the free flow speed respectively.

In our work, the time frame is set to one week and φ = 900s (15 min-
utes). This approach reflects traffic variations during the various hours of
the day and for all the days of a week. By extending the time frame, other
factors can be included, such as the seasons or holidays. The number of
speed values has been set to 4 levels according to the characteristics of the
input data used for the creation of the speed profiles.

Focusing on the SPOTAR problem, we are not interested in a single
travel time value θ, but we require to calculate the probability distribution
of the arrival time. Given the previous formalisation of the problem, the
travel time distribution can be estimated by traversing the path segments
together while considering the speed profile distribution. In particular, we
can define a tree where each layer represents a segment in the selected
path [82]. The tree root is the starting segment, while the end segment is
on the leaves. Each node in all layers of the tree has l children, where l is
a number of the discrete speed values for each segment, and the tree depth
corresponds to the number of selected path segments |S|. Each edge in
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Figure 7.2: The original approach for PTDR routing based on Monte Carlo simulations
to derive the travel time distribution.

the tree is annotated by the discrete speed value, its probability, and by the
length of the considered segment.

Travel time can be computed by a depth-first search (DFS) while select-
ing an arbitrary child node at each level of the tree. The travel time value
is then the sum of the time spent in each segment (length/speed), while the
probability of that value is the product of the probability on each edge of
the traversal. Each traversal corresponds to a single car travelling along the
entire path. The exact solution is obtained by an exhaustive search over
all the possible paths between the root node and all the leaves. This ap-
proach is clearly not efficient since it scales exponentially with the number
of segments in the path.

A Monte Carlo-based approach can be successfully employed in this
case. By generating a large number of random tree traversals, enough sam-
ples can be obtained to estimate the final distribution. We define this final
distribution, which is a collection of θ values (θ1...θx) obtained through the
Monte Carlo simulation MCS(x, i), where x is the number of random tree
traversals, and i is the input set of the θ̂ function (i.e. S, t, PS).

Given that travel times usually have a long-tailed distribution due to in-
herent properties of the traffic (e.g. rare events such as accidents) a large
number of samples is needed to estimate the travel time distribution with
sufficient precision. Regarding the definition of the number of samples for
the Monte Carlo simulation, the particular implementation of the PTDR
kernel cannot rely on run-time stability analysis of the output. Each tree
traversal (a sample of the Monte Carlo simulation) is independent of the
others. Thus this problem is perfectly suitable for parallel computing ar-
chitectures, such as modern CPUs or accelerators. However, it is necessary
to know apriori the number of travel time estimations required to build the
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final distribution for exploiting this parallelism efficiently.
To summarise, the PTDR algorithm can be seen as in Figure 7.2, where

all the information regarding the request are provided to the Monte Carlo
simulation (MCS) capable of returning the predicted travel time distribution
for the given route.

7.4 The Proposed Approach

The Monte Carlo simulation is designed to use a given number of samples
x for every run. Based on a conventional approach, this number is selected
according to the worst-case analysis, and it is the lowest number of samples
always able to reach a target precision [83]. In this section, we present the
proposed technique adopted to select at runtime the number of samples for
the Monte Carlo simulation according to the input data characteristics.

Before moving on the methodological part, let us better define the spe-
cific context of the problem. In particular, even if we are interested in
the travel time distribution, our goal is to know a value τi to guarantee
with a certain probability that the travel time will be within that value:
P (θ < τi) ≥ y where i has been defined as the input set of the travel-time
function. The value τi is the output of the PTDR phase. In the following,
we characterise that value with an additional property τi,y, where y is the
probability that the travel time will be lower than τ .

Using the Monte Carlo simulation, we can estimate the value of τi,y us-
ing x samples as follows τ̂xi,y = MCS(x, i, y). In particular, we estimate
the value τ̂xi,y by selecting the y-th percentile of the finite-sample distribu-
tion obtained from the Monte Carlo simulation (i.e. if y = 95% then τ̂xi,y is
the 95th percentile of the distribution).

In the context of this work, we are interested in minimizing the execution
time of the function MCS, while limiting the prediction error defined as
errorxi,y =

|τi,y−τ̂xi,y |
τi,y

. In particular, the target problem can be expressed as
follows:

minimize
x

cpu_timexi

subject to errorxi,y ≤ ε
(7.1)

where ε represents the upper bound on the computation error. We want this
error to be relative to the output of the MCS, that is the desired percentile of
the predicted travel time. In this way, we can abstract from the actual path.
Given the tight correlation between the execution time and the used number
of samples x, the previous problem can also be simplified by considering
the minimisation of x instead of the cpu_time. According to Monte Carlo
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properties, we can derive that τi,y ≡ τ̂∞i,y, where τ̂∞i,y is the output of the
MCS function computed using an infinite number of samples. Thus, we
can rewrite the error as

errorxi,y =
|τ̂∞i,y − τ̂xi,y|

τ̂∞i,y
(7.2)

Due to the Monte Carlo properties [131], the value τ̂xi,y is a random vari-
able, asymptotically normally distributed with mean µτ̂xi,y and standard de-
viation στ̂xi,y . In particular, according to the central limit theorem [132],
while considering enough values of samples the mean value does not de-
pend on the number of Monte Carlo simulations, and the standard deviation
decreases by increasing the number of Monte Carlo simulations. Given
that, we can define the error as characterized by a normal distribution with
mean 0 and a standard deviation στ̂xi,y/µτ̂xi,y . In the following, we refer to the

standard deviation of the error as ντ̂xi,y =
στ̂x
i,y

µτ̂x
i,y

. This expression is the same

as the coefficient of variation (relative standard deviation) of the result of
the Monte Carlo simulation.

According to the probabilistic nature of the problem, we cannot guar-
antee that the error will always be below ε. However, this can be done
by relaxing the error constraint by introducing a confidence interval (CI)
level. In particular, given the normal distribution of the error, the selected
confidence interval can be correlated with the expected error:

P (errorxi,y ≤ ε) ≥ CI =⇒ ˆerrorxi,y ≤ n(CI)× ντ̂xi,y ≤ ε (7.3)

where n(CI) is a value that express the confidence level (e.g. n(68%)=1,
n(95%)=2 and n(99.7%)=3 derived from the 1-3 σ-intervals of the normal
distribution). Thus, if we decrease the number of Monte Carlo simulations
used to derive τ̂xi,y, on the one hand, we decrease the execution time of the
application, but on the other hand we are also reducing the accuracy of the
results, having a larger value for the coefficient of variation ντ̂xi,y .

An additional problem is derived from the fact that τ̂xi,y is input depen-
dent. This means that it is not possible to predict the possible Monte Carlo
error for unknown paths, according to the number of samples. To deal with
this, we found a feature ui of the inputs i that can be used to quickly esti-
mate the number of samples necessary to keep the error below the threshold
ε. The idea is to evaluate the error by using ui instead of the actual i so that
we can transform the original problem as

errorxi,y ≤ n(CI)× ντ̂xui,y . (7.4)
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Figure 7.3: The proposed adaptive approach for PTDR routing based on Monte Carlo
simulations and dynamic choice of the number of simulations.

The feature ui has been called unpredictability, since it represents a set of
characteristics of the inputs i (road, starting time,...) that provides informa-
tion about how complex is the prediction of τi,y, therefore it is also related
on how many samples are required to satisfy a certain error and confidence
level. More details on the unpredictability feature are presented in Section
7.4.1.

Given that the error is not anymore related to the specific input set i
but only to the feature ui, the number of samples needed to satisfy the
constraint can be easily extracted by ντ̂xui,y ≤

ε
n(CI)

. A profiling phase on
a set of representative inputs can be used to extract the values of ν̂τ̂xui,y ,
that will be used to determine the correlation between the unpredictability
function and the error. More details on the profiling phase including the
prediction function are presented in Section 7.4.2.

To summarise, the proposed methodology adds an adaptivity layer on
top of the Monte Carlo simulation (see Figure 7.3) to quickly determine at
runtime the right number of samples for each request that satisfies the re-
quired accuracy. In particular, a feature-extraction procedure estimates the
unpredictability value from the input data of the request (path, starting time
and segment speed-profiles). The dynamic autotuner combines this data
feature with the profiled knowledge and the extra-functional requirements
to configure the Monte Carlo simulation.
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7.4.1 Unpredictability Feature

Given that the extraction of the data feature from inputs should be done
at runtime, its computation should not be a costly operation. Otherwise,
the benefit of speeding up the computation phase by reducing the number
of Monte Carlo samples would be reduced by the data feature extraction
overhead, eventually making the whole approach meaningless.

From the experimental results, we have found that a measure of the un-
predictability of the path can be extracted by a simple statistical property of
the set of travel times θ extracted by a quick Monte Carlo simulation: the
coefficient of variation. Intuitively the more the results are spread out, the
more the route is hard to predict, thus to have a precise estimation of the
distribution, and in particular the percentiles, we need a higher number of
samples.

The unpredictability function is defined as ui = σxθi/µ
x
θi

where σθi and
µθi are evaluated on a MCS done with the minimum number x of samples
allowed at runtime. It is important to note that σθi is the variance of the
travel times extracted by a single Monte Carlo simulation on the minimum
number of samples. We calculate the unpredictability function together
with the first set of Monte Carlo samples to further reduce the overhead
introduced by the data feature extraction. In particular, we will use this first
short Monte Carlo run to determine if there is a need for further samples
(and how many) to satisfy the error constraint.

To validate the usage of u instead of i, we performed the Spearman cor-
relation test [133] between the unpredictability value and the value of ντ̂xi,y
used in the calculation of the expected error for different values of x and y
over a wide range of inputs sets i. In all cases, the correlation values were
larger than 0.918 showing a p-value equal to 0. These correlations con-
firm our hypothesis, and the p-values prove that the results are statistically
significant.

7.4.2 Error Prediction Function

To predict the expected error for a specific configuration according to the
data feature u, we need to extract ν̂τ̂xui,y from profiling data. We run the
Monte Carlo simulation several times for each configuration in terms of the
number of samples. In particular, we decided to use values ranging from
100 samples up to 3000. The two numbers have been derived from the
observation that 100 samples are the minimum to have the estimation of
the percentile for the distribution, while 3000 is the number of samples that
have already been found good enough to satisfy the worst case conditions
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Figure 7.4: Integration flow outlining the two main LARA aspects and related actions:
original code enrichment and autotuner configuration.

on the previous work [134]. Between the two values, we selected 2 more
sampling levels corresponding to 300 and 1000, that have been derived by
considering that the Monte Carlo error decreases as 1/

√
n [135]. Thus in

our case at each sampling level, we have that the error is almost halved.
We run each set of Monte Carlo simulations with the same configuration

in terms of the number of samples on a large set of inputs i (i.e. roads, start-
ing time ...), and we extract ντ̂xui,y and ui from every single configuration.
Then we create a predictor ν̂τ̂xui,y as the quantile regression [136] over the
extracted data. The use of quantile regression enhances the robustness of
the model in the context of its use. Indeed, we are not interested in predict-
ing an average value as final result, but we want to use it for the inequality
formula ν̂τxui,y ≤

ε
n(CI)

. In this case, a higher value of the quantile with
respect to 50th (the purely linear regression), guarantees higher robustness
in satisfying the previous inequality. The quantile used for the regression
is an additional parameter that can be explored to trade-off robustness and
performance.

7.5 Integration Flow

While the previous section introduces the proposed methodology from the
end-user perspective, thus considering execution time and elaboration error,
this section focuses on the application developer perspective by presenting
the integration flow proposed to enhance the target application with lim-
ited effort. The proposed integration flow enforces a separation between
the functional and extra-functional concerns using an Aspect-Oriented Pro-
gramming Language to inject the code needed to introduce the adaptivity
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1 // Load data
2 Routing::MCSimulation mc(edgesPath, profilePath);
3 auto run_result = mc.RunMonteCarloSimulation(samples, startTime);
4 ResultStats stats(run_result);
5 Routing::Data::WriteResultSingle(run_result, outputFile);
6 return 0;

Listing 7.1: Original source code before integrating the adaptivity layer.

layer in the target source code.
On the one hand, we use mARGOt to dynamically tune the application,

thus implementing the adaptivity concepts presented in Section 7.4 and thus
transforming the target application as highlighted in Figure 7.3. In this con-
text, we use mARGOt to select the number of samples that minimises the
execution time, provided that they are enough to lead to an error below a
certain threshold. In particular, the selection is made by considering the un-
predictability value of the current path, and using as application knowledge
the design-time model described in Section 7.6.1.

On the other hand, we hide all the complexity for code manipulation to
the application developer by using LARA [16] as a language to describe
user-defined strategies, and its Clava compiler 1 for source code analysis
and transformation. LARA is a Domain Specific Language inspired by
Aspect-Oriented Programming concepts. It allows a user to capture spe-
cific points in the code based on structural and semantic information, and
then analyse and act on those points. This produces a new version of the
application, leaving the original unchanged and separating the main func-
tional concerns from those specified in LARA. Clava is a C/C++ source-to-
source compiler based on the LARA framework. The compilation analyses
and code transformations are described in scripts written in the LARA lan-
guage.

In this work, we use Clava to perform two main tasks: first, to enrich
the original source code with the required autotuner glue code, and second,
to configure the autotuner library according to application requirements.
Figure 7.4 depicts the transformation process, from the original source code
to the final application and highlights the two main LARA aspects used. To
further clarify the evolution of the application code and related aspects,
Listing 7.1–4, present respectively the original source code, the two LARA
aspects used to enhance the target application, and the final enriched code.

In particular, the code in Listing 7.2 shows the aspect needed to con-
figure mARGOt, producing an autotuning library tailored according to the

1Project repository: https://github.com/specs-feup/clava
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1 aspectdef McConfig
2 /* Generated Code Structure*/
3 output codegen end
4
5 /* mARGOt configuration */
6 var config = new MargotConfig();
7 var travel = config.newBlock(’ptdrMonteCarlo’);
8
9 /* knobs */

10 ptdrMonteCarlo.addKnob(’num_samples’, ’samples’, ’int’);
11 /* data features */
12 ptdrMonteCarlo.addDataFeature(’unpredictability’, ’float’,

MargotValidity.GE);
13 /* metrics */
14 ptdrMonteCarlo.addMetric(’error’, ’float’);
15 /* goals */
16 ptdrMonteCarlo.addMetricGoal(’my_error_goal’, MargotCFun.LE, 0.03,

’error’);
17
18 /* optimization problem */
19 var problem = ptdrMonteCarlo.newState(’problem’);
20 problem.setStarting(true);
21 problem.setMinimizeCombination(MargotCombination.LINEAR);
22 problem.minimizeKnob(’num_samples’, 1.0);
23 problem.subjectTo(’my_error_goal’, 1);
24
25 /* creation of the mARGOT code generator for the following code

enhancement (McCodegen aspect) */
26 margoCodeGen_ptdrMonteCarlo = MargotCodeGen.fromConfig(config, ’

ptdrMonteCarlo’);
27 end

Listing 7.2: LARA aspect for configuring the mARGOt autotuner.
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application requirements. In lines 9–16, we define the num_samples tun-
able software knob, the unpredictability feature that we want to observe, the
error metrics and the goal (i.e. the Service Level Agreement, error < 3%)
that in mARGOt is a condition that can be used later to define the optimiza-
tion problem. Once the knobs, metrics, and data features have been defined,
we can proceed with the creation of the multi-objective constrained optimi-
sation problem that the autotuner has to manage (lines 18–23). In mARGOt
optimisation problems are called states (line 19). It is because mARGOt
gives the possibility to define multiple optimisation problems (only one
can be the default one, line 22) and also to switch among them according to
dynamic conditions. The constraints can be generated as in line 23, where
the number represents the priority of the constraint. In case of more than
one constraint, if the runtime is unable to satisfy both of them, it will relax
the low priority one. Lines 21–22 define the objective function. Given that
in this case, the objective is the minimisation of the number of samples, the
aspect describes it as a linear combination (line 21) of the num_samples
knob only by using a linear coefficient equal to 1 (line 22). mARGOt and
LARA integration aspects permit to build different types of combined ob-
jective functions (e.g. linear or geometric combinations). Finally, line 26
builds the LARA internal structure margoCodeGen_ptdrMonteCarlo that
is then used to create the mARGOt configuration file and code generator.

The second aspect (shown in Listing 7.3) aims at integrating the pro-
posed methodology in the target application. It takes as input (line 3) the
target function call that we want to tune, the mARGOt code generator pro-
duced by the previous aspect (Listing 7.2), and the number of samples
needed to evaluate the unpredictability feature. In line 6, we query the
code to identify the statement (stmt) including Monte Carlo function call
as target join point to be manipulated. Lines 7–17 contain the actual manip-
ulation actions done on the selected join point stmt of the target code. It is
composed of mainly two different types of operations. First, to integrate the
mARGOt calls for initialising the library and updating the software knob
(Lines 10 and 14). Second, to insert the glue code (LARA codedef ) for
calculating the unpredictability (line 12 and lines 21–25), and to replace
the original Monte Carlo call with the optimised one that does not repeat
the unpredictability samples (line 16 and lines 28–31).

Overall, in this specific instance of integration, we used 53 lines of
LARA to generate 221 lines of C++ code. However, the advantage can-
not be only considered from a numerical point of view (>4x in terms of
the line of codes). There are three main reasons to justify this approach.
First, the user does not need not to worry about the details of the mARGOt
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1 aspectdef McCodegen
2 /* Target function, mARGOt code generator from McConfig aspect, #

samples for feature extraction */
3 input targetName, margoCodeGen_ptdrMonteCarlo,

unpredictabilitySamples end
4
5 /* Target function call identification */
6 select stmt.call{targetName} end
7 apply
8 /* Target Code Manipulation */
9 /* Add mARGOt Init*/

10 margoCodeGen_ptdrMonteCarlo.init($stmt);
11 /* add unpredictability code */
12 $stmt.insert before UnpredictabilityCode(unpredictabilitySamples)

;
13 /* Add mARGOt Update */
14 margoCodeGen_ptdrMonteCarlo.update($stmt);
15 /* Add Optimized Call Code */
16 $stmt.insert replace OptimizedCall(unpredictabilitySamples);
17 end
18 end
19
20 /* Unpredictability extraction code */
21 codedef UnpredictabilityCode(unpredictabilitySamples) %{
22 auto travel_times_feat_new = mc.RunMonteCarloSimulation([[

unpredictabilitySamples]], startTime);
23 ResultStats feat_stats(travel_times_feat_new, {});
24 float unpredictability = feat_stats.variationCoeff;
25 }% end
26
27 /* Optimized MonteCarlo call */
28 codedef OptimizedCall(unpredictabilitySamples) %{
29 auto run_result = mc.RunMonteCarloSimulation(samples - [[

unpredictabilitySamples]], startTime);
30 run_result.insert(run_result.end(), travel_times_feat_new.begin(),

travel_times_feat_new.end());
31 }% end

Listing 7.3: LARA aspect for inserting the application-specific glue code
(unpredictability extraction) and the required mARGOt calls.
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1 // Load data
2 Routing::MCSimulation mc(edgesPath, profilePath);
3 auto travel_times_feat_new = mc.RunMonteCarloSimulation(100,

startTime);
4 ResultStats feat_stats(travel_times_feat_new, {});
5 float unpredictability = feat_stats.variationCoeff;
6 if(margot::travel::update(samples, unpredictability)) {
7 margot::travel::manager.configuration_applied();
8 }
9 auto run_result = mc.RunMonteCarloSimulation(samples - 100, startTime

);
10 run_result.insert(run_result.end(), travel_times_feat_new.begin(),

travel_times_feat_new.end());
11 ResultStats stats(run_result);
12 Routing::Data::WriteResultSingle(travel_times_new, outputFile);
13 return 0;

Listing 7.4: Target source code after the integration of the adaptivity layer.

configuration files and low-level C++ API, but can instead focus on the
high-level interface available in LARA that results to be more declarative
on the target problem (as shown in Listing 7.2 and Listing 7.3). Second,
this approach reuses information between the integration’s several steps.
There is mARGOt-specific information that should be provided by the user
in several places like the configuration files and when using the autotuning
API (e.g. the name of the autotuner block and the knobs and data features).
By using high-level LARA aspects, users only define this information once,
saving time and possibly resulting in fewer production errors. Third, this
approach leverages on a separation of concerns between the original code
(functional description) and the autotuning code (extra-functional optimisa-
tion). All the extra-functional optimisations, including problem definition
(optimisation targets and constraints), are kept separated, and users do not
have to modify the original source. In this way, the original developer does
not need to be involved with all the optimisation process and tools, thus
permitting the functional development and extra-functional optimisation to
run in parallel.

7.6 Experimental Results

In this section, we show the results of applying the proposed methodology
to the PTDR algorithm. The platform used for the experiments is com-
posed by several nodes based on the Intel Xeon E5-2630 V3 CPUs (@2.8
GHz) with 128 GB of DDR4 memory (@1866 MHz) on a dual channel
memory configuration. First, we show the results of the model training for
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estimating the expected error (see Section 7.6.1). Then, in Section 7.6.2
we validate the approach by verifying the respect of the error constraint
ε. We compare the proposed approach with respect to the original version
that takes a static decision on the number of samples (see Section 7.6.3).
Finally, in Section 7.6.4, we discuss the overhead introduced, while in Sec-
tion 7.6.5 we evaluate the optimisation impact when considering the entire
navigation service at system-level.

7.6.1 Training the Model

The first actual phase of the methodology is done off-line, and it consists
of training the error model ( ˆerrorxi,y) presented in Section 7.4.2 by using
a different number of samples. For training the quantile regression, we
used profiling data extracted by running the PTDR algorithm on a training
set. This training data set has been built using random requests done on
300 different paths across the Czech Republic in different time-slots, thus
considering different speed-profiles for each segment of the paths. All these
requests have been made for all the four levels of sampling used in this
chapter (i.e. 100, 300, 1000 and 3000, as described in Section 7.4.2). The
output of the model training is represented in Figure 7.5. The points in the
three plots represent the results obtained from the profiling runs. The lines
represent the quantile regression lines, thus the model that will be used at
runtime. The three sub-figures are different in terms of the quantile value
used for the regression. Figure 7.5a represents the 50th percentile, Figure
7.5b represents the 75th percentile, while Figure 7.5c represents the 95th
percentile.

We can see that the three regressions are slightly different since we pass
from a more permissive one in Figure 7.5a, where almost half of the points
are below the corresponding regression lines, to the most conservative one
in Figure 7.5c where only a few points are above. Analysing in depth the
data, we can see that the coefficients of the lines of the quantile regression
are almost doubled passing from 75th to 95th percentile (e.g. for 100 sam-
ples, the coefficients pass from 0.27 to 0.38, while for 3000 samples they
pass from 0.049 to 0.071).

The extracted models are now ready to be used at run-time by the dy-
namic autotuner to select the minimum number of samples that satisfy the
error constraint for the given unpredictability value. The results shown in
Section 7.6.2 will demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method at
runtime.
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Figure 7.5: Training of the error model by using different number of samples and quantile
regressions.
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(a) Quantile regression using the 50th perc.
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(c) Quantile regression using the 95th perc.

Figure 7.6: Validation of the proposed approach by using 3% as target error and different
percentiles for the quantile regression.

7.6.2 Validation Results

The set of validation results presented in this section are reported to demon-
strate how the dynamic tuning of the number of samples satisfies the error
constraints. For doing this, we randomly generated 1500 requests to the en-
hanced PTDR module for routes on the Czech Republic at different starting
times. These requests are different from the ones used in the training phase
of the model. We validate the approach by using three different quantile
regressions (on 50th, 75th and 95th quantile), two different target errors ε
(3% and 6%) and a confidence interval (CI) for the error constraint equal
to 99% (i.e. n(99%) = 3). The error has been derived by considering a run
of the Monte Carlo simulation on the same input set by using 1 million of
samples, thus enough to be considered a good estimation of the actual travel
time distribution. Then, we selected as error the maximum between differ-
ent key percentiles: 5th, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, 90th and 95th percentile.

The results are reported in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7 respectively for
an error constraint ε equal to 3% and 6%. The two figures show the error
results for each run with respect to the unpredictability feature extracted
on the path. Each dot in the plots represents a PTDR request, while its
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7.6. Experimental Results
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(a) Quantile regression using the 50th perc.
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(b) Quantile regression using the 75th perc.
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(c) Quantile regression using the 95th perc.

Figure 7.7: Validation of the proposed approach by using 6% as target error and different
percentiles for the quantile regression.

shape depends on the number of samples used for the Monte Carlo simula-
tion. In most of the cases, the actual error is below the target error. As it
was expected considering the same value of the error constraint ε, the more
conservative is the quantile regression, the less are the points that violate
the constraint error. For the data, we processed, in all cases the number of
times the error constraint is not respected is within the selected CI (99%).
At the same time, moving from a less conservative quantile regression (e.g.
50th percentile) towards a more conservative one (e.g. 95th percentile), it
is possible to note how the threshold values for selecting the same number
of samples shifts to the left. As an example, by considering an error con-
straint ε = 3% (see Figure 7.6), the maximum unpredictability value for
having 300 samples moves from 0.075 to less than 0.06 respectively when
considering the quantile regression from the 50th percentile, up to the 95th

quantile. Similar is the case when we consider an error constraint ε = 6%
(see Figure 7.7), where the same threshold moves from an unpredictability
of 0.15 to 0.14 and 0.11 when using the 50th, the 75th and the 95th as quan-
tile value for the regression. Finally, it is visible the difference in terms of
the number of samples between the two cases with different ε values. In-
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Chapter 7. Tuning a Server-Side Car Navigation System

deed, while for ε equal to 3% (Figure 7.6) only a tiny fraction of the cases
use 100 samples and there are a not negligible fraction of cases where 3000
samples are employed. For ε equal to 6% ( Figure 7.7) in some cases only
100 samples are required.

7.6.3 Comparative Results with Static Approach

In this subsection, we demonstrate the advantages obtained by using the
proposed approach with respect to the baseline version [82] where the num-
ber of samples is defined a priori. To provide a fair comparison, we ex-
tracted the number of samples to be used for the baseline version by using
the training dataset.

For the 4 levels of sampling used in this chapter (i.e. 100, 300, 1000
and 3000, as described in Section 7.4.2), we analyzed the cumulative dis-
tributions of the expected error (see Fgiure 7.8). We selected the minimum
sampling level that passes a certain threshold of the cumulative value be-
fore reaching the error constraint value ε. This threshold value has almost
the same robustness meaning of the quantile regression value used in our
approach. In the following, we are going to compare the proposed approach
where the quantile regression model has been built over a certain percentile,
with a static tuned version where the same percentile has been used as the
threshold for the cumulative. If we use for the proposed approach the quan-
tile regression at 95%, we compare with the statically tuned version where
the number of samples has been defined looking at the cumulative curve
that reaches at least 95% before to the target error constraint. In particular
looking at Figure 7.8, we can notice that for an error constraint ε = 6%
the static tuning is set to 1000 samples for the entire percentile interval
between 72th and 98th, while for values larger than 98th and smaller than
72th percentile (down to 7th) we have to consider the configuration using
3000 and 300 samples respectively. On the other side for ε = 3% we se-
lect 3000 samples within the percentile interval 72th-97th, 1000 samples for
percentile values smaller than 72th (down to 5th), while we need more than
3000 samples if the request is very tight on a percentile larger than 97th.

Table 7.1 shows the comparative results obtained by using the proposed
adaptive technique with respect to the original version (baseline) with the
statically defined number of samples obtained with the previously described
analysis. In particular, Table 7.1 presents the average number of samples
and gain with respect to the baseline for different values of error constraint ε
and different percentiles used to build the predictive model and for the static
tuning of the baseline. The results are obtained by running a large exper-
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Figure 7.8: Cumulative distribution of the error by using different numbers of samples
over the training set.

imental campaign over randomly selected pairs of Czech Republic routes
and starting times, different from those used for the training. While the
routes have been randomly selected, we used a more realistic distribution
of the starting time [137] [138].

In all the considered cases, the proposed approach reduces the number
of samples by at least 36% and up to 81%. As expected, the average number
of samples for the proposed approach is lower when we relaxed either the
error constraint (i.e. 6%) or the percentile used for building the model
(e.g. 50th percentile). The lower gain for the configurations using the 50th

percentile with respect to the cases using the 75th-95th percentile is due
to the fact that in the former case the baseline requires a lower number of
samples with respect to the latter cases (i.e. 1000 vs 3000 for ε = 3% and
300 vs 1000 for ε = 6%). When we focus on the absolute numbers, it is
possible to detect that even if the percentage gain seems higher with more
conservative regressions (75th-95th), the actual average number of samples

Table 7.1: Average number of samples for the validation set using different quantile re-
gression values (columns) and different error constraints. The results are reported for
the baseline and proposed adaptive versions.

Average Number of Samples
ε 50th perc. 75th perc. 95th perc.

3% baseline 1000 3000 3000
adaptive 632 (-36%) 754 (-74%) 1131 (-62%)

6% baseline 300 1000 1000
adaptive 153 (-49%) 186 (-81%) 283 (-71%)
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Figure 7.9: Number of samples selected by the proposed adaptive method when the same
request is performed every 15 minutes during the entire week.

used is smaller with the more permissive quantile (50th).
The reduction in terms of the number of samples is directly reflected in

the execution time reduction since there is a linear dependency, except for
the overhead introduced by the dynamic autotuner. In particular, we ob-
served an execution time speed-up between 1.5x and 5.1x. A more detailed
analysis of the overhead is presented in Section 7.6.4.

To further show the benefits of the proposed methodology, Figure 7.9
shows the number of samples selected by the adaptive Monte Carlo sim-
ulation when the same request in terms of target path is performed every
15 minutes during the entire week. The used temporal interval is derived
by the smaller time granularity (φ) we had for the database containing the
speed profiles. The two plots (a) and (b) have been generated using respec-
tively 3% and 6% as maximum target errors and for both experiments a
quantile regression on the 75th percentile.

By looking at the number of samples requested by the adaptive version
of the Monte Carlo simulation, we can easily recognise well-known traffic
behaviours in both plots. The daily distribution on the weekdays is charac-
terised by two main peaks determined by less predictable situations. The
first around 7–8 am and the second around 4–5 pm. During the weekend the
morning peak seems to be a bit postponed, while the afternoon one almost
disappears. On the opposite, it is also visible how the evening hours result
to be the most predictable ones.

This dynamic behaviour that is captured by the enhanced version of the
algorithm cannot be exploited by using the original (baseline) version. Fol-
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lowing the same philosophy adopted in Figure 7.1, the original version must
be tuned by considering 3000 samples for the experiment in Figure 7.9(a)
(ε = 3%) and 1000 samples for the experiment in Figure 7.9(b). In both
cases, the static tuning results to be the larger number of samples selected
from the proposed techniques, that instead is able to use it only when it is
strictly required (e.g. during the traffic peaks). Also considering the static
tuning to the average case (i.e. 1000 samples for the experiment in Fig-
ure 7.9(a) (ε = 3%) and 300 samples for the experiment in Figure 7.9(b))
is not a viable solution. This is because there are still many sampling re-
duction possibilities in predictable moments that will not be captured, and
more important, the prediction will not be able to satisfy the algorithm out-
put quality during the most unpredictable periods. Finally, a fixed time-slot
policy is also sub-optimal since the unpredictability strongly depends not
only on the time of the request but also on the path characteristics (e.g. ur-
ban or countryside path, close or far from congested areas) and length (e.g.
when it is expected the arrival in a congested area).

7.6.4 Overhead Analysis

While we widely describe in Section 7.5 how we reduced the integration
overhead from the application developer point of view, this section clarifies
the time-overhead introduced to obtain the proposed adaptivity. In partic-
ular, the additional computations that we add are related to the calculation
of the ντ̂xi,y and to the autotuner calls used to determine the right number of
samples to be used. The initial 100 Monte Carlo samples, required to ex-
tract the data feature, are not part of the overhead given that they are reused
(and thus discounted) to calculate the expected travel time (see Listing 7.4).

Figure 7.10 shows the overhead introduced by the proposed method-
ology compared to a set of Monte Carlo calculation by using a different
number of samples (from 100 to 300, and 1M) over a set of paths among
different locations in the three main cities in the Czech Republic. As ex-
pected, it is evident that the execution time is strictly correlated to the num-
ber of samples used for the travel time computation. The different paths we
used are in a range between 300 and 800 segments long. When we fix the
number of samples, the different number of segments is the main reason for
the variability of the Monte Carlo simulation computing time.

Although the proposed methodology introduces an overhead for every
request, it is almost negligible, i.e. more than two orders of magnitude less
than the smaller Monte Carlo simulation with 100 samples. In particular,
we found that the execution time of the data feature extraction and mAR-
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Figure 7.10: Evaluation of the execution time overhead due to the additional code for
the proposed method with respect to the target Monte Carlo simulation by varying the
number of samples.

GOt calls is comparable to the evaluation of a single sample of the Monte
Carlo on a road composed of 200 segments.

7.6.5 System-Level Performance Evaluation

To quantify at system-level the effects of the proposed adaptive method, in
this section we present an analysis to evaluates the efficiency of the PTDR
module when it is included in the full navigation pipeline shown in Figure
7.1. We built a performance model of the navigation pipeline by using the
simulation environment Java Modeling Tools (JMT) [139]. JMT is an inte-
grated environment for workload characterization and performance evalua-
tion based on queuing models [140]. It can be used for capacity planning
model simulation, workload characterization and automatic identification
of bottlenecks. In particular, to build the simulation model of the queuing
network, we considered one station for each of the modules that compose
the navigation pipeline, and we added a fork-join unit to model the parallel
PTDR evaluations of each alternative path found in the first stage.

The model, shown in Figure 7.11, has been annotated with values de-
rived by the profiling of each module (K-Alternative path, PTDR, and re-
ordering) and considering a value for K (the number of alternative paths to
evaluate) equal to 10. Moreover, we made a resource allocation according
to a load produced by up to 100K cars producing a request every 2 minutes.
The latter number is in line with the consideration of having self-driving
cars continuously connected with route planner, while the former has been
derived by a simple estimation considering a Smart City such as the Milan
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Figure 7.11: Complete navigation pipeline modeled using JMT.

urban area. Indeed, in this area the population is composed of around 4
Million people, every day it is estimated to have more than 5 Million trips,
and only less than 50% are done by using public transportation [141, 142].

Under these conditions and considering the configuration with ε = 6%
and 95thpercentile, we found out that by adopting the proposed technique
we have a 36% reduction in terms of the number of resources needed to sat-
isfy the target workload. In particular, we can differentiate 2 cases. The first
one considering the number of resources needed to satisfy the steady-state
conditions, and thus that the throughput in terms of input requests should be
satisfied by all the stages. In this case, without the proposed optimisation
we would have needed at least 777 computing resources (cores). Among
them, 400 cores (52% of the entire set) should be dedicated to PTDR. By
applying the proposed technique, only 497 cores are needed, reducing to
120 (24% of the entire set) those required for the PTDR stage. The sec-
ond case considers a more dynamic environment where it is suggested to
keep the average utilisation rate of each station below 70%. While respect-
ing this rule of thumb [143], the distribution of the system response time
(the time passing from the navigation request to the response) results to be
narrow, thus being able to react better to burst of requests. In this second
case, without the proposed optimisation we would have needed 1010 cores
to allocate the entire pipeline. 572 of them (57% of the entire set) should
be dedicated to the PTDR stage. By applying the proposed technique, 646
cores are enough to allocate the pipeline, and out of them, only 172 (26%
of the entire set) are dedicated to the PTDR.
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7.7 Summary

In this chapter, we focused on Probabilistic Time-Dependent Routing to
show how it is possible to improve computation efficiency, by using mAR-
GOt. The proposed method quickly samples the input data to extract an
unpredictability feature used to determine the number of simulation proac-
tively, while satisfying a certain error threshold. The runtime decision is
based on a probabilistic error model – learned offline – correlating the un-
predictability feature extracted from the data and the number of samples
used by the Monte Carlo algorithm. Experimental results demonstrated that
the proposed adaptive approach for the PTDR problem could save a large
fraction of simulations (between 36% and 81%) with respect to a static
approach while considering different traffic situations, paths and error re-
quirements. Considering the entire navigation pipeline, also composed of
the k-alternative path and reordering stages, the adoption of the proposed
technique guarantees a significative reduction in terms of computing re-
sources. Finally, we adopted an aspect-oriented programming language
(LARA) to reduce the effort necessary on the application developer for in-
troducing the code needed to improve the execution efficiency. Even if we
can completely remove the integration effort from the source code point
of view, the application developer is still required to interact with LARA.
However, by using this approach, it is possible to enforce separation of
concerns between functional and extra-functional requirements.
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CHAPTER8
Tuning a Molecular Docking application

In this chapter we use mARGOt to autotune a typical HPC application
which has a constraint on the time-to-solution, in the context of a drug
discovery process. We introduced this application in Section 4.4.2. This
chapter analyses the algorithm to identify software-knobs that can expose
throughput-quality tradeoffs. Then, we show how it is possible to learn the
relation between the exposed tradeoffs and features of the current input.
At runtime, mARGOt leverages the application knowledge to maximise the
accuracy of the current input elaboration within the given time-to-solution.

8.1 Introduction

The goal of a drug discovery process is to find novel drugs starting from
a huge exploration space of possible molecules. Typically, this process
involves several in vivo, in vitro and in silico tasks ranging from chemical
design to toxicity analysis. Molecular docking is one stage of this process
[144, 145]. It aims at estimating the three-dimensional pose of a given
molecule, named ligand when it interacts with the target protein. The ligand
is much smaller than the target protein; therefore we focus a small region of
the target protein (or receptor), named pocket (or binding site). Given the
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Chapter 8. Tuning a Molecular Docking application

three-dimensional pose of the ligand within the pocket, we can estimate the
strength of the chemical and physical interactions between the ligand and
the pocket by computing a geometric fitting score.

The evaluation of the pose of each ligand is independent of the evalu-
ation of all the other candidates. Given that in drug discovery the number
of ligands that we are interested in analysing is above the billion units, we
can consider this problem embarrassingly parallel. However, to find the
three-dimensional pose of the ligand when it interacts with the pocket, we
have to deal with a large number of degrees of freedom. While we might
represent the target pocket as a rigid structure, the ligand is a flexible set
of atoms bound together by chemical bonds, i.e. sharing of electron pairs
between atoms (covalent bond). From a purely geometrical point of view,
it is possible to identify a subset of bonds – named rotamers – which can
split the ligand into two disjoint non-empty fragments when we remove
them. We can independently rotate each of those fragments without alter-
ing the chemical connectivity of the ligand. Therefore, we have to consider
changes in the shape of the ligand that can be obtained through the rotation
of all its rotatable fragments.

As evaluating the chemical and physical interactions between the lig-
and and the pocket is a computationally intensive problem, state-of-the-
art approaches [146–148] suggest splitting the pose prediction task from
the virtual screening task. The pose prediction task focuses on providing
the best pose for a given ligand within a given binding site, whereas the
virtual screening task aims at selecting among a huge database of candi-
dates a small set of promising ligands which best fit the given binding site.
The structure of the two tasks is very similar to each other. Indeed, sev-
eral industrial applications [87,149] provide both functionalities within the
same software module. A remarkable difference between the pose predic-
tion and the virtual screening task lies in the approach to the estimation of
the chemical and physical interactions between the ligand and the pocket.
It is possible to estimate such interactions with either a geometrical or a
pharmacophoric approach. The geometrical approach estimates the ligand-
pocket interactions by only using the shape and volume information, while
the pharmacophoric approach evaluates the actual chemical and physical
interactions.

The latter approach is the most computational-intensive one, and it is
regularly exploited on the pose prediction task. Although the best solution
according to a pharmacophoric approach also has a very good geometrical
score, the best geometrical solution does not guarantee to be either a valid
solution or a good solution from a pharmacophoric perspective. Therefore,
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there is always the need to apply the pharmacophoric approach. The geo-
metrical approach can be exploited for virtual screening before the pharma-
cophoric evaluation. The scope of this chapter is limited to the geometrical
approach for virtual screening.

During the virtual screening process, the time budget is one of the con-
straints that a molecular docking application has to meet. Nowadays it is
common practice to have a domain-expert human in the loop, whose job
is to tune the size of the ligands database according to the available time
budget. This approach limits the exploration space without any guarantee
neither to find a global optimum nor to find a good local optimum. In order
to increase the chances to find an interesting solution, we need to enlarge
the ligands’ input set. Therefore, a reduction in the time spent on evaluating
a single pair ligand-pocket enables the end-user to explore a larger set of
candidates.

In this chapter, we focus on GeoDock-MA, a molecular docking Mini-
App for High-Performance Computing (HPC) systems based on the LiGen-
Dock module [87]. In general, Mini-Apps can be an important aid for com-
puting architecture and algorithm design space explorations in the early
stages of code development. GeoDock-MA attempts to capture key com-
putation kernels of the molecular docking application for drug discovery
implemented in LiGenDock. By developing GeoDock-MA in parallel with
the new version of LiGenDock, application developers can work with sys-
tem architects and domain experts to evaluate alternative algorithms that
can either better satisfy the end-user constraints, or better exploit the ar-
chitectural features. GeoDock-MA allows faster performance analysis and
optimisation of the key kernels.

The main goal of the proposed approach is to enable tunable approxima-
tions to explore performance-accuracy trade-offs during the docking phase.
In this chapter, we enhance GeoDock-MA with software knobs, and we use
them to control time-to-solution in the virtual screening task. In particular,

• the GeoDock-MA has been analysed to properly introduce approxi-
mate computing techniques on the most significant kernels;

• a performance/accuracy trade-offs have been enabled by exposing tun-
able software knobs to drive GeoDock-MA approximations;

• a GeoDock-MA performance model based on the exposed software
knobs and input data features has been presented for estimating time-
to-solution in a virtual-screening process;

• a GeoDock-MA has been enhanced with an autotuning layer capable
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of satisfying user-defined time budget according to the workload char-
acteristics.

8.2 Background

Molecular docking is a well-known research topic that is addressed in lit-
erature from different perspectives. A large share of work in this field
approaches the problem by exploiting random-based algorithms, such as
genetic algorithms [150,151] or Monte Carlo simulations [149,152]. How-
ever, a desirable feature of a molecular docking application is the deter-
minism of the solution. Since the tasks following the in-silico step require
expensive solution-dependent resources, for several companies having a de-
terministic and repeatable result is a constraint.

Early work in the literature, such as [153], produce deterministic so-
lutions. However, they consider only rigid movements of the ligand dur-
ing the docking procedure. Real case scenarios usually require the rota-
tion of portions of the ligand molecule. Therefore, the limitation of rigid
movements is likely to prevent the applicability of the solution in the in-
dustry. The work by Palma et al. [154] overcomes this issue: they intro-
duce a molecular docking framework which can deal with the flexibility
of the ligand molecule. It adopts a model of the electrostatic interactions
to finalise the docking. Similar works such as DOCK [155], FlexX [156],
FlexX-Scan [157] and sur-flex [158] provide deterministic molecular dock-
ing of flexible ligands. They allow the user to exploit several docking algo-
rithms according to the specific use case. All these algorithms also rely on
both geometric and pharmacophoric properties in their docking algorithms.
All these works implement a different docking procedure with respect to
LiGenDock; however, no one has been designed to expose software knobs
to enable possible quality-performance trade-offs explicitly. The proposed
approach behind GeoDock-MA unlocks the possibility to tune the docking
procedure according to high-level constraints, such as the allocated time
budget for a given size of the ligand database to be virtually screened.

Algorithm-level approximate computing techniques are well known in
the literature [159]. In this work, we exploit grid-based optimisations on
the geometrical docking kernel. In particular, in computational physics, it
is very common to exploit models based on multi-level grids to achieve a
fine-grained solution in a restricted area of the whole simulated environ-
ment. The size of the grid is a parameter which allows the physicists to
trade-off granularity of solution for the increasing/decreasing number of
elements to be processed. Geophysics applications exploited for a long
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time nested grids, such as thermosphere models [160–162] and ocean flows
models [163]. The evolution of nested-grids models made the researchers
abandon regular grids in favour of variable-size grids. Irregular grids have
been exploited in climate forecast models to improve the performance of
grid-based models. Authors of [164] demonstrate that a variable-resolution
stretched grids lead to longer-term climate forecast with the same accuracy
of the nested grid models. In physics, variable-size grids are used to discre-
tise geophysical problems such as advection equations [165].

In the field of image rendering, grid processing has been optimised by
selecting which tiles need to be processed first and which later or do not re-
quire processing at all. An element is peeled from each tile, and its value is
used to decide how to compute the corresponding tile. Depth peeling [166]
is a technique which allows splitting an image into several layers. GPUs
can render images layer by layer, starting from the closest layer to the
viewer. Authors of [167] apply depth peeling to focus computation only
on the interesting tiles and selectively skip useless tiles. Several visuali-
sation applications and physics simulations exploited this technique, such
as [168].

At compiler-level, GPU-oriented selective skip of instructions has been
performed in [169]. Authors implemented approximate-computing tech-
niques via compiler transformations to be applied before the execution of
CUDA kernels. Their approach requires to generate in advance a set of
kernels with different approximation levels and to switch between them at
runtime according to the measured error. In this chapter, we exploit a simi-
lar technique on MPI kernels.

8.3 Methodology

This section first introduces GeoDock-MA. In particular, we describe its
algorithm, and we highlight the application hot spots. Then, we perform a
functional analysis to drive the approximation of the elaboration, enabling
the accuracy-throughput trade-off. Finally, we describe the exploitation
of the trade-off for the application auto-tuning subject to time-to-solution
constraints and workload characteristic.

8.3.1 Application Description

In the context of LiGen toolflow [86], LiGenDock [87] is the module that
aims at docking one or more ligands into a target protein. It can be used to
perform both the pose prediction and the virtual screening tasks. It exploits
chemical and geometrical features to dock the ligand through an iterative
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algorithm. In particular, LiGenDock uses chemical features to set the initial
pose of the ligand and to drive the docking process between each iteration.
However, it also uses geometrical features to optimise the pose of the ligand
in each iteration, by taking into account all the degrees of freedom of the
problem space.

The optimisation of the ligand pose is the most computationally inten-
sive part of LiGenDock during the virtual screening task. GeoDock-MA
includes all the functionalities of LiGenDock that optimise the ligand pose
by exploiting the geometric approach. GeoDock-MA takes as input the tar-
get pocket and a database of ligands, and it produces as output, the score of
each pocket-ligand pair, after optimising the pose of the ligand.

GeoDock-MA performs the virtual screening task by using the geomet-
ric approach. It estimates the pocket-ligand interactions with the similarity
between the shape of the ligand and the three-dimensional shape of the
pocket in PASS format [170], which is produced by LiGen PASS [86]. Ac-
tually, GeoDock-MA scores each ligand with the overlap score function.
The overlap score, as defined in Equation 8.1, is the reciprocal of the mini-
mum square distance between the ligand and the pocket:

o =
l

l∑
i=0

p

min
j=0

d2(L[i], P [j])

(8.1)

where o is the overlap score, l is the number of atoms in the ligandL, p is the
number of 3D points in the pocket P , and d2 represents the squared distance
between the i-th atom of the ligand and the j-th point of the pocket. Hence,
higher overlap means better geometric compatibility between pocket and
ligand.

Figure 8.1 shows an example of docked a ligand inside a pocket (i.e.
1cvu [171]). The ligand structure is visible in the 3D image, and the bot-
tom left corner highlights its planar representation. Larger bubbles are
the atoms L of the ligand while the connections between atoms are the
molecule bonds. The dark spots in the figure are the points P representing
the PASS version of the target pocket. These points are the centre of the
spheres used to model the binding site.

8.3.2 Analysis of GeoDock-MA

GeoDock-MA is designed to target an HPC platform. It exploits the machine-
level parallelism through the MPI master/slave paradigm. In particular, the
master process reads the ligands’ input database and dispatch those ligands
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Figure 8.1: 3D visualization of a docked ligand (connected structure) inside a PASS ver-
sion of the target pocket (dark spots).

to any free slave. Each slave computes the overlap score of a given ligand
with respect to the pocket of the target molecule. At the end of the compu-
tation, each slave process notifies the master about the best overlap score
found and waits for new data to be processed. GeoDock-MA, as well as the
original LiGenDock, avoids the parallelism at the level of each slave task
as it falls under the embarrassing parallel class. Indeed, given that the huge
number of ligands to be processed, the parallelism is widely exploited at a
higher level.

We profile the application in order to understand which are the critical
sections of the code by using GPROF1. Figure 8.2 shows the Call Graph
report. It groups the individual functions by the caller.

The application spends a significant fraction of the execution time on
MatchProbesShape. This kernel is responsible for the optimisation of
the shape of the ligand, using a steepest descent algorithm to deal with all
the internal degrees of freedom of the ligand. In this chapter, we focus on
the introduction of possible software knobs through approximation tech-
niques to tune the time-to-solution of this functionality.

1GNU gprof https://sourceware.org/binutils/docs/gprof/
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99.9% - MPISlaveTask

98.7% - Molecule::MatchProbesShape

89.2% - Molecule::MeasureOverlap

08.2% - Fragment::CheckBumps

Figure 8.2: Application Call Graph profile. Functions taking less than 2% of the overall
execution time are omitted.

Algorithm 3 shows the pseudo code of the target kernel. At first, the
algorithm identifies the set of rotamers (line 1), thus selecting all the pos-
sible sources of flexibility in the ligand shape. Then, it iterates over the
set of these bonds to find the best shape of the ligand (lines from 2 to 20).
In particular, the body of the algorithm grows a left and right ligand frag-
ments, with respect the two extremes of the bond (line 3). The left and
the right fragments are rotated independently. The first to be processed is
the left fragment. It is rotated step by step up to a 360 degree angle (lines
from 4 to 5); At each step, we check whether the ligand shape is valid.
There is a non-null possibility of internal bumping of the molecule (line 6),
which invalidates the shape of the ligand. If the ligand shape is valid, the
overlap score of the ligand is considered during the check for possible im-
provements (lines from 7 to 9). At the end of the whole 360 degrees of
exploration, we rotate once more the left fragment to match the angle that
maximises the overlap score (line 11). The same procedure is applied to
the right fragment (lines from 12 to 19).

The kernel applies the same computation of the left and right fragment
of each rotamer. For this reason, in the rest of the chapter, we do not differ-
entiate between the two fragments.

Figure 8.2 shows also that the computation of the overlap score of each
pose (Molecule::MeasureOverlap) is the most expensive operation.
The implementation of Molecule::MeasureOverlap is relatively sim-
ple, and its optimisation is not trivial given that much effort has been spent
in the past in terms of performance tuning. Our contribution aims at re-
ducing the number of invocations performed by its caller. In particular, we
want to avoid the computations which are very likely to do not lead to any
improvement.

Figure 8.3 shows an example of how the rotation of a fragment affects
the overlap score of the ligand. The x-axis represents the rotation space,
while the blue line shows the overlap score of the ligand according to the
position of the fragment. The empty spaces are due to the fact that some
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Algorithm 3: Pseudo-code of the MatchProbesShape kernel, which changes the
shape of the ligand to maximize the overlap score.

Data: the pocket and the 3D structure of the ligand
Result: the overlap score of the ligand

1 get the list of rotamers;
2 foreach rotamer do
3 grow the right and left fragment;
4 for angle in 0-360 degrees with step 1 degree do
5 rotate left fragment to angle;
6 if the ligand shape is feasible then
7 measure the overlap of the ligand;
8 check if the overlap is improved
9 end

10 end
11 set the left fragment to best angle found;
12 for angle in 0-360 degrees with step 1 degree do
13 rotate right fragment to angle;
14 if the ligand shape is feasible then
15 measure the overlap of the ligand;
16 check if the overlap is improved
17 end
18 end
19 set the right fragment to best angle found;
20 end
21 return the overlap score of the ligand;

of the generated poses of the ligands are not valid because of the internal
bumps of the ligand atoms. We define as delta overlap the difference be-
tween the minimum and maximum overlap of a single rotation. We define
as peak the set of contiguous and valid rotation angles whose overlap is
higher than 50% of the delta.

We analyse the behaviour of the application to find exploitable patterns
for reducing the number of evaluations for each fragment rotation, thus
creating possible application knobs (see Figure 8.4).

Figure 8.4a correlates the size of a fragment with its impact on the final
score of the ligand. In particular, the x-axis represents the relative size of
the fragment with respect to the size of the ligand. The y-axis represents the
delta overlap normalised with respect to the final score of the ligand. We
can notice that small fragments have small deltas, which means that such
fragments usually have a limited impact on the numeric value of the final
score of the ligand.

Figure 8.4b correlates the width of a peak (in degree) with its height
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Figure 8.3: Changes in the overlap score by rotating a fragment of the ligand. The x-axis
represents the angle of the rotation, while the y-axis represents the overlap score of the
ligand.

normalized with respect to the delta overlap. From this plot, we can no-
tice that the peaks that contain the maximum overlap are usually higher
than 50 degrees, while narrow peaks rarely reach the maximum height. We
can conclude that the behaviour of the overlap score is rather smooth since
small peaks are also narrow.

Figure 8.4c shows on the y-axis the number of peaks which are con-
tained in a fragment, by changing the fragment size on the x-axis. We can
notice how larger fragments usually have only one peak, while smaller ones
tend to have more.

Besides the functional behaviour of the overlap score, Figure 8.5a shows
the detailed composition of the time spent by the application to find the best
rotation angle of a fragment of the ligand (y-axis) according to the size of
the fragment (x-axis). From the execution time, we highlight the time spent
by measuring the overlap score (MeasureOverlap) and the time spent on
checking if the evaluated angle is admissible (CheckBumps). From the
plot, we see that computing the overlap score is independent of the size of
the fragment. We expected this result since it involves the evaluation of the
whole ligand.

Moreover, Figure 8.5b shows the frequency of the size of a fragment.
Due to the definition of the ligand database, smaller and larger fragments
are slightly more frequent with respect to the other sizes.

8.3.3 Exposing Tunable Application Knobs

In the original implementation of LiGenDock [87], the authors listed sev-
eral parameters that alter the behaviour of the docking algorithm. However,
most of them are chemical-specific parameters that do not impact the ex-
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Figure 8.4: Analysis on the peaks of overlap across different fragments. Each plot shows
the minimum value, the 25th, 50th, 75th percentile and the maximum value.

ecution time of GeoDock-MA. The only exception is a constant parameter
which performs loop perforation [5] on the loops that rotates a fragment
of the ligand (lines from 4 to 5 in Algorithm 3). In particular, the base-
line version uses a step of 1◦, while it is possible to increase the step size
to skip iteration, thus reducing the number of evaluations, increasing the
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Figure 8.5: Analysis of the execution time and the frequency of fragments, grouped by
their relative size.

performance of the application.
In addition to this first step, based on the analysis done in the previ-

ous section, we can exploit domain knowledge to define more aggressive
software-knobs which approximate the GeoDock-MA results. In particu-
lar, we know from Figure 8.4a that small fragments have a limited impact
on the delta overlap. Therefore, instead of applying a flat loop perfora-
tion, as in the original application, we introduce a parametric loop perfo-
ration which allows us to focus only on the most important fragments of
the ligand. Whenever the size of the current fragment is below a given
THRESHOLD, we use a coarse-grain rotation step (LOW-PRECISION STEP),
otherwise, we use a fine-grain rotation step (HIGH-PRECISION STEP).

On the other hand, since MatchProbesShape is a greedy algorithm,
we might improve the overlap score by repeating the whole procedure, thus
considering multiple time each fragment. In particular, the more we repeat
the procedure, the more we increase the probability to find a better pose for
the target ligand. Therefore, we define the tunable software knob REPETI-
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TIONS as the number of times to repeat the procedure. This step may seem
counterintuitive; however, we argue that it is better to perform more times
MatchProbesShape using aggressive approximations with respect to
run MatchProbesShape once with fewer approximations.

Furthermore, we can extract other important information about the over-
lap score from the peak analysis we discussed in the previous section. In
particular, we can rely on the smoothness of the overlap score through the
entire rotation space, which means that each fragment has a limited number
of peaks and that the most important peak is usually wide (the median is
68◦). For each fragment above THRESHOLD we partition the 360◦ rotation
space into several tiles of fixed-size x. Then, we peel and evaluate only
one element for each tile (the central one). In the following iteration, we
evaluate only the tile corresponding to the most promising peeling element,
using HIGH-PRECISION STEP. Given this policy, the number of evaluated
rotations (y) is function of the tile size (x) and HIGH-PRECISION STEP, as
described in Figure 8.2.

y =
360◦

x
+

x

HIGH-PRECISION STEP
(8.2)

We are interested in minimising the number of pose evaluation while pre-
serving a high probability to identify the most important peak. The mini-
mization of Figure 8.2 has a unique solution, its value x̂ is defined in Figure
8.3.

x̂ = 6 ∗
√

10 ∗
√

HIGH-PRECISION STEP (8.3)

For example, if we set HIGH-PRECISION STEP at the same accuracy of
the original algorithm (1◦), the optimal tile size is 18◦, which means that
we have a high probability of identifying the most important peak with
the peeling element. In particular, Figure 8.6 shows, for each tile size (x-
axis), the probability that the width of the most important peak is greater
than the evaluated tile size (y1-axis, blue line) and the number of evaluated
iterations (y2-axis, green line). The red line highlights the optimal value.
As a consequence of Figure 8.3, we observe that an increment of HIGH-
PRECISION STEP implies an increment in the value of the optimal tile size
and a decrement of the probability of finding the best peak.

To summarize, starting from the original algorithm described in Fig-
ure 3, we have introduced five tunable software-knobs: HIGH-PRECISION
STEP, LOW-PRECISION STEP, THRESHOLD, REPETITIONS and ENABLE
REFINEMENT, to approximate the application by reducing the number of
ligand evaluations. The main idea is to focus the elaboration only when it
is required, according to the functional behaviour analysed in Figure 8.3.2.
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Figure 8.6: For each tile size (x-axis), the relation between the number of evaluated ro-
tations (y2-axis) and the probability that the width of the best peak is greater than the
given size (y1-axis).

In particular, Algorithm 4 shows the parametric algorithm of MatchProbesShape.
The outer loop (line 2) contains all the original algorithm, which repeat the
pose optimisation according to REPETITIONS. The optimization of the pose
of left fragment is described between line 5 and line 16. According to the
relative size of the fragment and to THRESHOLD (line 5), we perform ei-
ther a coarse grained exploration using LOW-PRECISION STEP (line 6) or a
fine grained exploration (lines 9-15). In the latter case, we either perform
a two-step optimisation using iterative refinements, or we perform a flat
exploration using HIGH-PRECISION STEP, according to ENABLE REFINE-
MENT. The two-step optimization evaluates the peeling elements of the
rotation (line 10) and then it refines the exploration of the most promising
tile using HIGH-PRECISION STEP (line 11). Due to the symmetry of the
problem, the same procedure is applied to the right fragment (lines 17-28).

8.3.4 Application Autotuning

The software knobs defined in the previous subsection aim at narrowing
the exploration space of ligand poses, decreasing the time-to-solution of
the application and the accuracy of the results as well. However from the
end-user point of view, a manual selection of the application configuration
it is a nontrivial task. Therefore we use the mARGOt autotuning framework
to select the software-knobs configuration that maximises the accuracy of
the result given a time budget.
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Algorithm 4: The tunable pseudo-code of the MatchProbesShape kernel.
Data: the pocket and the 3D structure of the ligand
Result: the overlap score of the ligand

1 get the list of rotamers;
2 for the number of REPETITIONS do
3 foreach rotamer do
4 grow the right and left fragment;
5 if relative size of left fragment ≤ THRESHOLD then
6 place the left fragment in the best angle found with step

LOW-PRECISION STEP;
7 end
8 else
9 if ENABLE REFINEMENT then

10 evaluate the peeling element for each tile;
11 place the left fragment in the best angle found in the best tile using

step HIGH-PRECISION STEP;
12 end
13 else
14 place the left fragment in the best angle found with step

HIGH-PRECISION STEP;
15 end
16 end
17 if relative size of right fragment ≤ THRESHOLD then
18 place the right fragment in the best angle found with step

LOW-PRECISION STEP;
19 end
20 else
21 if ENABLE REFINEMENT then
22 evaluate the peeling element for each tile;
23 place the right fragment in the best angle found in the best tile using

step HIGH-PRECISION STEP;
24 end
25 else
26 place the right fragment in the best angle found with step

HIGH-PRECISION STEP;
27 end
28 end
29 end
30 end
31 return the overlap score of the ligand;

The autotuner must know or predict the performance of the configura-
tions for the actual input for selecting the most suitable configuration. As
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the accuracy is platform-independent and it is used only to sort the config-
urations in terms of software knobs, it is possible to run an error profiling
campaign only once, averaging the results over a representative set of pock-
ets and ligands.

On the other hand, to complete the execution of the application within
a given time budget, we must estimate the time-to-solution given the tar-
get architecture and the actual input dataset (pocket and ligands database).
As the target problem is embarrassing parallel, without the need of syn-
chronisation, the overhead of the MPI environment has been found to be
negligible even scaling over a large set of nodes. Therefore, assuming ho-
mogeneous resources, we predict the time to solution of the serial case and
then split it according to the available resources.

If we focus on a single software-knobs configuration, it is possible to
use input data features to estimate the time to solution of the given input.
To this end, we model the entire database as a set of ligands with the same
average data features. In particular, we use a multivariate linear regression
with interaction to estimate the time-to-solution tla for the average ligand.
The vector of predictors x is composed by the number of 3D points of
the pocket xpp, the average number of atoms in a ligand xla, the average
number of rotamers in a ligand xlr, and all the possible interactions among
them (i.e. xpp · xla, xpp · xlr, xla · xlr, and xpp · xla · xlr). Thus, the target
model is simply composed of tla = α · x + β, where α is the vector of
predictor coefficient, while β is the intercept.

To generalise the approach, we consider the parameters of the regression
as a function of the proposed software knobs since the impact of the data
features on the execution time is strongly dependent on the software-knobs
configuration. Using this information, we can build a model that estimates
the time-to-solution as stated in Equation 8.4, where k is the vector of soft-
ware knobs and ν is the number of ligands to dock, in the input database.

t = ν · (α(k) · x+ β(k)) (8.4)

Opposed to the accuracy characterisation, we should train the perfor-
mance model every time we change the computing platform. However,
in both cases, the experiment described in Section 8.5.1 suggests that a
small database of ligands is enough to define the accuracy-performance be-
haviour.

To recap, we enhanced the original algorithm of the application by ex-
posing software knobs that enables performance-accuracy trade-offs. We
used an application autotuner to automatically configure the application ac-
cording to simple user-oriented parameters: the number of available com-
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putational resources and the available time-budget. The data features of the
actual input can be either included by the user or directly extracted by a
preliminary input data analysis.

8.4 Experimental Setup

To assess the benefits of using the approximation techniques described in
this chapter, we need to define the data sets used in the experiments, the
metrics of interest and the platform that executes the application.

8.4.1 Data Sets

To evaluate the functional and extra-functional performance of the pro-
posed approximation techniques, we used a database of ligands composed
of 113K ligands. The molecules are different in terms of the number of
atoms (between 28 and 153) and rotamers (between 2 and 53). We used
6 pockets protein-ligand complexes derived from the RCSB Protein Data
Bank (PDB) [171]: 1b9v, 1c1v, 1cvu, 1c2, 1dh3, 1fm9. In particular, the
PASS [170] version of the pockets has also been used together with the
database of ligands. The PASS (Putative Active Sites with Spheres) version
uses spheres to represent binding sites, unlike the classic grid representa-
tion of the pocket. This solution has been widely used in the context of fast
docking [170].

8.4.2 Metrics of Interest

To measure the performance of GeoDock-MA we consider its throughput
and the time to solution. In particular, we define the application throughput
as the number of ligand’s atoms processed in one second, while the time to
solution is the time taken by the application to elaborate the input.

We use the metric overlap degradation to quantify the mean loss of ac-
curacy introduced by approximation techniques with respect to the base-
line, which is the configuration that leads, on average, to the better overlap
score: HIGH-PRECISION STEP = 1◦, THRESHOLD = 0, REPETITIONS = 3
and ENABLE REFINEMENT = false. The overlap degradation is defined
as described in Figure 8.5,

scoredegradation = (1− overlapapprox
overlaporiginal

)× 100 (8.5)

where overlapapprox is the mean overlap score of the top 1% ligands of
the evaluated configuration, while overlaporiginal is the mean overlap score
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of the top 1% ligands of the non-approximated version of the application
(baseline).

8.4.3 Target Platform

The platform used to execute the experiments is composed of two dedi-
cated supercomputer NUMA node that features two Intel Xeon E5-2630
V3 CPUs (@2.8 GHz) with 128 GB of DDR4 memory (@1866 MHz) on
a dual channel memory configuration. The experiments are performed by
using the GALILEO platform located at CINECA supercomputing center2.

8.5 Experimental Results

In this section, we evaluate the benefits of the proposed approach using
four different experiments. Since GeoDock-MA is a data-dependent appli-
cation, the first experiment aims at assessing data sensitivity by changing
the number of ligands to use for evaluating a configuration. The second
experiment aims at assessing the benefits of applying the approximation
techniques, with respect to the original version of the application. We show
the enabled accuracy-performance trade-off for a virtual screening proce-
dure, and we also evaluate the effect of the overlap degradation on a single
ligand docking procedure. The third experiment validates the accuracy of
the time-to-solution model. Finally, the fourth experiment aims at show-
ing the benefits of the proposed approach for the end-user on two different
application scenarios.

8.5.1 Data Dependency Evaluation

In this chapter, we aim at enhancing the geometrical docking module of
LiGenDock with approximation techniques, to trade off the quality of re-
sults for throughput. Therefore we are interested in finding the set of con-
figurations in the Pareto front, that results to be non-dominated solutions
considering both target metrics. However, this application needs to find
the most promising ligands across a heterogeneous data set. As a conse-
quence, the performance might depend on which ligands the application is
evaluating.

This experiment aims at assessing how much the performance of the
application is dependent on changes in the dataset, to avoid a profiling
phase of the alternative software-knobs configurations for each evaluated
database of ligands. To this end, we evaluate four different configurations

2https://www.cineca.it/en
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Figure 8.7: Application analysis in terms of throughput per process and overlap score
degradation by varying the number of ligands. For each configuration we show the
average values (dot) and the standard deviation (colored area).

of the enhanced version of GeoDock-MA in terms of tunable knobs. For
each configuration, we characterise the application behaviour in terms of
throughput and overlap degradation, by varying the number of considered
ligands. The set of ligands considered to evaluate each configuration has
been selected by randomising 20 times over the full set of 113K elements,
thus emulating new datasets.

Figure 8.7 shows the results of the experiment. In particular, Figure 8.7a
focuses on the application throughput (y-axis), while Figure 8.7b focuses
on the overlap degradation (y-axis). For both of them, each dot represents
the mean performance of the evaluated configuration by varying different
databases of ligands. The transparent solid curve represents the uncertainty
of the mean, using the standard deviation of the measures. The x-axis indi-
cates the number of ligands considered in the evaluation.

From these results we see in Figure 8.7a that the average application
throughput has a minimal dependency on both on the number of ligands in
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Figure 8.8: Pareto front of GeoDock-MA in terms of overlap score degradation and
throughput: Flat vs Full.

the target database and on the input data (i.e. very small standard devia-
tion). We expected this result, since the throughput definition we consid-
ered is related to the number of atoms of the database instead of the number
of ligands, thus providing a normalised measure. On the other hand, Figure
8.7b shows how the overlap degradation is a bit more data dependent than
throughput. In particular, we need to consider at least 5K ligands to have a
steady average value. This behaviour is due to the overlap degradation def-
inition that makes the value dependent on the top 1% ligands and therefore
on which ligands are selected. However, we can determine that less than
10K ligands are enough to characterise the configurations of the enhanced
version of GeoDock-MA for both throughput and overlap degradation.

8.5.2 Trade-off Analysis

This experiment aims at defining the performance-accuracy trade-off when
we apply the approximation techniques described in Section 8.3.3. Figure
8.8 shows the Pareto front of the design space exploration carried out in a
single node of Galileo using 20k ligands, targeting a single pocket.

Figure 8.8 compares the performance of the application by using a flat
sampling on the rotation angles, as proposed in the LiGenDock paper [87],
with the performance of the application using the full set of software knobs
proposed in this chapter. In particular, the flat design space is the following:
HIGH-PRECISION STEP [1◦, 2◦, 3◦, 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 45◦, 60◦], REPETITIONS [1,
2, 3]. While the Full design space, which aims at evaluating all the software
knobs proposed in this chapter, is the following: HIGH-PRECISION STEP
[1◦, 2◦, 3◦, 5◦], LOW-PRECISION STEP [45◦, 90◦], THRESHOLD [0, 0.3, 0.6,
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0.8], REPETITIONS [1, 2, 3], ENABLE REFINEMENT [true, false]. For
both of them, we use a full factorial Design of Experiments. We consider
as baseline configuration the most precise one, that is actually the same
version even if derived from flat and full – i.e. HIGH-PRECISION STEP=1◦

and REPETITIONS=3 for the flat version, and HIGH-PRECISION STEP=1◦,
LOW-PRECISION STEP=*, THRESHOLD=0, REPETITIONS=3, and ENABLE
REFINEMENT=false for the full version.

As expected, from the results in Figure 8.8, the Pareto front derived
by the full version dominates the one derived by the flat sampling. It is
possible to notice how only by enabling the iterative refinement (first con-
figuration on the full curve after the Baseline) we can significantly improve
the throughput of the application (7.4X) with a limited overlap degradation
(2.3%) with respect to the baseline version.

The Protein Data Bank (PDB) [171] contains the three-dimensional struc-
tural data of biological molecules, providing also the pose of the ligand
when co-crystallized within the target pocket (i.e. the actual pose of the
best ligand for that pocket). Therefore, we decided to use some pocket-
ligand pairs to see the effects of accuracy degradation better. Figure 8.9
shows for each pocket-ligand pair: a) the overlap score of the crystal, b) the
overlap score of the docked ligand using the baseline version, and c) the
overlap score of the approximated version using only the iterative refine-
ment (i.e. 7.4x speedup). We may notice that the investigated configuration
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dock in the target pocket.

of the enhanced GeoDock-MA has a small degradation of the overlap score
not only in the average case but also when considering a single target lig-
and. The overlap score of the co-crystallized ligand is usually lower with
respect to the computed ones because the real pose of the ligand takes into
consideration also chemical features which are not captured by the geomet-
rical score.

8.5.3 Time-to-solution Model Validation

This experiment aims at validating the time-to-solution model described in
Section 8.3.4. In particular, the model is defined within the design space of
the full version described in Section 8.5.2. To compute the coefficients of
the linear regression for each configuration (see Equation 8.4), we run the
application several times using 1K ligands per pocket for each configura-
tion. The extracted models for each configuration have an average adjusted
R2 value equal to 0.977.

We run an experiment campaign to further validate the accuracy of the
time-to-solution prediction of the model, by using a leave-one-out scheme
on the pockets and using a different set of ligands with respect to those used
for training. For each pocket and configuration stated in Section 8.5.2, we
execute the application with three different databases randomly selected
over the entire set and composed of 1k, 2k, 5k and 10k ligands. We do
not use very small numbers for the target database size because our goal
is to predict the time-to-solution during a virtual-screening process, thus
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composed of a large number of target ligands. For each run, we stored the
predictor value of the input and the observed time-to-solution to extract the
prediction error. Figure 8.10 shows the distribution of the prediction error
of our model, by varying the number of ligands in the experiment. We
notice that the average error is below 1% of the observed time to solution
for the entire range of considered ligand-database size, while the value of
outliers (we validate the application using more than 15K runs) reaches a
maximum of 7.9%, with a trend which is stable by increasing the number
of docked ligands.

8.5.4 Use-case Scenarios

The last experiment aims at evaluating the benefits of the proposed ap-
proach for the end-user, i.e. a pharmaceutical company that aims at screen-
ing a large set of ligands within a specific time budget. We envision two
use cases to exploit the performance-accuracy trade-off. In the first sce-
nario, we consider a fixed time budget for the computation, and we would
like to understand what is the effect of incrementing the size of the database
to investigate, to increase the chances to find a better drug. In the second
one, we plan the opposite scenario. We fix the size of the database, and
we observe the effects in varying the time budget, thus varying the cost of
the experiment as well. We can summarise these two scenarios as attempts
to provide the user with two high-level knobs: in the first case the number
of ligands to be screened, while in the second one the time budget, and
thus the cost of the experiment. The time-to-solution model will be used
to set the right low-level application knobs included in GeoDock-MA while
satisfying the constraints.

Figure 8.11 shows the expected behaviour of the application, assuming
that the end-user is using eight nodes of the Galileo machine (see Section
8.4.3). On the y-axis are represented the expected performance of the appli-
cation (top two plots) and the selected configuration of the software knobs
(bottom five plots). We define the performance of the application in terms
of the expected completion percentage of the planned ligand database and
the related overlap degradation of the result. The completion percentage is
the ratio between the number of ligands docked within the allocated time
budget and the size of the target ligand database. Each plot includes two
lines, one for the baseline version of GeoDock-MA the other for the adap-
tive version presented in this chapter.

The x-axis represents the high-level parameter tuned by the end-user,
according to the scenario. On one side, in Figure 8.11a the end-user would
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Figure 8.11: GeoDock-MA behavior in terms of expected percentage of ligand database
completion, expected overlap degradation, and the selected configuration (a) by vary-
ing the size of the input, and (b) the time budget, when using 8 nodes of Galileo.

like to tune the size of the database of ligands to complete the job within
a time budget of one day. On the other side, in Figure 8.11b the end-user
would like to tune the time budget of the application to dock a database of
500× 106 ligands.

In both cases, from the results, we notice that the proposed software
knobs enable a swing of several orders of magnitude for the end-user to
tune the parameters of the job, i.e. problem size and time to solution. More-
over, by using an autotuner together with the time to solution model, we
can alleviate the burden of the manual selection of the software knobs from
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the end-user, exposing more straightforward parameters. While the aver-
age trend of the application knobs values for both scenarios can be derived
from their meaning, the actual values and when to switch among the con-
figurations according to the high-level constraints (i.e. problem size and
time to solution) is something that is hard to know without any automatic
support. A clear example of this is the behaviour of the THRESHOLD-value
within the middle range (300–700×106) of the problem size considered in
the experiment shown by Figure 8.11a.

In terms of application performance, we can notice how in the scenario
where we fix the time to solution (see Figure 8.11a), while the proposed
adaptive version can keep the completion rate of the ligand database equal
to 100% up to 850×106, the baseline version rapidly decreases the rate
to very low values when enlarging the database size. This behaviour is
due to the capability of the proposed adaptive version, not present in the
baseline, to trade-off accuracy and performance. Moreover, the second plot
in Figure 8.11a also demonstrates how the deep parametrisation introduced
in the target Mini-App provides a smooth degradation of the application
quality. On the other scenario shown in Figure 8.11b, where we fixed the
size of the target database, and we varied the allocated time budget, we
observed similar behaviour. By increasing the time budget, the proposed
adaptive version rapidly reaches (< 1 day) the value of 100% completion
at the cost of low accuracy, while for the baseline we had to allocate more
than 20 days.

Finally, in both scenarios, the experimental results show how the adap-
tive approach can provide an output with a limited overlap degradation (less
than 10%), while the baseline can process only the 10% of input data set.
This result demonstrates the effectiveness of the extracted low-level knobs
in GeoDock-MA.

8.6 Summary

In this chapter, we have analysed GeoDock-MA as a representative batch
job application which runs in HPC centre. From an analysis campaign of
the application domain, we identified five software-knobs that enable an
accuracy-performance trade-off, by focusing the computation only where
it is likely to have a significant impact on the output. The adaptive version
of GeoDock-MA provides different accuracy levels according to the needs
of the virtual screening experimental campaign, automatically managed by
mARGOt. In particular, experimental results demonstrated how, by varying
the quality of the results, the application could complete a virtual screening
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campaign over a given ligand database, within a wide range of time-to-
solution. These results represent a considerable advantage for pharmaceu-
tical industries in a context in which the use of HPC system and software
in drug discovery have become a valuable asset to find novel drugs. Due
to the large number of theoretical molecules that may be evaluated, this
procedure can lower the cost of the drug discovery process or evaluate a
larger number of ligands, increasing the chances of finding better candi-
dates. With respect to other case studies described in previous chapters,
this one is more similar to a static tuning. The dynamicity is due to the fact
that we do not configure the application with a one-fits-all configuration,
but we rely on application knowledge and input features to select the most
suitable configuration for the actual input. Finally, thanks to the analy-
sis derived from the work presented in this chapter, the complete version of
the geometrical docking application (not the MiniApp), has been optimized
and tuned to run a very large run on the whole MARCONI machine from
CINECA (>250Kcores, >10PetaFlops system and position number 17 on
the top 500). In particular, this experiment will perform one of the largest
virtual screening campaign for the ZIKA virus considering a database of
1.2B ligands. Results on this run are not shown in the current version of the
thesis since it is going to take place during the first days of November.
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CHAPTER9
Conclusions

In this thesis, we addressed the problem on how to enhance a target appli-
cation with an adaptation layer that provides self-optimization capabilities.
The main outcome is a dynamic autotuning framework that exposes mecha-
nisms to adapt reactively and proactively, and it enables to learn application
knowledge at runtime, in a distributed fashion. We have experimentally
evaluated the proposed approach and its exploitation in two different sce-
narios. Moreover, we described how it is possible to leverage approximate
techniques in two application case studies that belong to entirely different
contexts. The remainder of this chapter summarises the finding and limi-
tation of the proposed approach and provides recommendations for future
works.

9.1 Main contributions

The main results of the work carried out in this thesis might be summarised
as follows:

1. The features exposed by the adaptation layer has been evaluated in dif-
ferent scenarios, ranging from embedded to High-Performance Com-
puting. Experimental results show how leveraging feedback infor-
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mation from monitors provides a mechanism to adapt the application
knowledge according to the observed behaviour, under the assump-
tion of linear error propagation. Given the mARGOt flexibility for
expressing application requirements, it is possible to further improve
efficiency by adapting the requirements according to external events,
for example using information from the current input. Moreover, it is
possible to identify and seize optimisation opportunities by leveraging
features of the current input. Furthermore, by learning the application
knowledge at runtime, it is possible to learn complex relations be-
tween software-knobs configuration, EFPs of interest and the current
input, increasing the computation efficiency.

2. The orthogonality between resource managers and application auto-
tuning has been evaluated, by applying different adaptation schemes in
a dynamic workload with co-running applications. Our tests show that
the average performance of using mARGOt as a lightweight resource
manager is very close to the performance achieved with a combined
approach based on a centralised resource manager. Moreover, our ap-
proach is more portable and less intrusive from an application design
point of view. However, it does not provide any guarantee of fairness
nor optimality in resource allocation.

3. An approach has been proposed to combine the adaptation mecha-
nisms of mARGOt, with source-to-source transformations of the LARA
aspect-oriented language [16], and with insight provided by the COBAYN
compiler autotuner [15], to provide to application developers a seam-
less online compiler and system runtime autotuning framework. The
proposed approach can provide self-optimization capabilities to the
target application, in terms of compiler options and OpenMP parame-
ters, in a transparent way to application developers.

4. In the context of smart cities, we focused on a time-dependent proba-
bilistic routing algorithm, by analysing the relationship between end-
user requirements, application software-knob and features of the in-
put. Experimental results show how it is possible to drastically im-
prove computation efficiency, by leveraging input features.

5. In the context of a drug discovery process, we focused on a geomet-
rical docking miniapp, by analysing the effect of approximation tech-
niques for the extra-functional properties of interest. Experimental
results show how it is possible to increase the application throughput
by one order of magnitude, with an accuracy degradation less than
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30%. By using mARGOt, end-user can harness this tradeoff to satisfy
a time-to-solution constraint.

9.2 Recommendation for future works

Experimental evaluations of the proposed framework show promising re-
sults; however, there are still open questions to investigate. In our opinion,
the most challenging point to solve are the following:

1. mARGOt uses feedback information from monitor to adapt the knowl-
edge base by assuming a linear error propagation, as a local reaction
mechanism for the application. However, there are cases where this
assumption is wrong, typically when co-running applications share
computational resources. Therefore, this reaction mechanism should
be improved. For example, it is possible to leverage a change point
detection mechanism [172] to re-trigger a Design Space Exploration
to update the application knowledge.

2. Even if mARGOt can manage different application regions of code,
it considers them independently. As demonstrated in previous work
[39], if different regions of code share common software-knobs, an
independent tuning of them might lead to sub-optimal performance.

3. In the current implementation, mARGOt relies on end-users and appli-
cation developers to define error metrics and input features since they
are utterly application-specific. However, previous work [7,59] shows
that generic error metrics and input features might apply to different
applications. It may be of interest to investigate more their effective-
ness to decrease the integration effort of the approach.

4. The mARGOt framework can handle input features to adapt proac-
tively. However, it does not provide any mechanism to extract such
features from the current input automatically. It is possible to envision
a new module that can extract common information from “iterable”
data structures, such as the average, standard deviation, or autocorre-
lation [59].

We hope that the work discussed in this thesis, on the one hand, will help
application developers to improve computation efficiency. On the other
hand, we hope that it will help researchers to advance toward an autonomic
manager. To this end, we publicly released the mARGOt source code [14],
along with user manuals and Doxygen documentation.
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